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Dear Reader, 

This is number 23 of UNIDO's state-of-the-art series in the field of materials 
entitled ~~s in Materials Technology: Monitor. This issue is devoted ~o the 
subject of High-Temperature Ceramics. 

The group of materials known as ceramics, with origins dating back to the 
earliest history of mankind, are today, in their new and advanced form, a 
competitive alternative to the established engineering materials. Ceramics have 
been called the "third generation of engineering materials", alongside metals and 
plastics. An ever-growing number of applications is being found for these 
high-temperature and high-strength ceramics: in automobile and aerospace 
components, electronics, cutting tools, wear-resistant materials, comnunication and 
computer technologies, and construction work. 

The main article for this Monitor has been written for us by 
Professor L. Cartz, from the Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA. 

We invite our readers also to share with us their experience related to any 
aspect of production and utilization of materials. Due to paucity of space and 
other reasons, we reserve the right to abridge the presentation or not publish them 
at all. We also would be happy to publish your forthcoming meetings, which have to 
reach us at least 6 months prior to the meeting. 

For the interest of those uL our readers who may not know, UNIDO also 
publishes two other Monitor.;;.; "Microelectronics Monitor" and "Genetic Engineering 
and Biotechnology Monitor". For those who would like to receive them please write 
to the Editor of those Monitors. 

Industrial Technolcgy Development Division 
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Abstract 

Hat·!rials that are available at the present 
ti11e for use as engineering CCJlllPOnents are highly 
li•ited in their perfo~nce at te11peratures above 
about 1.ooo•c in corrosive environments. There is 
probably no satisfactory material for servicp in air 
above 1,400°C and there is only a restricted 
selection of materials in view including silicon 
nitride based materials, silicon carbide based 
materials, and carbon-carbon-silicon carbide 
COlllf>OSites. 

This article s1.111111arizes the findings of several 
recent workshops concerned with high-te11perature 
engineering ceramics, and ~overs nitrogen cera11ics, 
cera11ic-cera111ic CCJlllPOSites, ceramic coatings, 
ZrOz-based cerC111ics, non-oxide ceramics, cera11ic 
toughening 11echanis11s, and the micro-structure and 
processing of engineering cera111ics. 

Progress towards ;mproved cerC111ic properties is 
not automatic, and many severe problems remain. 
Developiaents are needed in: 

- Oxidation resistant coatings for carbon
carbon CCJlllPOSites, and for super alloys; 

Particulate dispersants of controlled 
1110rphology suitable for Si3N4-based and 
Sic-based inaterials; 

- High-stability fibres with non-reactive 
interfaces in refractory matrices; 

Sintering 11echanis•s of 11101olithic and of 
composit~ ceramics: 

- Other high-temperature materials such as 
borides, silicides, carbides: 

- Detection ~f small flaws in cera11ir.s; 

Data on the meclo•nical propertie~ of 
ceramics at temper•tures above l,400•C: 

- Other methods of preparation of ceramic 
11icrostructures: 

- Cer1111lc toughening mechanisms and their 
interacti:>ns. 

1. Introduction 

The:·e is considerahle interest in the 
development of engineering materials for use at 
te11peratures well above 1,000°C, an~ at te11peratures 
as high as possible. These materials are required 
for service as CCJlllPOnents of engineering systt!llS 
such as gas turbines, reciprocating engines, or 
energy conversion applications (29,32,34,25). 
Several workshops and conferences have been held 
over the past few years to discuss both the progress 
and the problems facing the preparation and 
utilization of these advanced materials, 
particularly cer<!lllics which 11Ust be e11ployed once 
the working te11perature exceeds about 1200°C 
(1-8,10, 17, 19,42,43). 

A workshop "Engineering Materials for Very High 
Temperatures", which will be referred to as WI, was 
held in 1987 at the University of Warwick, England, 
organized by the Office of US Naval Research, (ONRL) 
in conjunction with the Institute of Physics, 
UK (1,2). Another workshop, which will be referred 
to as WII, was held on "Advanced Concepts for 
Cera.iic Toughening" in April 1988 at Stuttgart, 
Geniany (3). Several other meetings have also been 
held on the topic of cera11ics for high temperature 
engineering purposes and SOiie of these are listed in 
references 4-18,94. 

This review is based in particular on the two 
workshops WI and WII mentioned above (1-3). The 
organizing c1111111ittpe of workshop WI included 
P. Popper (92), D.P. ThOlllf>SOn (67,64), 
H.H. Lewis (70-76), and L. Cartz (1). The workshop 
WII was organized by tne staff of the research 
institute directed by G. Petzow (58). The .aterials 
and topics covered include nitrogen ceramics, 
cera111ic-ceramic CCJllPOsites, ceramic coatings, 
ZrOz-based ceramics, and non-oxide cera11ics. The 
subjects discussed cover cera11il toughening 
mechanisms, •icrostructure, and the processing of 
engineering cera11ics. Soae general C01111ents are 
given on the limitation of present day .ater!als for 
high tewiperature uses, as well as an outline of 
future research initiatives. 

A listing is presented of various European 
research progr.....es and societies concerned with 
materials developiaents. 

2. High temperature enqjneerjnq ceramics 

A well-balanced review and ~ssess111ent of the 
behaviour of cera11ics at high-temperatures has been 
developed by Lewis (1,70-76) in which •icrostructural 
11echanis11s are described and related to the achieve
ment of i111proved perfonnance at high temperatures. 
These •icrostructural features, and methods of their 
preparation are i11ustrated in figures 1-3. In 
figure l, the changes of fracture stress with 
temperature are presented for SOiie of the 111>re 
interesting high tewiperature cer1M1ics materials. 
T11e properties of solid state sintered SiC are 
superior at t..,,eratures above approximately 1.ooo•c 
though inferior to the properties of Si3N4- and 
Zr02-bued .:er-uii cs ill 1 ower t..,,.ratures 
(13,27). In figure 2, •icrostructural features are 
i 11 ustrated which provide •chani sas of i111pro\'ad 
•ctli1nical behaviour: •'cro-cracking (77) of a 
sub-critical br\ttle crack, crack-deflection and 
bifurcation of a sub-critical brittle crack (78), 
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£ig_,_l: The variation with temperature of the fracture 

behaviour of SiC, Si 3N4 and ZrOz-based 
ceramics. The sintered SiC has superior properties 
at high temperature. 
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E.Ul,..__l: Illustr1tion of 111icrocr1cking, crick doflection,' 
crick-bridging, pullout, particle dispersion, wh'isk-.r 
dispersion, ind gl1ss-residues in cer1111ic 111icro-, 
structures. These represent 111~ch1nis111s 1110difyin9 the 
11echanical properties of the cer1111ic 111ateri1l (70-76). 
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crack-bridging and pull-out by anisotropic particles 
in the ~ake of a sub-critical brittle crack (I). 
Creep defonnation at higher temperatures depends on 
grain-Uoundary shear and diffusion; creep rat~s 
bec011e significant at high teinperatures when 
glassy-phase res'dues frOlll liquid-phase sintering 
are present at the grain boundaries. 

The microstructure of a ceramiic material 
depends on the fabrication 11ethod and ..any of these 
are illustrated in figure 3. Solid state sintering 
(figur• 3A) can be used ir a limited nUllber of 
cases, such as SiC with additives of boron and 
carbon to obtain a nearly equi-dimensional grain 
mor~hology. Liquid-phase sintering is necessary for 
Si3N4-based ceramics (figure 38), leaving a 
glassy phase; an ex~le is the fonnation of 
anisotropic grains of, Si3N4 with a 10 volume 
per cent of a silicate phase having a eutectic 
teinperature approaching 1,600°(. This has enhanced 
fracture toughness but also limited high tl!lllperature 
applications (93). The glass; phase can becOlle 
fully crystalline as in the case of yttriUll al11111in1111 
garnet (YAG) (74), or the glass phase can be 
transient (73) with the formation of a solid 
solution in the matrix phase. Another method of 
preparation is by the crystallization of a 
refractory oxynitride glass to form an 
oxide-oxynitride ceramic (figure 3C). 

Other methods of preparation involve COlllposite 
structures where rand11111 arrange.ents of short 
fibres, or woven arrangetnents of continuous fibres 
are impregnated with a matrix material by chetnical 
vapour infiltration ((VI) (16,28), or by a 
glass-ceramic process (81); see figures 30 and E. 

The microstructure of a useful ceramic should 
probably be multiphase, with crystals highly 
anisotropic in sha~e. whisker- or needle-like, with 
no glassy phases present. liquid phase sintering is 
a useful methcd of fabrication, so that methods of 
crystallizing the glass residues are advantageous. 
An example of this is the use of a crystallizable 
H-Si-0-N glass, with hot isostatic pressing to keep 
the required quantity of glass to a minim1111 (I). 

The presence of intergranular glass can result 
in increased values of the critical str~ss-intensity 
factor Kie at high temperature due to viscous 
defonnat1on of the glassy form. However, glass 
residues lead to tiine dependent failure, due to 
creep-cavitation in glass residues (71), limiting 
use to below l,000°C. Whisker, fibre and particle 
dispersions can also improve KIC• but these 
particle dispersions tend to degrade at high 
tetnperdture when the interface fibre-matrix tend to 
react (85,ll). There are h'gh temperature effects 
on the Si02 protective coating which degrades by 
reactions when oxides are present, such as 
(YAG) {75), or by reactions with NACI {86). 

l. ~_tr.a.gen ceramics and silicon car~ilff 

Existing silicon nitride and sialon-based 
ceramics can currently be used up to 1,300°( and it 
can be expected to increase the ter.perature to 
1,400°( by i111provet11ent in heat-treatment procedures 
~it~ minimUlll levels of additives (37,20,65). 

The serious problet11s requiring solution have 
been discussed in severai recent meetings 
(5,6,37,41,27), and these concern in partirular: 

- Oxidation problftlls ~f nitrogen cerat11ics; 

The glassy phase in silicon nitride and 
si;:iion ceramics': 

- Cheriical CCJlllPatibility; for exa111ple of SiC 
and sialon (66). 

Catastrophic oxidation cracking of nitrogen 
ceramics occurs at about 1,000°( when yttria, 
magnesia, or niobia are added as densifiers (35). 
The microcracking of the ceramic can be related to 
the volume change on oxidation of the phases of Y, 
Hg or Nb located usually in the glassy phase at the 
grain boundaries. Methods of reducing the volume 
changes decrease the extent of the •icrocracking, as 
does the presence of some residual glassy phase at 
the grain boundary which can tolerate SOiie strain 
elastically (20,36,38,64). 

The mechanical properties of high teinperature 
silicon nitride ceramics deteriorate due to the 
glassy phase at the grain boundaries. This 
necessitates using the •inilllUll of sintering 
additives, changing the wettability of the glassy 
phase at the grain boundary, and avoiding i11purity 
segregation at the grain boundary. Further 
improvement to mechanical properties is by forming 
COlllflOsite-type structures. The glassy phase at the 
grain boundary can be reduced by using a glass of 
lower wettability and lower oxygen content when the 
glass tends to locate at triple points. 

C011positional char.ges can be made so that no 
glass phases form, for example by the use of 
Si-Be-0-N c0111pounds, or by causing the glass to 
crystallize to a refractory COllpound, as occurs in 
the presence of v2o5. Improved properties of 
silico1 nitride ceramics at high tetnperatures depend 
on the use of the 11ini111Um illl01•nts of sintering 
additives, using pure powders, and by the formation 
of composite microstructures to cause grain boundary 
pinning. 

Hendry (66) discussed the chemical 
c0111patibility of SiC-sialon COlllPOSites. SiC and 
Si3N4 are both relatively stable and do not 
react together at high tetnperatures so that it had 
been ~ss1111ed that SiC with sialon do not react 
toge~her; this is not so and a reaction does occur, 
such as: 

Other topics reviewed at conferences (5) 
and (6) include: 

Transparency of nitrogen cera11ics (67) 
Precursors of SiC and Si3N4 (68) 
The Ti-N systetn (5) 
The reaction of AlN and Zr02 (69). 

4. C.e..rP-1~-cerami c cO!!pos i te .,~..ll!:llI1 

A range of research studies and technological 
developments on ceramic-ceramic CO!!posite ~aterials 
have been carried out over the past few decades. 
The main ceramic-ceramic C0111posite systems under 
development have been: 

SiC-SiC; 

SiC with cer1111ic whiskers; 

SiC undirectional fibres in a SiOz matrix; 

SiC fibre In a rtfractory silicate glass 
c11r1111I c'. 
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Ceramic micro•tructure• developed by different fabrication methods 
(70-76). 

A 

D 

E 

Solid state sintering; e.g., SiC with Band C additives 
Liquid ph••• sintering (tran•ient); •·I·· hot pressed Si3N4 
with Hg and Al additives 
Liquid ph••• 1interin1; e.g., ISi3N4 and gla11 
Crystallized glass; e.g., Si2N20 with yttrium aluminum 
gunet additive 
Composite of random whiskers with infiltrated matrix; e.g., 
ISiC in Si3N4 (84) 
Composite with oriented (woven) continuous fibres, infiltrated 
by matrix (21); e.g., Nicalon fibres (SiC+O) in glass-ceramic 
matrix (82) or with vapour infiltration of SiC (83) 

Fie. 3 



A discussion of the ceramic-ceramic CCJlllPOSites 
develop11ent in France has been presented ~v 
Jamel (16) as part of th~ workshop WI, and several 
of the c011111ents are given here. Recent work in 
Ger11any is discussed in reference (92). 

- s -

Ceramic fibre reinforced ceramic c0111posites 
have been considered for high tellf)erature 
applications between 1,200 and 2,500 K which req·~~··e 
low weight, high strength, high toughness, high 
tewiperature resistance, and da..age resistance. High 
performance fibres, such as C, SiC, Al203 
(24,30,31) are available and densificalion of 
fibrous composites can be carried out by cheinical 
vapour or liquid infiltration. The importance of 
11Ultidirectional weaving of the fibres in C0111posites 
has been demonstrated (33). At tellf)eratures up to 
2,500 K, survival of the CCJlllPOsite requires chewiical 
c0111patibility of the c0111ponents with the ability to 
withstand oxidation (42). Carbon-carbon composites 
have ex~ellent inechanical characteristics up to 
2,500 K in reducing at~spheres but require a protec
tive coating in air (22,25,32,42). C0111Posites using 
refractory COlllJIOnents such as oxides, carbides, or 
nitrides are limited at high te111Peratures by: 

The intrinsic stability of the CCJlllPonents to 
grain growth and creep; 

- Diffusion or reactions between COtnPonents 
requiring the control of the interface; 

Fibre sensitivity to external agents 
particularly oxidation resistance; 

- Diffusion of these external substances 
through the 111atrix; 

Reactions between the inatrix and external 
substances. 

Several inethods exist to pr~tect carbon-carbon 
composites against o>:i da ti on, and the most connon 
inethod is based on Si-c0111pound coatings chemically 
C0111patible with carbon, resulting in the fonnation 
of a protective coating of Si02 (26,42). This can 
be acl.ieved using SiC, though lhere are m.iny 
limitations including: 

Chemical, thennal, and inechanical bonding 
between the carbon c0111posite surface ~nd the 
SiC coating; 

- Hennetic sea'ing of the composite; 

Protection against rapid oxidation leading 
to catastrophic failure. 

Th• protective coatings can be fonned by 
chetni~al vapour deposition of SiC at low pressure 
which gives a good infiltration of the carbon-carbon 
composite suitable for applications at high 
temperature, low pressure and low mechanical 
stress. Another inethod uses silica or silica 
glasses prepared by the sol-gel 111ethod. Reviews of 
coatings and surface treatments for high temperature 
oxidltion resistance have been published recently by 
Saunders and Nichols (221 and Harris and Lutz (25). 
Cerillllic CCJlllPOSites using carbide, nitride, silicate, 
oxycarbonitride 111atrices with fibres are reviewed in 
references (59-61). The only c0111posite compositions 
capable of extended use abowe 1,ooo•c are found to 
be Sit-SiC and C-SiC (61). 

J,_.t (16) has conclud~d that carbon and 
silicon COlllpounds, especially silicon carbide with 
its silica pr~tective lay~r, see111 to be the two main 

materials able to inaintai 0 • .:ry high temperature 
stability and thennostructural properties above 
1,000°( in spite of their oxidation sensitivity. 
With additional protection. Sic-Si( chemical vapour 
infiltration and C-SiC chewiical "apour infiitration 
can be used safely at 1,300'C a~J l,600°C 
respectively. They can also s~stain higher 
tl!lllJleratures for a brief time. Carbon-carbon 
c0111posites can be used at 1,600°( with an efficient 
silicon compound protection and this ceramic-ceramic 
composite is very promising. 

Si( Nicalon continuous fibres and SiC whiskers 
are the principal ceramic reinf~rceinents used at 
present with various ceramic matrices. The 1 ong 
fibre may be used up to 1,350°( if its oxidation 
protectio" re111ains intact. The SiC whiskers are 
very promising for higher temperatures. 

Below 1,ooo•c, several ceramic composites are 
in use ano reinforced glass-ceramic composites show 
the best perforinance in this temperature range (62). 

At the ineeting on ceramic-ceramic composites in 
Hons, Belgium (1987), see reference (4), the topics 
discussed included: 

H01110geneous dispersion in multicomponent 
systems; 

SiC-fibre reinforced composites (62); 

Zr-C-0 system (63). 

The homogeneity of ceramics of complex 
compositions depends on oti~aining h~ogeneous 
dispersions. Sintering rat~s depend on density 
composition, and are adversely affected by the 
presence of non-sintering inclusions such as 
fibres. Sintering can be improved by inducing 
comparable shrinkage of the fibres by the 
application of an organic coating which is driven 
off at tetnperature. Other methods are reaction 
sintering (69), reduced viscosity by employing 
smaller grain sizes, liquid phase sintering, and by 
the use of hot isotatic pressing. 

SiC-b~sed composites have been investigated by 
Oaws1n e.L..iJ. (62), and Zr-C-0 ceramics by Barnier 
and Thevenot (63). 

5. Ceramic toughening mechanisms 

The methods available to improve the properties 
of ceramic inaterials have been reviewed at the 
workshop ( WII) on "Advanced Concepts for Ceramic 
roughening" held in Stuttgart, Gennany in ( 19881. 
An extensive sU11111ary is provided here of the 
workshop; (3), see also (2), p. S. 

The workshop Wll considered toughening 
mechan'sms for ceramics of improved performance, and 
set o~t to determine patterns of work required for 
future improvements. The sessions at the workshon 
were concerned with: 

Toughening mechanism~; Chairman 
A.G. Evan-; (87), 

The role of interfaces; Chairman 
A.H. Hever (88); 

The requirements ~f ceramic processinq; 
Chainran R.J. Brook (89); 

Tou9hness and ceramic applications; 
Cha1r111an D. Marshall (90). 



The toughness mechanisms considered included: 

Transfonnation of toughening; 

Toughening by ductile phase: 

Toughening by brittle fibres or whiskers; 

Toughening by microcracks and crack 
brillging. 

Transfonnation toughening discussions covered 
topics including ferro-elastic transfonnation, for 
which little evidence e~ists at present, twinning 
transformations. the transfonnation zone, and the 
synergism of toughening mechanisms. It is ~lso 
necessary to determine resistance curves of 
toughness as a function of crack elongation, 
R-curves, using stalldardized specimen geometries. 

Toughening b~ ductile reinfor~einents require 
high flow stresses and plastic stretch, poss1bly 
involving dislocation pile-u?. and the trapping of 
cracks by ductile particles. 

Toughening by brittle fibres and whiskers 
depends very 11Uch on the interface between fibre and 
matrix. Fibres must be able to debond to some 
extent from the matrix as a crack propagates. The 
elastic moduli of fibres and matrix need to be 
similar, and the debonded layers of matrix and 
fibres should have low friction coefficients. 
Special coatings and surface treatments of fibres 
are important, and the thermal expansion of fibre 
and matrix should be closely related though Sl'.'llle 
residual stresses are important for good mechanical 
properties. Aligne~ fibres are much more effective 
than randOlll orientations of fibres. 

Hicrocracking and crack-bridging toughen some 
polycrystalline oxide materials, though there is 
uncertainty and rontroversy about the toughening 
mechanism. Frictional locking, grain boundary 
locking, and anisotropic grain sizes are considered 
to play a role. Hicrocracking is known to toughen 
alumina-zirconia ceramics. 

The role of interfaces (88) is important in 
glass, alumina and Si3N4 matrices, ~einforced by 
SiC fibres or whiskers. The whiskers used are 
frequently Tatecho or Arco of variable diameter, 
with an amorphous Si02 rich surface layer and low 
density inner core. SiC whiskers in alumina 
matrices are under compression, whilst SiC whiskers 
in Si 3N4 matrices are under tension. Debonding, 
crack deflection. crack binding, the damage of 
propagating cracks, and chemical reactions at the 
interface at temperatures above 1,D00°C all require 
detailed consideration. 

Optimization of the method of applying 
reinforcement fibres or whiskers are 1·equired as 
well as understanding the diffusion and chemical 
reactions at the interface. Better methods of 
testing are required at high temperatures (17). 

The nature of the parameter "tougtoness" used 
for ceramics needs to be clarified (90). fatigue in 
toughened systems, hysteresis in loading/unloading, 
and fatigue and propagation rates with stree 
intensity. all of these depend on the toughness 
mer.hanism. In continuous fibre composites, multiple 
cracking mechanisms take place so that failure does 
not occur by the growth of a single crack. No 
single parameter of toughness can descri~e all these 
properties of ceramics. 

' 

CPramic processing (89,90,40) is required for 
cpramir.s with equi~imensional grain structures, as 
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well as for ·1hisker-fibre reinforced structures. 
Whiskers and fibres present difficulties in 
achieving high densification due to back stresse~ 
arising frOlll the non-sintering COlllflOnents as well as 
shrinkage anisotropy. 

Very fine powder sizes give rise to a dense 
yttriutn doped tetragonal Zr02 of equi-axed grain 
sizes of abcut 0.1 Jllll· Superplasticity 
Zr02-111Ullite can be used to prepare dense 
c0111ponents. Reaction sintering {ZrN with Ti02 to 
for11 Zr02 with TiN) has been used to fonn dense 
ct-r•ics (69). 

It is necessary to obtain good h0110geneous 
suspension of powder-whiskers (or fibre) with 
addi .ives in order to sinter to a h01110geneous 
ceramic. Control of pH and low fibre loading below 
15 Ynlume per cent are generally needed to overcome 
anisotropic shrinkage and to achieve high densities. 

6. Present--jay !l!iterials and future research 

General reviews have been presented at several 
recent workshops and conferences (1-3) on the 
limitations of present day engineering materials for 
use at high tetnperatures, under high stre~s. and in 
corrosive enviror.:nents. Heetham (44) has discussed 
the future requirt!!IM!nts of gas turbine c0111ponents 
such as aerofoils, discs and c0111bustors where nickel 
superalloys pennit the use of gas turbines up to 
about 700°(. Hetselaar and Wolff (45) have descibed 
the requirements of a ther11ionic energy converter 
operating at l,450°C for which a trilayer material 
has been designed consisting of a tungsten emitter 
coated w•th a diffusion barrier of TiN and an outer 
protective shell of SiC. Nickel (29) has discussed 
the requirements of core materials for advanced high 
temperature reactors. Van der Sluns (3) has 
reviewed the brazing of oxide and non-oxide ceramics 
to metals. 

At the workshop (WI) on "Engineering Materials 
for Very High Temperatures", all possible materials 
and treatments were considered including N-ceramics, 
ceramic-ceramic c0111posites, carbides, borides, 
silicides, and refractory silicates. The properties 
demanded are high strength, toughness, creep 
resistance, and o~idation resistance at high 
temperature, but cost-effective processing ano 
reliability are equally important. 

The following summary discussions are taken 
from workshop (WI). Among the cerumic materials 
silicon nitride-based ceramics allow use up to about 
l,7.50°C, which might be extended to 1,400°C. 
Current ceramics based on Si3N4 and on sialons 
have probably the best balance of strength-toughness 
at temperatures up to 1,300°C. Monolithic silicon 
carbide has a better performance at high 
temperatures but suffers from a low fracture 
toughness. Carbon-containing materials could be 
used at temperatures of perhaps 2,000°C, but for the 
use of these materials in air, protection against 
oxidation needs to be provided, which is not an easy 
problem to solve. The same applies to the 
protective coatings on refractory llM!tals, which 
require a better understanding of coatin~ adhesion 
and diffusion properties. 

The fracture toughness of ceramic materials 
might be increased by the incorporation of fibres 
and whiskers. This approach is limited by the 
availability of suitable fibres and whl!ker~. 
Current composite materials do not display better 
fractur~ toughness prop•rties at high temperatures 
than monolithic ceramics. The mechanism of sintering 
without the formation of liquids, as in the 
sintering of silicon carbide, requires elucidation. 
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There is a modest understanding of 
microstructure and property relationships in 
high-temperature creep, fracture, an~ oxidation of 
11011olithit: ceramics. Honophase ceramics, 
exemplified by solid-state-sintered SiC, have good 
time-dependent properties up to 1,600°( (93) but 
have microstructures with a poor fracture toughness, 
of the order of SHPa.lin. SOllle improv~nt in 
fracture toughness (f-8 HPa/m) is atta1~able in 
liquid-phase-sintered Si3N4 and sialon ceramics, 
which retain good ~reep, creep-rupture, and 
oxidation resistance at 1,300°( provided that the 
liquid residues are f~lly crystallized. Instability 
in oxidizing conditions above 1,350°( inay be 
improved by reducing the residual glass phase 
content and using hot isostatic pressing (HIP) 
fabrication, but fracture toughness is generally 
reduced. 

Composites have a potential for removing one of 
the llOSt important engineering design limits of 
110nolithics, that of microscopic critical flaw sizes 
associated with low fracture touohness. Useful 
increments in toughness (10-15 HPa/m) are attainable 
by the dispersion of whiskers (10-30 volU11e per 
cent) in various matrices, retaining conventional 
fabrication procedures but normally requir•ng 
pr~ssurized sintering. Although they exhibit 
impressive unidirectional fracture properties, there 
are significant problems in high-temp~rature 
stability of non-stoichiometric fibres (such as 
Nicalon-SiC). in the fabrication of refractory 
matrices with non-reactive fibre-matrix interfaces, 
and in the forming of three-dime1~irnal woven-fibre 
component shapes capable of retaining a large 
fraction of the unidirectional property. High
temp~rature deformation and creep-fracture of both 
fibrous and whisker composites remain a relatively 
unexplored field. 

The more co1.p 1 ex, di ff i cu 1 t, and hence expensive 
fabrication processes for high-temperature monolithic 
ceramics, and especially for composites, must be 
weighed against the increase in high-temperature 
performance over the lower temperature superallo1s. 
The "Lanxide" process, in which a liquid metal 
matrix is converted to an oxide ceramic, is of 
particular interest in the forl'lation of monolithic 
and composite ceramic s;1apes. incomplete metallic 
conversion is beneficial for fracture toug~ness, b~t 
it clearly presents problems in relation to 
high-temperature operation above the liquidus of the 
metallic residue. 

The recommendations made at workshop WI are as 
follows: 

Near-term studies 

Increasing rhe temperature ceiling of 
Si 3N4-based monolithic cer~nics to at 
least 1,400°( in oxidizing tonditions, using 
stable crystalline sintering residues and 
HIP proc~ssing. 

Improving th~ fracture t~ughness and 
strength of SiC-bas~d ceramics, formed by 
solid-state sintering, by particulate or 
whisker dispersions, while retaining the 
good creep-rupture and oxidation resistance 
of the sintered matrix. 

Further development of SiC or carbon-based 
fibrous composites with respect to stability 
at. temrieratures of 1,200°C, especially in 
oxidizing conditions, for example by 
coatinJs for carbon-carbon composites and 
t11e use of the newly emerging stoichiometric 
SiC fibres. 

Development of coo,ings on 111etals, such as 
superalloys, repla~ing existing oxide 
coatings by refractory silicates (celsian, 
for example) of matched thermal expansion 
behaviour. 

long-term studies 

The development of a range of new part~culate 
dispersants, with controlled 110rphological 
anisotropy, and ch,...ical COlllpatibility with 
Si3N4 and SiC-based 111atrices, designed to 
extend the principle of "whisker-toughening". 

Further development of high-stability 
fibres, such as stoichi0111etric SiC, and of 
non-reactive interfaces with refractory 
matrices. This may be achieved by coatings 
or by using lower temperature fabrication 
~uch as the "sol-gel" route for oxides, or 
"reaction-bonding" for Si3N4. The 
present-day limited choice of fibres is a 
severe handicap; it would be very useful to 
have fibres of materials such as BN, BC, and 
AlN. 

Development of shaping-fabrication 
procedures, esF cially for fibrous 
composites, with an emphasis on specific 
component applications. 

Develop a better understanding of the basic 
mechanisms involved in sintering, both of 
monolithics and compos. e inatrices. and of 
high-tetnperat~re deformation and fracture. 
In "dispersed-phase" compos Hes, • 'te 
relative contributions of d:ffere.1t 
toughening mechanisms should be i11vestigated. 

Jevelop an understanding of coat. ... 9 cohesion 
and substrate inter-diffusion. 

E~amine the properties 01 other 
high-temperature materials, such ~s those 
based on borides, silicides, and carbides. 

Develop m~thods of flaw detection in 
cerami~s to permit the study of the smallest 
flaws under stress and environment, as well 
as to obtain more consistent properties in 
ceramic materials. 

There is a lack of data of the mechanical 
properties of ceramics above 1,400°(, and 
data is required certain~y u~ to 1,600°C. 
Heasurement techniques to acquire this data 
need to be developed (9). 

At the meeting on engineering ceramics at 
Coventry, UK, J~ly 1987 (7) the following specific 
points were made concerning problem~ arising when 
metals are replaced by ceramic materials: 

Sharp corners must not be present in the 
ceramic component s~ that redesigning of a 
component is essential; 

Ceramics absorb gases and liquids, and 
precautions must be taken; 

Catastrophic failures in ceramics do occur 
so that a very large safety margin must be 
used in the design; 

There is no standardization in the testing 
of ceramics; 

It is best if the ceramic ~cmponent can be 
~eld under compressive forces; 
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It can be very difficult and expensi1e to 
obtain precise shapes or cera•ic 
c0tnponents; the use of diamond grind;ng is 
very expensive and should be avoided if at 
all possible. 

At the wGrkshop WII on "Advanced Concepts for 
Cerillllic Toughening" (3}, the following research 
initiatives were listed: 

The nature of fatigue mechanisms in cerillllics 
~nd the prevalence of fatigue for different 
ceramic systems are not well understood and are 
of major sign:ficance for applications. The 
relative importance of fatigue in toughened 
ceramic microstructures must be assessed to 
guide microstructural design for such materials; 

fhe use of cerillll;cs at high temperature suffers 
from the relative lack of characterization of 
microstructures and failure 111echanisms at high 
temperature. The refinement of high-temperature 
testing and the specific design of micro
structures for high-temperatur~ stability and 
toughness are important research tasks. 

Research requirements identified are as 
fo 11 ows ( 3) : 

R-curves 

Synerg:sm 

Ductile phase 
toughening 

Fibres, whiskers 

Hi crocncks 

Interface-
"4i crostructure 

Densification of 
composites 

Whiskers and 
fibres 

Fine gr3in size 

Reaction 
sintering 

Agreed geometry for testing 
Calcl'lation of curves for specific 
mechanisms 

Nature of interaction between 
different toughening mechanisms 

Plasticity of constrained particles 
Studies of bridging zone behaviour 
Control of particle-matrix interface 

Nature of fibre-matrix debonding 
Design of interface coatings of 
suitable stability and bonding 

Hodelling of toughening behaviour 
Assessment of prevalence of the 
mechanisir. 

Debonding phenomena for fibres 
and particles 
Ch?racterization and testing at 
high temperature 

Evaluation of limits for 
pressureless densification and 
identification of impediments 

Anilability of reinforcemellt 
phases of controlled microstructure 

Extension of processing capability 
to finer p~wder sizes 

Preparation of required composite 
micr,,structures by .in.J.it..ll reaction 

7. fvr.DUi!L!!llteritlLr:.Huill activities 

The new European Ceramic Society, ECS, has been 
istablished recently with the first European ceramic 
conference being held in Maastricht, the N~therlands 
in June 1989. So far, the countries adhering to ECS 
include France, Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, 
Belgium, the United Kingdom, and Srain. Further 
b~tails about ECS can be obtained frOftl the president 
of the society, Professor R. Hetselaar, Secretariat 
European Ceramic Society, Centre for Technical 
'Ceramics, Eindhoven University of Technology, 
,Eindhoven, the Netherlands. 

A new European Society of Hater;als has 
recently been established by an agree11ent signed 
December 1987 by the Deutsche Gesellschaft fur 
Hetalkunde, The Institute of Hetals (UK), and la 
Societe Fran~aise de Heta11urgie. It is hoped that 
other European s~cieties of metals, ceramics, and 
other materia1s will join the federation. 

The objectives of the federation are to: 

Improve the dissemination of infonnation 
about the scientific meetings of the 
individual national societies; 

Increase the participaticn in national 
meetings, includin~ sponsoring European 
meetings; 

Publish simultaneously scientific reviews of 
metallurgy in German, English and French; 

Hold an annual major European 111eeting on 
materials. 

further infonnation can be obtained fr0111 these 
addresses: 

La Societe fran~aise de Hetallurgie, 
1-5, rue Paul Cezanne, 75008 Paris, France. 
[Secretary-General Yves francot, 
Tel.: 1-45-63-17-10]. 

The Institute of Hetals, 1, Carlton House 
Terrace, London, SWlY 5DB, UK. [Secretary 
Sir Geoffrey ford, Tel.: 1-839-4071]. 

Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Hetalkunde, 
Adenauer-Allee 21, D-6370 Oberursel 1, Germany. 

A federation of Haterials Institutes has been 
formed in London, UK, by the ainalgamation of the 
Institute of Hetals, the Institute of Ceramics, and 
the Plast;cs and Rubber Institute. The new 
Federation will be able to cover the entire field of 
Materials, and it is contetnplated that eventually a 
single Institute of Haterials w;11 be formed in the 
UK. The Federation will be governed by a council 
consisting of the Presidents of the founding 
societies. Further details 1111y be obtai~ed from 
s;r Geoffrey ford, the InstitutP of Hetals, 1, 
Carlton 'louse Terrace, London SWlY SOB, UK. 

European progr~s on 11ater;a1s sc;ence and 
technology 

There is a wide range of European progrannes of 
collaboration in the fields of science and 
technology set up ~Y the C(,tlll'ission of the European 
Communities (CEC) and a s~lection of these 
programmes are listed in table I (47,48). 

Some Acronyms of the European Scientific 
i.!lll Tech no 10111 cal Researci1 Progra1m1u 

il.Il.ILOrganizations 

BRITE 

CCFP 

CEAH 

CEN 

CENELEC 

Basic Research in Industrial 
Technologie~ for Europe 

Consultative COllllP;ttee for the Fusion 
Progra11111e 

Concerted European Action on Magnets 

European Connittee for Standardization 

Euro,pun C091Hlee for. Electro
technii:a 1 Standard lzat 1 on 



CERN 

CERT 

CIT 

CODE ST 

COME TT 

COST 

CREST 

CST 

DELTA 

DESY 

DIANE 

EAEC 

EARN 

ECSC 

EDP EC 

EIRHA 

El SCAT 

EJOB 

ERASMUS 

ERS 

ESA 

ESEP 

ESf 

ESO 

ESPRIT 

ESRC 

ESRf 

ESTEC 

EURAH 

EUREKA 

EUROHET 
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European Organization for Nuclear 
Research 

European Parlia11ent C011111ittee on 
Energy, Research and Technology 

Connittee on Innovation and Technology 
Transfer 

C011111ittee for the European Develo.,.ent 
of Science and Technology 

Connunity Action Prograimie for 
Education and Training for Technology 

European Co-operation in the field of 
Scientific and Technical Research 

Scientific and Technical Research 
C01111i ttee 

EuratOll Scientific and Technical 
Cu.iittee 

Developing European learning through 
Technological Advance 

Gennan Electron Synchrotron 

Direct Information Access Network for 
Europe 

European At0111ic Energy C011111Unity 

European Acadeinic and Research Network 

European Coal and Steel COlmlUnity 

Energy Demonstration Progra..e of the 
European Connunities 

European Industrial Research Hanagement 
Association 

European Incoherent Scatter Radar 
facility 

European Joint Optical Bistability 
project 

European Connunity Action Schetne for 
Hobility of University Students 

Earth Resources Satellite 

European Space Agency 

European Science Exchange Progra1111e 

European Science foundation 

European Southern Obser'latory 

European Strategic Program for Research 
and Development in Inforwiation 
Technology 

European Science Research Councils 

European Synchrotron Radiation facility 

European Space Research and rechnology 
Centre 

European Research on Advanced Materials 

European Research Co-ordination Agency 

European Collaboration on Heasur..,.nt 
Standards 

FAST 

FEICRO 

f P 

nsc 
IRDAC 

JET 

JRC 

LEP 

HTH 

NEA 

NET 

RACE 

RAP 

SPRINT 

STC 

STD 

STIMULATION 

STOA 

TOHS 

VAHAS 

forecasting and Asses~nt in Science 
and Technolog) 

federation of Earopean In~ustrial 
Co-operative Res~arch Organizations 

Fra11eWOrk Progra..e 

Fusion Technology Steeri~g C01111ittee 

Industrial Research and Development 
Advisory C01111ittee 

Joint European Torus 

Joint Research Centre 

Large Electron-Positron Collider 

Hajor Technological Hazards Progra1111e 

Nuclear Energy Agency 

Next European Torus 

Research and Development in Advanced 
C01m1Unications Technologies in 
Europe 

Research Action Progra...e 

Strategic Progr.....e for Innovation 
and Technology Transfer 

EuratOll Scientific and Technical 
Comiittee 

Science and Technology for 
Development 

European Co-operation between 
Laboratories 

European Parliament Office for 
Scientific and Technological Options 
Assess11ent 

Technological Developments in the 
Hydrocarbons Sector 

Versailles Project on Advanced 
Materials and Standards 

The research prograiimes concerning Materials are: 

STIMULATION 

SPRINT 

EURAH 

BRITE 

COST 

EUREKA 

VAMAS 

Sti11Ulation of European Co-operation 
[see reference 52] 

Strategic Progra11111e for Innovation 
and Technology Transfer [see 
reference 53] 

European Research on Advanced 
Materials Progra1111e [see 
references 46,49,51,52] 

Basic Research in Industrial 
Technologies for Europe [see 
references 46,50,52] 

European Co-operation In the field of 
Scientific and Technical Research 
[see reference 46] 

European Research Co-ordination 
Agency [see reference 46] 

Versailles Project on Advanced 
Materials and Standards (see 
refereru:e 55] 
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A short review of the 11aterial studies under 
these programmes is given in reference 2; see 
:JlsO (54). 

Some of the projects concerned with high 
temperature 1P••r>a1~ are as follows: 

cJRITE: 

Pla59il reactor for surface deposition of 
corrosion-resistant layers; 

SiC-reinforced composite turbine wheel with 
mechanical strength stability at high 
temperature. 

EURAM: 

. Ceramics intended for future generations of 
internal cOllbustion engines. especially the 
adiabatic diesel engine operating at a 
constant temperature of l,500°C; 

Composite 11aterials; synthetic resins with 
carbon or glass fibres; 11etal 11atrix 
composites; 

Mechanical properties and corrosion 
resistance properties of steels. alloys, and 
engineering cera11ics; 

Data bank of characteristics of 
high-te11perature 11aterials; 

Processing of monolithic cerill!ics SiC, 
Si3N4. Zr02. Al203; whisker-fibre 
composites. 

EUREKA: 

Precursors for high-perfor11ance cera11ics by 
wet chemicals; 

Coatings for advanced technology. 

Reviews of cera111ic research in Europe are given 
in references (46,48,49.~5-58). 
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Department of Ptetals and M;aterials Engineering 
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Vancouver, B.C .. V6T lilS, Canada 

MSTUCT 

In this paper an effort has been aade to 
identify chronologically, the steps used lo develop 
advanced structural cer•ics. which can be used [,, 
heat engines. Starting with the approach of 11aking 
very strong ceramics ( 700 ttPa) by identifying and 
eli•inating fl~ws, and continuing with the 
development of increased fracture toughness through 
formation of precipitates and/or introducing a 
second phase (whiskers or particulates), it has been 
shown that the foJture for ut i 1i zing advanced 
cer•ics in large scale applications, i.e. in 
automobile engines, appears to be very gnod. The 
activities on advanced ceramics, especially on the 
plasaa synthesis of advanced ceramic powders and 
ceramic-ceramic COlllposites, at the University of 
British Columbia are also included in this paper. 

In this present3tion, I shall try to discuss 
chronologically the development of advanced 
structural ceramics, the pr~blems encountered and 
how these problellS have been overcOlle. Finally, I 
shall deal with "'where do we stand' and what are 
the future prospects?". 

Applications of ceramic .aterials to high 
perfo,....nce structural usage refer to systems where 
CCJlllPOnents or products 1110de of cera;nics are used at 
high temperature, i.e. l.ooo•c and both at high and 
11e>derate stresses. Tt.ese include applications of 
cera111ics to engines or engine COlllponents (turbines, 
diesels, stirlings, etc.). Under 110derate and low 
stresses other structural applications such as heat 
exchangers can be considered. For such 
applications, development of very strong ceramics 
and also tough cera.ics is considered essential. 
For this reason, in this presentation sOllle 
fundainental concepts in the develop!llent of 
super-strong ceramics and factors such as lifeti•e 
prediction and effect of proof-testing on the 
longevity of COlllponents under a certain stress field 
have to be dealt with. These factors have to be 
understood before cera-ics can be used as high 
temperature structural c0111ponents. 

The properties and characteristics required of 
cera.ic inaterials for such high temperature 
structural applications are: 

(1) low ther11al expansion coefficient 
(2) Good ther11al shock resistance 
(3) Good high temperature strength 
(4) Good high temperature creep resistance 
(S) Good stabiiity in enviro.,..nt (e.g. 

oxidation resistance) 

A 11 of th•H du i rab 1 e propert i H can be found 
in SOiie cerainic 111aterials. That is the reason why 
cera.ics are being highly ~outed as the 111aterials of 
the future for high temperature structural 
applications. 

• This articl• was giv•n to us by 
Proftssor l. Cartz, ~uthor of the 111ain article 
of this Monitor. 

1.1 Driving force bfhind Jevelopment of advan~ 
ceramics 

1.1.1 Precursor materials availability: 

One ~f the major driving forces behind these 
development~ is the apparent ease of availability or 
ceramic 11aterials considered llOSt useful for such 
applications. These materials can be synthesized 
froe verv common natural •inerals. Possible 
materials for high temperature applications 
( 1,ooo•c) are SiC, Si 3N4 and SiAION, and for 
11e>derate temperature applications, A1 203 and PSZ 
(Partially Stabilized Zirconia). 

In contrast, 11etals and alloys are used for gas 
turbines or other engines such as Ni. Cr, Co, Al, 
"'1, Ti, Fe, etc. 

1.1.2 Economic advantages of using cerillllics 

The other driv;ng forces behind the current 
interest and feverish effort to develop and 
cOlllllercialize advanced cera.ics for engine 
applications are: the need to iinprove energy 
efficiency; the need to achieve aultifuel 
capability without d~ieterious environinental 
probleins; the ne~d to overcome inat~rial cost and 
supply probletis: and most iinportant, to gain 
significant econ0tnic ~enefits. This is shown in 
Table 1. 

1.2 Cf~ic appl ic.ti~!!.Li!L~!!!lln~!! 

The different types of engines under 
develop!llent using cer111ic coeponents are identified 
below: 

( i ) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

Gas turbine engines 
IJiesel engines 
Gasoline engines 

lil ~as turbine engines 

Gas :urbine engines for three important 
applications are being developed: 

Aircraft engines 
. AutOMOtive engines 
. Stationary engines tor power generation 

1. l ~~l_i.Yi1i.eLon...i~!L}trus:tvr~1~1'.i!!!j t~ i_n 
tht.JJn.ill.Lfuill_ of Alier i u_ in!L J..aJ!.i!! 

The United States has been the world leader in 
advanced cera~ics - in research, develop.ient and 
connercialization - since the 1950s. Although th~ 
United States of America developed 1110st of the 
scientific and technological innovations leading to 
advanced electronic ceramics, the connercial market 
leadership is now in the hands of Japan, currently 
supplying 1110re than 70 per cent of the world 
market. At present there is concern, both in 
industry and Gover11111ent, that in spite of scientHir. 
and technological leadership in advanced cerat11ics 
for "structural" uses (e.cr, autOlllObi le engines), 
c011111ercializ1tion is lagging, mainly because of the 
technolo9ical barri~rs still to be solved: 
reproduc1bility in 111anufacture, reliability i~ 
service, and C0111Petitive cost. There is also 
recognition that, as In Japan, (Olllllfrclalization 
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Table 1 

~a11ic :cchnoloqy rayoff of SC!l!t Typical Engines l/ 

Engine Type H.P. Range Configuration src• POW@r 

Automotive GT 200 Regenerated, single-shaft _zn 0 
1JSO•C, TIT .. 

Truck FT 350 RegeMrated, 2-shaft -Zn +30% 
12so·c. TIT 

light Ship GT 1900 Sillflle cycle, 3-stage, -lOS +4n 
13SO•C, TIT 

Diesel 500 A4iabatic turbo c911POund -22% +37% 
TlliXlOSO•C 

• SFC - specific fuel consU111Ption - (giii/W-hr), based on current state-of-the-art 

TIT - turbine inlet temperature 

should go hand in hand with technological 
develop11ent (i.e., applications should be developed 
for advanced ceramiics, continuously matching 
technology develop11ent to market needs). American 
industry and Govern11ents have taken a n!Jl9bcr of new 
initiatives to regain leadership. 

2.0 General concept of engineering c•ra11ics 

Cera.ic 11aterials possess SDllC very useful 
properties for structural applications, especially 
at high temperatures. These include strength, 
hardness, stiffness, lightness (density) and 
refractoriness (i.e. high 11elting temperature). But 
the 11ajor weakness or shortc011ing in using cer111ics 
for structural applications is their brittleness 
(i.e. lack of localized strcss-relicvin? 
11echanisms), which leads to unprcdicta~1e behaviour 
of fai 1..1re. 

In order to design or dr.velop ccra.ic .atcrials 
for structural applications, two approaches have 
been attempted: 

(1) To .ake cera11ics superstrong, and/or, 

(2) To 111ke ccra111ics tough. 

The .ain thrust of dcvclop11ents in this regar~ 
during 1975 to 1985 has been towards producing 
superstrong ccra.ics ()700 MPa flexure strength) 
with sDllCWhat higher predictability of failure. 

for this dcvelop11ent the tollowing three 
objectives were considered: 

(i) The first objective is to develop 
superstrong cer111ics. This is to ensure 
that the total 11echanical and the.-.al 
stresses in service are always 
sufficiently low such that fracture is 
never initiated. 

(ii) 

(ii;) 

The second objective is to develop .. thods 
and correspondingly cera.ic llilerials 
whose failure under a certain stress level 
can be predicted 1110re accurately. 

As cera11ic 1111tcrials arc susceptible lo 
"delayed failure" (also known as static 

fatigue), 11ethods have to be found in 
developing the relationship between the 
fracture stress, the probability of 
failure at that stress and at what ti11e 
(i.e. after how long) the 111terial has 
that probability of failure under the 
stress. This is known as strength
probability-ti11e (S-P-T) diagram and is 
explained further later on. 

It is well known that for brittle solids the 
strength properties arc significantly controlled by 
the surface finish (i.e. surface flaws) of the 
c911Poncnts or products. During proof testing a set 
of c911Poncnts, there is always the possibility of 
altering the flaw population both on the surface and 
within the body. So, it is necessary to know the 
effect of proof testing on the S-P-T relation for 
that set of CCJllPOncnts. 

All the parameters discussed above arc 
considered essential for structural ceramics. 

The following section deals ~ith the basic 
concepts of fracture 11echanics used in achieving the 
objectives referred to above. 

2.1 Strength 

The weakness in brittle 111tcria1s arises frDll 
the existence of flaws both on the surface and 
within the tl'.Jlk of tl'te body, as the theoretic.I 
strength of all solids is very high, nor111tly 
greater than 1 GPa. 

for covalent solids, the theoretical 
(o'-.x>• derived frD11 the potential energy 
of l'tOrse potential, is given by Z/ 

E 1/2 
tr • ( _l) ... .. 

0 

strength 
function 

and for ionic solids, J/ using the Born Potential 
equatiln, the theoretical strength is 

( 1) 

(2) 

l 
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where E is the elastic llOdulus, f is the surface 
~ergy, x0 is the interatomic d1stance, n is ~ual 
to (x0 Ei2ri and N is a n.-..rical constaflt (-v4). 

Si•ilarly other equations for th.o~tical shear 
st~ngth and theoretical cohesive strength ~/ have 
been developed. All these equations give the values 
of d'. x in the range E/3 to E/10. This •ans that 
the fg.o~tical strength of solids are in the range 
of 2-5 GPa. As a matter of fact, wh~skers of 
al1111ina, SiC, Fe, Cu, etc., and flame polished 
silica glass fibres have str~gth values approaching 
(within a factor of 5 to 10) the th.oretically 
predicted strength. 

2.2 flaw theory of fracture 

It is c~n knowledge that cer•ic llilterials 
and products are weak. The low strength and brittle 
behaviour of cera11ics are al110st entirely due to 
li•it•tions on the illlQunt and type of plastic 
deformation (stress-relieving mechanisms) of these 
materials. Ar. important consequence of this 
behaviour is the fact that stress concentrations at 
crack tips or flaws cannot be relieved by 
generalized plastic flow. As a result any flaw 
contained within the body or on the surface acts as 
a stress-raiser and is a potential nucleation site 
for fracture. It should be noted that even where 
plastic flow occurs in certain ceramics, (e.g. ttgO) 
the flow itself results in crack nucleation and 
leads to subsequent failure. S/ 

The flaw theory of fracture was originally 
developed by Griffith~/ and two equations derived 
by hi• are shown below, 

a • 2 a /fip 
~ app 

and 
o • (2Ey/wl)l/2 

(3) 

(4) 

Equation (3) indicates that the stress {d•} 
acting on a crack tip of radius of curvature (p) and 
length (t) is the produc\

1
2f twice the stress 

applied (~ ) and {1/p) . If it is asslllled 
that the ffge leng\b (~) is cf the order of 10-6ir. 
and the pis -10- •, then t"e stress 
concentration at the tip is 200X. This •ans that 
if a llilterial has a theoretical strength of 10 GPa, 
the fail~re stress for this material having a flaw 
of the above di-nsions would be 50 HPa (7.25 Ksi) 
such a llilterial is considered to be very weak. 

The si•ilarity between equation (1) and 
equation (4) can be easily seen. If one ass1111es 
that crack length is in the order of the interat011ic 
spacing, the rupture stress calculated frOll 
equation (4) is in the saine order of the theoretical 
strength. 

However, the tensile fracture strength (~fl 
of a ceraMic is 110re easily understood in ter'WIS of a 
1110dified classiral Griffith equation 

a, • l 2Ey1 1/2 

i <-c> 
where Y is a ge011etric constant, E - the elastic 
1110dulus, Y· - effective surface energy, Kie -
critical slress intensity and C is the flaw size. 

(5) 

Equation (5) i.,lle~ that Kie orY; of the 
111aterial is a constant, so proviaed the flaw size Is 
known, the tlf can be estillilted. The effective 

surface energy and the st1ess intensity factor are 
both measu~s of the toughness of the cer .. ics. 

Table 2 shows some strength and toughness 
properties of the advanced ceramics currently bei~g 
tested in engine applications. 

Table 2 

Proptrtics 2f Advanced Structural Ceramics 

Material 

RBSN 
HPSN 
GPSSN 

Alpha SSC 
Beta 
HPSC 

PSZ 
TTA 

SSC 

SiC-LAS 

w: 
R8SN 
HPSN 
GPSSN 
Alpha SSC 
Beta SSC 
HPSC 
PSZ 
TTA 
SiC-LAS 

Strength 
HP a 

Toughness 
11Pa ..,_ 

Thermal 
expansion 
10::...f)/C 

Types of silicon nitride 
300 3.6 3.3 

1100 6.6 3.5 
440 2.9 3.5 

Types of silicon carbide 
420 2 to 3 4. 1 
533 2.4 4. 1 
880 3.9 4.2 

Types of transfoniation-toughened ceramics 
700+ 8+ 10.2 
900 8 7 

Ceramic-cera.ic c0111posites 
620 15 to 4 

Reaction-bonded silicon nitride 
Hot-pressed silicon nitride 
Gas pressure sintered silicon nitride 
Alpha-phase sintered silicon carbide 
Beta-phase sintered silicon carbide 
Hot-pressed silicon carbide 
Partially stab1lized zirconia 
Transformation-toughened alU111ina 
Silicon carbide fibres in lithiUll 
al1111inosilicate glass 

When fracture strength remains constant with 
temperature equation (5) can be readily applied. 
The flaw size can then be related to one of a nUlllber 
of •icrostructural features, such as grain size or 
pore size. The experi111ental evidence of strength 
dependence on flaw size has been extensive. To 
i.,rove strength therefore, one needs to reducE the 
flaw size by controlling the •icrostructure during 
fabrication. 

The critical flaw sizes ?I for engineering 
cera•ics are in the ran9e 25 to 75)1111 (table 3) and 
it is the largest flaw 1n a speci111en that controls 
strength. 

To achieve the objective of producing very 
strong cerainic COlllPOnents (breaking strength 
>700 HPa) efforts are generally llilde to fabricate 
flaw-free 111aterials. for controlling bulk 
properties the grain size of fully dense products 
is kept as low as possible (<lq.,. average grain 
size and preferably <Spin), as the strength of 
brittle solids also follows a Hall-Petch 
re lat i onshi p. 

If pore-free speci11Ntns cannot be produced both 
pore size and pore size distribution affect the 
strength properties. Attet!pts tn narrow the 
pore-size distribution have been partially 
successful 8/ (figure 1). 
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~ture Toughness and Critical flaw Sizes of 
11Qnolithic and CO!!posite Ceril!!ic ftjlterials 

CO!!pared with !1etalsa~o3: LAS: 
lithiU!I Al1111inosilicate: : Che11ical 

Vapo1r Deposition) 

Material fracture 
toughoess 

(HPa ••1/l) 

~onventional •icrostructure: 
A1z03 ~.5-4.0 
Sintered Sic 3.0-3.S 

fibrous or interlocked •icrostructure: 
Hot pressed Si3N4 4.0-6.0 
Sintered Si3N4 4.0-6.0 
SiAlON 4.0-6.0 

Particulate dispersions: 
A120rTiC 
SiC-TiBl 
Si3N4-TtC 

Transformation toughening: 
Zr02-HgO 
Zr02-Y203 
A1 2o3-zr02 

Whisker dispersions: 
A120rSiC 

fibre reinforcement: 
SiC in borosilicate 

glass 
SiC in LAS 
SiC tn CVD SiC 

Steele; 

4.2-4.5 

4.5 

9-12 
6- 9 
6.5-15 

8-10 

15-25 
15-25 
8-15 

33-4 

44-66 

Critical 
flaw size 

(•icrOlleters) 

25-33 
18-25 

33-74 
33-74 
33-74 

36-41 

41 

165-294 
74-165 
86-459 

131-204 

a ASSllllCS a stress of 700 HPa c-100,000 psi). 

b 

c 

·rhe strength of these CCJllPosites is 
independent of pre-existing flaw size. 

The toughness of SOiie alloys can be much 
higher. 

2.3 Strength variations 

In assessing the capability of a material for a 
particular engineering application, the generation 
of design data relative to the operating conditions 
is essential. Two particularly i111portant aspects of 
strength pr~perties that have to be considered in 
designing are: 

(1) Variations in strength for a set of 
products. 

(2) Ti., dependent degradation of strength. 

One of the distinguishing features of brittle 
solids is their unpredictable strength behaviour. 
If two identical sets of .,tal and cera111ic speci111ens 
were tested In identical conditions and which had 
the Sillle .,an strength, the data could be preser.ted 
by a figure, as shown in figure 2, where the 
frequency of failure at different stress levels are 

shown. Whereas no speci11en for IM!tals will norPtally 
fail below ~1 (see figure 2) which may be within 
90 per cent of the ~ n• SOiie speci.,ns of 
cer..,..ics are expect~fo fail at as low as 10 per 
cent of the mean strength (or below). It is this 
unpredictable behaviour of failure of cera11ic 
materials that prevented their use in engineering 
applications. To overcOlle this problem, the 
statistical variations in strength of brittle solids 
have been considered equivalent to the probability 
of failure of a chain at its weakest point. Thus, 
this statistical variation in strength can be 
understood in terms of the range of flaw sizes in a 
piece of material. T~is is done by applying the 
Weakest link Hodel of Weibull (Weibull Statistics). 
The failure probability (S) of a chain at its 
weakest point, which is defined as n x (N+l)-1 is 
given by 

and 

S • 1 - exp (-l) 

K • V (~)• 
0 

where n is the nth specimen in the order of rank, 

(6) 

(7) 

N is the total n~r of specimens tested, V is the 
volll'llf of sample under stress, t: is the applied 
stress, e-0 is a constant, typical for a material 
and • is known as the Weibull modul~s. Certain 
materials may have a zero probability of failure up 
to a stress, t:u (known as the zero stress), then 
equation equation (7), combined with equation (6), 
beca.es, 

a - a 
s • l - exp [-v ( u) •) 

0 
0 

The failure probability (S) is related to 
survival probability P by 1 - S = P. Then 
equation (8) can be written as: 

(8) 

LnLn (~) - • Ln (o - Ou) - • Ln 00 + LDV(9) 

A typical plot of log log (1/p) versus log (c!) 
which is nor.ally used to calculate'•'. Weibull 
modulus, the slope of the line, is ~hown in figure 3. 

ihe value of •, the Weibull modulus, is 
nor.ally )10 for most cera11ics, whereas for .,tals 
it is over SO. Thus, the value of ~ is indicative 
of the scatter in the strength data. There have 
been major efforts towards improving the value of ~ 
by •icrostructural control and improved surface 
finish. SOiie recent papers have c1ai11ed .!.QI to have 
increased the • value for silicon nitride and 
al~ina to ,.,zo. An exa111ple of this is shown in 
figure 4. 

2.4 Ti!!!e dependent strength (statjc fatjgue) 

This effect has been found to be entirely due 
to sub-critical crack growth occurring under 
stress. failure of brittle solids is essentially 
due to nucleation of crack (or cracks) and 
subsequent propagation of these cracks. 
Sub-critical crack growth is normally assisted by 
environ111ental factors. An idealized plot of crack 
velocity versus stress intensity factor is shown in 
Hgure 5. ' 

With respect to this figure the f1llowing 
~olnts should be considered: 
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(al There 111ay be a stress level below which no 
crack growth occurs. However, this stress level is 
too low to be of any use in structural applicati~ns, 
where the ill!posed stress is below this value. 

(bl There are thre~ stages of crack growth. 

(cl In region I, the crack velocity (V) is 
proportional to K?. i.e. V =A K7. 

(d) In region II, the crack velocity re111ains 
constant but the K1 value increases. This stage 
has been identified with a stress induced cJrrosion 
11echanis11. 

(el At and above Kie fracture is virtually 
instantaneo:.rs. 

2.5 Life ti111t prediction 

Under conditions where behaviour is controlled 
either by region I or III (which includes a large 
nUlllber of practical interests) one can calculate the 
tiine required for the failure of a cera11ic COllPOnent 
by using fracture ..echanics concepts. The speci11en 
1 ifeti111e t under an applied stress fl'. corresponding 
to an initial stress intensity factor Kii is given 
by !1112/ 

(10) 

If the speci111en is subjected to a proof test at 
a stress ~C' then the 11ini11U111 in-service failure 
ti111e t i nder an applied stress c"a can be 
predicfe~ by the following equation J.l/ 

a n-2 

l<-!> 
• 

t 
2 

( 11) - 1) • 
•in 

where Kie is the critical-stress-intensity factor 
under t~e proof testin1 conditions. An S-P-T (time 
diagrJm) .11/ for 95 per cent alU11ina shown in 
figure 6 and a proof test diagra11 J.Z/ for silicon 
nit~ide is shown in figure 7. 

3.0 EJj_111ination of flaw by process control 

The 111ajor obstacle in using ceratnics for 
critical structural applications is their lack of 
reliability caused by uncontro11ed flaw populations 
introduced during fabrication. Mechanical 
reliability has thus become a matter of fabrication 
reliability. The strengthening that can be achieved 
by either eliminating or reducing the size of flaw 
populations through changing either processing or 
11icrostructure can be very significant. It is 
widely recognized that the unreliabl~ behaviour of 
cera11ics is due to the large variation of 
pre-existing flaw types and sizes. Strength (de) 
is proportional to the 111aterials fracture toughness 
(resistance to cr~ck extension) as ineasured by the 
critical stress intensity factor, (Kc> and the 
flaw size (c) of the largest pre-existing crack (or 
flaw that produces a crack durin9 stressing or 
testing). The relationship is given by equation (5). 

It is well known that flaws are introduced 
during processing; each processing step, starting 
with the manufacture of the powder, can introduce 
one or 1110re strength degrading flaw populations. 15/ 
figure 8 sch1111atically Illustrates the size frequency 
of different connon flaw ~opulatlons as a function 
of potential strength. The order assigned to the 
different populations in figure 8 is arbitrary, and 

depends on both the material and how it is processed. 
The distribution of strengths for each population 
will depend on the size unifon11ity of the 
inh0110geneity. Different populations can overlap 
one another. The population that primarily 
dete~ines the mean strength will be the one that 
results in the lowest potential strength. Changing 
processing (or •icrostructure} to eli•inate strength 
degrading flaw popul~tion will increase the mean 
strength and uncover a new strength determining 
population. Thus, mechanical reliability is a 11atter 
of fabrication reliability which rests with the 
fabricator who lllUSt find new and reliable processing 
methods that eli•inate flaw populations inherent 
with ..ethods of producing traditional ceramics. 

figure 9 presents the average strength of three 
transfoniation toughened materials as a function of 
the sequential changes made in processing. The 
progressive strengthening was made by observing 
fracture surfaces to identify the type of flaw at 
the fracture origin, relating the flaw to a 
processing step, and then developing a new processing 
method that had a high probability of eli•inating 
the strength degrading flaw. This uncovers the next 
llliljor flaw population which is then treated in the 
same lllilnner. It should be noted that the flaw type 
is not always recognizable and once recognized, is 
difficult to eli•inate without innovative processing 
consistent with processing chan9es implemente~ to 
eli11inate previous flaw populat1ons. 

The 111aterials used for this study had a high 
fracture toughness dee to st~ess-induced structural 
transfoniation. ~/ 

The llliljor flaw populations identified and 
eli•inated by process control are as follows: 

(1) Soft aggla111erates - are groups of particles 
held together by 1110stly Van der Waals 
forces, which can be easily separated with 
a surfactant. 

(2) Hard aggl0111erates - are fonned (or 
retained) when powders are calcined or 
presintered and then C011Pacted into shapes 
for sintering. 

N6te: Since the bulk density of the 
aggl0111erates can be different frOlll one 
another or their surrounding powder 
111atrix, crack like voids can form 
during sintering due to differential 
shrinkage. 15k/ 

(3) Organic inclusions - lints, fibres, hairs, 
etc., packed with the powder during 
consolidation and leave irregular voids 
when these are burnt out during sintering. 

Note: These organic inclu5ions 111ay arise frOlll 
bags in which the powder is shipped. 

(4) Inorganic (large) inclusions - these are 
nonnally introduced as containinants during 
powder manufacture. These inclusions are 
also COIM!Only observed at fracture origins. 

Large second phase inclusions, usually 
introdJced as cortaininates during powder manufacture 
or preparation for consolidation, are connonly 
observed at fracture origins. Since the thermal 
expansion and/or elastic properties of the inclusion 
phase are different frOlll the matrix phase, localized 
stresses develop within and around the Inclusion 
during cooling the fabrication te11perature and/or 
during subsequent stressing. 



When certain conditions are met, a very S91illl 
flaw al the inclusion/.alrix interface can extend 
into a larger •icrocrack. Analyses of this 
prob11!91 J]_/ have shown that the conditions for 
•icrocrack foniation not only depend on the 
.agnilude of the maxillUll tensile stress, but also on 
the size of the inclusion. 

The first step involves both colloidal 
processing and dry pressing; in the second step 
colloidal dispersion was used to sedi11ent out the 
hard agglo.erates and then flocced to prevent .ass 
segr~galion and then dried very carefully. The 
111elhod used lo eli•inale flaws produced by organic 
inclusions was lo consolidate the powder by slip 
casting, burn out the organic .alter by heating lo a 
le91peralure that did not prOllOte sinlering, cool to 
ro1111 te91perature, iso-press the powder COllpact to 
close voids left by organic inclusion, and then 
sinter. Ill/ 

4.0 Cera11ic-cera11ic CO!!posites 

4.1 Partially stabilized zirconia 

The first true cera;aic-cera11ic ca-posite for 
high technology applications was really discovered 
by Carvie, 1.21 although King and Yavorsky Zit./ were 
the first to draw attention to the fact that 
partially stabilized zirconia {PSZ) had the 
capability to relieve stress by localized plastic 
defoniation. Garvie ll...i1 !§A/ were the first lo 
realize that thenial processing of PSZ can give both 
high stress and toughness, and published a paper in 
Nature entitled "Ceruic Steel". 

A 11icrostn~cture of a typical tough PSZ ceruic 
is shown in figure 11. The importance of 111etastable 
tetragonal-phase precipitates in a cubic stabilized 
zirconia 111atrix for tou9"ening PSZ was noted by 
Garvie. Various 111echan1s•s have been suggested to 
account for the strengthening and toughening of PSZ 
cera.ics. This increase in toughness in PSZ has 
been attributed to the fac~ that when a crack passes 
through such a syst1!91 a sign1ficant 111easure of 
energy is spent in transfor11ing the tetragonal phase 
lo the 11anolinic phase. 

The 110sl c01m10n theory which has been proposed 
to explain the Kie v31ues for PSZ is as follows: 

2r* 1/2 
1IC • 1 .. trlx + 20, (~) 

where ~trix = fracture toughness of 111atrix 

= radius of "Process Zone" ahead of 
the crack-tip 

The second tenn of the above equation is 
si~ilar to the plastic zone approach taken by Swain 
lo explain fracture toughness in ductile 111etals. 

In their evaluation of r·, Porter, Evans 
and Heuer ZZI incorporated thC Hs te11perature 
(111artensitic transfor111ation teinperature, which 
depends on particle size, orientation, c0111position) 
and the free energy ter11 into a constant (688). 
Their equation is as follows: 

* KIC 2 T 2 
rp. 1/2 <m> l'-1J fij (8)) 

The increase in toughness due to transfoniation 
alone can be expressed in ter11s of transfor"Mation 
zone. z..l/ 
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where Vf = volUllle fraction of transformed 
particles 

f {a/h,u ) 

E 

= function of the crack length to 
zone thickness 

= Elastic llOdulus 

The fracture toughness of fully stabilized 
zfrconia is ,..., 3"Pa.'ll and the partial stabilized 
zirconia (MgO-PSZ-8.1 mole% and 25 vol% tetragonal 
phase) is 6 HPa./•. It is in the samie order as 
predicted by the above equation. 

4.2 SiC whisker reinforced cerjl!!ics 

The partially stabilized zirconia llillerials can 
only be used up to a le11perature of ,..,. lOOO•C, 
li•iling its use to only certain applications. 
However, this develop11ent has led to new ideas of 
developing tough cera.ics using a reinforcing phase, 
such as strong particulates - platelets, whiskers, 
etc. Thus, ceramic-cera-ic C011posiles incorporating 
SiC whiskers are extre11ely attractive 11aterials for 
possible high te11perature structural applications. 

The increase in fracture toughness of al1111ina 
by addition of SiC whiskers is shown in figure 10. 
This significant increase in fracture toughness in 
ceramic-ceramic composites has been attributed to: 

(a) Crack bowing and deflection; 

(b) Crack branching; 

(c) Hicrocracking of the .atrix phase; 

(d) Debonding at the interface of 
fibres-cera-ic 11atrix; 

(e) Fibre pullout; 

(f) Transfoniation toughening (if such a phase 
exists in the composite). 

Sche111atic representations of soine of these 
proposed 111echanis•s are shown in figures 11 (a-f), 
and validity of soine of these 111echanis11s have been 
confirmed experi111entally. 

Lately there has been considerable theoretical 
work Z1/ to quantitatively correlate the increase in 
fracture toughness with the proposed 111echanisms, 
especially by debonding and fibre pull-out. 

5.0 Advanced ceramic research actjvjtjes at U.~~ 

Research activities in advanced ceruics can be 
divided into three gro~ps: 

(1) Plas.a synthesis of powders (SiC, 
Si 3N4, AlN, e4c etc.). 

(2) Cera.ic-cerillllic c0111posites. 

(3) Cera11ic superconductors. 

5.1 Plas1111 synthesis actiyltjes at U.B . .t..._ 

The activities on plasr.a synthesis of advanced 
cera.ic powder at U.B.C. were started about three 
years ago for two reasons: (i) the lack of 
availability of well-characterized sinterable SiC 
and Si 3N4 powders and (ii) a literature survey 
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revealed a large nllmlber of problems associated with 
plas11a synthesis of pow:lers providing significant 
research opportunity. Our objectives were therefore 
twofold; in addition to synthesis of powders we 
attempted to solve some of the probleas encountered 
in plasllil synthesis, especially in the powder 
collection and handling systems. A 15 kW arc plas11a 
reactor was designed and constructed, the scheaatic 
diagram of which ;s shown in figure 12. Different 
advanced ceramic powders will be produced as 
suanarized in table 4. 

5.1.1 Problems associated with plaSlla 
synthesis and possible solutions 

In spite of considerable progress over the past 
two decades on the plasllil synthesis of advanced 
powders, there are a large nllmlber of probll!llS which 
remain to be solved. Before this process can be 
connercialized, some of these difficulties 111.1st b~ 
overcome. 

Conversion efficiency. The conversion 
effici~ncy o: th~ reactants in a plasaa reactor is 
not very good. In llOSt publications the conversion 
efficiency was rarely reported. In our de arc 
plasma reactor (1) the maxillUll yield of SiC powder 
from a •hture of SiCl4+CH4 was in the order of 
55 per cent (silicon basis). The torch thermal 
efficiency has been reported to be in the order of 
80 per cent. This does not imply that this energy, 
although available, is really used in the for11ation 
of the prcv..ii.ct. We have also calculated the torch 
efficiency of our plas11a reactor, which is in 
the order of 80 per cent. Hore fundamental 
work is needed to increase the yield of the 
reactor!. 

Productivity. Host of the experimental 
reactors have .vSO kW power supply, producing a 
few gms of SiC or Si 3N4 powder per •inute, 
although a US patent claimed 10-12 gms per •inute of 
SiC powder production. 

Table 4 

Sl!llniry of reactants and chemical reactions for each powder 

Powder Raw Maraials Plasma Oiemisay Proposed Reaaions 

AlN Al powder. Ni. NH, Niaidinl Ala+ 1/2Ni or NH, • AIN, 
Al.+ 1/2N2 or NH, • AlN. 

TiN Tiffi or Ti powder, Niaidin& T .. + 1/2N2 or NH, •TIN, 
Ni.NH, Tia+ 1/2N2 or NH, •TIN, 

TiC Tiffi, TI Cl' Ti02 Carburizin1 Tiffi+CH. • TIC.+3H2 

powder. Of. or Ti. or T'a+CH. •Tac. 
CiHi TJ0i+3CH.•TIC.+3C01+ 12ffi 

TiBi faroritanium, Neunl Ta...+8111 • TiB.._,_ 
faTOboron (TI and 8 in solution in Fe.) 

8,C B or BiO, powder, Carbwizin1 48+0f. • 8,C+lffi 
CH.orCiH2 2820,+ 7CH.•B,C+6CO+ 14Hz 

WC W or WO, powder, Carburizin& W,.,+CH. • WC.+lffi 
CH.orCiffz W0,+4CH. • WC.+3CO+~ffa 

Tac TaOi powder, CH. c.uburizin& Ta<>z+ 3CH. • TaC.+2C0+61!a 
orCiHi -

SiC Si or Si<>z powder. Carburizin1 S~ •• +CH.• ~iC.+2H2 
CH.orCiHi Si<>z+JCH. • S~C.+2C0+61fi 
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One of the difficulties encountered in 
increasing the productivity of the rf torch is the 
problem of quenching the flaine when it is loaded 
with a very high concentration of reactants. In 
order to overcome this problem, the hybrid plas11a 
torch was developed with the intention of using the 
DC arc to start and stabilize the RF CCJlllPonent of 
the torch. 

Collection system. Another 111ajor difficulty 
which prevented large scale and continuous 
production 01 powder was the collection system. The 
regular glass-filter system nor111ally got plugged-up, 
resulting in back-pressure shutting down the reactor 
system. Hultiple parallel glass-filter systems 11ay 
help to overc0111e this problem, but one of the most 
convenient collection systems is a high boiling 
poin~ organic fluid system. Using a fluid 
collection system co~pled with a heat exchanger, as 
shown sche111atically in figure 11, the plas..a reactor 
can be run continuously. We have been able to run 
such a system for 1110re than an hour. With some 
110difications, in which fresh fluid can be injected 
into the system, while some of the fluid with 
suspended powder can be withdrawn, the system 11ade 
can be designed for continuous operation. 

~ygen free powder. Benefits of fluid 
collection systems are 111anifold. It has been kno~n 
for a long tiine that very fine particles of SiC and 
Si 3N4 oxidize very easily even at illllbient 
tetllfleratures, even if they can be 111ade oxygen free 
in the reactors. The collection of powder in an 
organic fluid resulted in coating the particles with 
the fluid and it appears that some type of reaction 
occurred with the particles. A ther1110gravimetric 
analysis of such a powder shows that this organic 
reactant can only be removed at -370°C. This 
organic layer prevents iwmediate o~idation of 
particles and can be retained for a considerable 
period of time if the powder is kept in a fluid such 
as hexane. 

~andli.ng_aJld packing of ultrafine powder. It 
is well known that ultrafine powder is very 
difficult to handle and also to compact. Ultrafine 
powders of SiC and Si3N4 also pose a health 
hazard. Collection of ultrafine powders using a 
fluid within the reactor itself eliminates all t~ese 
probletns. For example, the 40-lOOnm powders of SiC 
were found to be easy to handle, as no particles 
were found to be floating in air. The powder 
collected with an organic fluid was subsequently 
washed with a solvent, such as hexane, and filtered 
on a glass filter (while exposed to air). The 
powder, as obtained on the filter paper, was in the 
form of a cake. This cake can be dried and lightly 
pulverized and compacted to 0.5 to 0.6 of the 
relative density at a very moderate pressure 
(200 HPa). Thus, the powder collection by a fluid 
eliminates both the handling and compaction problems. 

5.1.2 Powder production and characteristics 

The particle size distribution of SiC powder 
produced in our plasma torch using SiCl4+CH4 is 
shown in figure 13 (a) and similarly AlN powder 
produced using Al powder and NH3 is shown in 
figure' 13 (b). 

' We are currently working on doping and 
s i nterabi 1i t y, of these powders. 

' 

5.2 Ceramic..:ceraniic composite activities at ..IL.L.t... 
' ' 

Silicon ,carbide whiskers are carcinogenic and 
consid,rable precautions, and innumerable steps have 
to be ~aken ~o uni fonnly distribute the whiskers in 

alU11ina or other 111atrices (mostly done by colloidal 
process'ng). Although mostly theoretical 
predictions and experiinental tests for increase in 
toughness are 111ade on the basis of whisker 
toughening, the potential for SiC platelets 
toughening has not been thoroughly studied. At 
U.B.C. we are investigating bot; the SiC platelets 
and SiC whiskers in Al203 toughening and trying 
to c011Pare thesP effec[s. Preliminary indications 
are that platelet toughening may be as effective. 
We are also investigating in situ for111ation of SiC 
in Al 2o3 by converting Si02 in al1111ino-
si1 icate systems l.5/ (both natural and synthetic). 
Other studies in this field are on the kinetics of 
~intering and hot-pressing of A1 2o3 with a 
second phase. It is known that [he presence of a 
sec~nd phase in al1111ina impedes s•~tPring as shown 
in figure 14. 

In the presentation more results will be given 
to illustrate some of the activities at U.B.C. 

6.0 Future of advanced structural ceraaics 

With the development of high strength 
()700 HPa) ceratnics incorporating high toughness 
(r'7 to 10 HPaJ'm), there is no doubt that the 
prospect of utilizing these materials in critical 
structural applications. such as in aut'JlllObile 
engines, is very good. 

Because of the high rejection rate (20 to 
30 per cent) of monolithic ceramics after 
fabrication, these components are still not cost 
effective. However, significant improvement has 
been made over the last five years. The prognosis 
is that over the next five years, the use of 
ceram;c-ceramic composites (which are less sensitive 
to inherent flaws) will result in further reduction 
(from original 50 to 70 per cent to current 20 to 
30 per cent to.,..,10 per cent) of rPjection during 
proof testing. If this goal can be achieved, 
cerainic components will be definitely used in 
different types of engines, which woul~ eventually 
result in so-caned "ceramic-engines". 
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Typical pore size distribution 
for RBSN (from Rolls Royce Ltd. 
Report 1971). (8). 
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Fi&ure 2: Schematic plot of 
frequency of failure vs • 
stress. 

Figure 3: Typical failure analysis 
for ceramic bend test 
pieces (after Morrell). (9) 

Fi&ure 4: Strength distribution of 
dense silicon nitrides. 
(IP-isopressed, SC-slip 
cast and HP-hot-pressed). 
(10). 
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Figure 7: Probability related 
failure time for high purity 
5i3N4 after proof testing at 
twice and six times of service 
stress. (12). 
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Figure 8: Common flaw p?pulation 
distribution. (15). 
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Figure_ll (a-f). Proposed mechanisms for 
increase in fracture 
toughness vith the 
addition of a second phase. 

Figure !2: Schematic diagram of U.B.C. DC 
plasma torch. 
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Figure l '3: Particle size distributi•n of plasu synthesized 
ceramic powder, (a) SiC povder, (b) All powder • 
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3. CEIAlllCS AS HI6H-TEOllK.OGY MTERIALS 

Just as in pottery, advanced ceramics of the 
twentieth century are also formed by •calcination" 
at high temperatures. This involves sintering, a 
sort of •compacting" of fine oxide, carbide or 
nitride powders produced by synthesis using raw 
11aterials such as quartz clay, kaolin and feldspar 
as base. The developmient of the electronics and 
aerospace industries h3S only been possible through 
the growth of advanced ceramics S011eti11es called 
fine, technical, special, or even engineering 
cerat11ics. Computers, solar collectors, nuclear and 
chemiical reactors, spacecraft, and even terrestrial 
engines, are all examples of equipmient or devices 
that have benefited frOll advances in new ceramics 
over the past 30 years or so. This will also be 
the case in regard to the technologies of the 
twenty-first century. This type of 11aterial of the 
future divides for the 11Gment into two principal 
groups: structural cera11ics, and electronic and 
electro-technical ceramics, also called functional 
cera11ics. 

Structural ce~ics 

This type of cera11ic material, which includes 
nitrides, carbides, al1111ini1111 oxide of al1111ina 
(Al203) and zicroni1111 oxide or zirconia 
(ZrOzJ. is also called ther11Gmechanical because of 
resistance to ther11al and 11echanical shocks, and has 
exceptional characteristics (see table 1 on page 30). 

Functi~l cera11ics 

A large nUllber of functional cera11ics, such as 
the silicon used in se11iconductors, have 
•icrostructures which allow the passage of electrons 
if they are excited. This is the case of cobalt and 
zirconi1111 oxides and the phen011enon is e11ployed in 
a wide range of functions - hence the na11e -
especially in the use of various sensors, varistor 
etc. (see table 2 on page 30). 

Cerjl!!!ics for engin~ 

Hany of the structural cera11ics have a better 
resistance to high temperatures than superalloys, 
even above 1000°(, as well as to natural wear and 
corrosion under severe weather conditions. They 
are, for the 1110st part, half as dense as 110dern-day 
steels, so •uch so that the cera11ic parts of 
autOMObile or o!roplane engines reduce engine weight 
considerably, thus resulting in fuel econ0111y. The 
weight of a cooling systl!ll can also be dispensed 
with in an engine even partially cera•ic, thanks to 
the excellent thennal conductivity of this material 
leading to rapid heat eli•ination. This is a 
characteristic which has already been used in 
al1111ini11111 oxide or nitride casings to carry away the 
heat given off by •icro-111iniaturized electronic 
circuits. 

One of the oldest ceramic prod~cts, though not 
quite belonging to the class of high-perfonnance 
ceramics, is the sparking plug in internal 
'Ollll-ustion engines. In fact, it is still the 
autOMOtive industry, with its detllilnds for 1110re 
efficient engines with lower e111issions and 
11Ulti-fuel capability, which is leading the 
development. New inat~rial concepts have had to be 
adopted to 111eet increased requiretients inade on 
different engine parts. And higher operating 
tl!llperatures are ai111ed at in order to raise the 
efficiency of engines. Here, ceramic .aterials have 
proved to be superior to -.tals. 

It is silicon nitride that is used to the 
greatest extent, particularly in the turbocompressor 
turbines of diesel engines, for the insulation of 
the hot parts of the engines, or for parts subject 
to friction and heavy wear. The operating 
conditions are then 1111ch higher with the turbine 
operating at up to 15,000 rpm. Whatever the type of 
engine, operation at higher tl!llperatures 11eans 
i11proved efficiency; engines are also 11Uch lighter 
inaS11Uch as certain versions have no need of a 
cooling systemi. The Japanese esti11ate ~hat the 
penetration of ceramic parts in their engines will 
be about 7 lo 8 kg by 1992, with the Europeans using 
only around 1 to 2 kg; this process is then still 
very slow. 

High-tt!!!perature ceramic materials fur the 
superconductor industry 

Although 11any companies in the superconductor 
industry have great expectations for high-te11perature 
superconJuctive cera11ic 11aterials, they are still 
plagued by two proble11s. Superconductive ceramics 
are very brittle and hard to work with, and they 
cannot carry large electrical current, which is the 
key to generating strong 11agnetic fields. Several 
companies are working to improve the current flow of 
cerilllic superconductors, but with li•ited success. 
Both the A9ericans and the Japanese have 11ade very 
thin fil•s. a •icron or less in thickness, with 
current capacities comparable to niobi1111 alloys. 
However, the usefulness of such fil•s as bulk 
current-carriers is very doubtful. As a result, 
inaterials research increasingly focuses on learning 
110re about the properties of cerilllics' high
te111Perature superconductivity. flecause of its hefty 
cost, such fundamental research reinains pri11arily 
with large c011Panies who are also developing 
techniques for large-scale production of 
superconductive cera11ics. 

Cer•i c wires Md tapes 

Wires and conducting tapes are essential if 
ceramic superconductors are lo becOllle useful 
products. Ther~fore, a nUllber of COllPanies in 
the US, Europe and Japan are attacking this 
problem. A US firm, one of the front-runners in the 
race, 11akes flexible ribbon frOlll superconductive 
materials by •ixing them with 1110lten silver, then 
putting the •ixture onto a chilled spinning wheel. 
The lllP.tal rapidly solidifies and rolls off the 
wheels as continuous ribbon. Backed by $4 million 
in venture-capital funding, the ca.pany is now 
running a pilot plant and claims it will begin 
selling its superconductive tape very soon. 

Cer~ic coatings, thin fil11S and electronics 

Ceramics can easily be formed into coatings and 
thin fil•s that can be processed with standard 
microelectrnnic fabrication techniques used to make 
silicon chips. Ceramic coatings already have been 
used to produce electronic devices such as SQUIDS in 
laboratories by American and Japanese companies. 
But many t~chn:cal difficulties remain. for 
e<ainple, ceramic SQUIDS are as much as 1,000 time~ 
less sensitive than their niobium counterparts. 

A US finn engaged in superconductor electronic 
research is studying the use of cerainics not in 
chips, b~t in electronic inter-connects that 
would tie conventional cQ111Puter chips together. 
Superc9nductive ceramics would provide ~uch faster 
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signal transmission bet~n chips in a 1111ltipl ... chip 
device. 

In yet another attempt le apply superconductive 
ceramics lo electronics, another US firm is 
developing coatings that would provide electronic 
shielding for supercCJlllPulers. The coating would 
absorb signals !!@Aerated by the CCJlllPUter which, when 
picked up by an outside receiver, can be deciphered 
to reveal its CCJlllPutations - a threat to security. 
The COlllputer already uses liquid nitrG!J@n to chill 
its circuits, setting up the perfect enviro1111ent for 
ceramic superconductor coating. Because of this 
synergis•. shielding is expected to be one of the 
earl~est c01111ercial products from the new ceramics. 

The e!!frgence of ceril!lic CO!IPOSites 

Although 11:»st advanced ceramic materials, such 
as the bricks used in a furnace, are refractory and 
can withstand very high temperatures, rapid 
temperature variations or thermal shocks cause the11 
to crack as easily as a simple plate. This is also 
the case with mechanical shock. One of the weak 
points is. in fact. a low ductility, or expansion 
coeffic~enl, with a possible le~glhening of only 
0.1 per cent, whereas llOdern steels stretch several 
percentage points before breaking. This poor 
ability to sustain deformation without fracture due 
to the rigidity of this very hard material can even 
be seen when two cera111ic pieces are bolted tO!J@ther: 
in most cases, the1 break. This •Achilles' heel•, 
the fragility of cer~ics - above all, of structural 
ceramics - is at the or1gin of the develop11ent of 
CCJlllPOSiles. The French have acquired a good deal of 
know-how in this field; the Americans have been 
working in this area for only a few years, whereas 
the Japanes~. right frOll the b<!ginning, have 
re.ained faithfuf to structural ceramics which are 
COllmercially profitable, especially for engine parts. 

The ceramic CCJlllPosite is formed frOll a matrix 
with the inclusiQn of fibres. Tailor-llilde, so to 
speak, it has the advantage of allowing the use of 
the advantageous characteristic of ceramics 
~cOlllbined• in this way for a given application. The 
SiC-SiC CCJlllPOSite for thenMllll!chanical applications 
i5 one example, and the zirconia-fibre reinforced 
aluminium oxide cutting tool is another. In the 
cht11ical for11Ula of a CCJlllPosite, SiC-SiC, for 
exa11ple, the first silicon carbide represents the 
fibres and the second, the matrix material. 

CCM1posites have aroused considerable interest, 
for they possess a tou9flness two to three ti11es 
greater than 111any structural cera..ics. But their 
industrial production is even core difficult for a 
great many reasons. Successful marriages of matrix 
and fibre are not n1111erous, the problem of interfaces 
being difficult lo overcOllf. Hanufacturin9 is a 
long and CCJlllPlex process, especially .d!en 1t 
involves COlllplicated parts with great differences in 
thickness. few 111aterials are, as yet, manufactured 
in the fonn of fibres. They are rare, expensive, 
and their quality is not always sat~sfactory. 

However, shorter 1110nocrystalline fibres 
(whiskers) are ea~ier to use. There is already a 
pr0111isin9 111anufacturiag techniqu~ for silicon 
carbide whiskers using controlled cOlllbustion of a 
product which i~ very rich in calcium - rice husks. 
But, generally speaking, the new fibres currently 
available lose their proper".ies at the high 

' t...,erature necessary for sintering with the 111atrix 
, to fonn the c0111Posite part. 

The d~velop11ent of CCMlpOSites is thus for the 
'lllOlllent still too expensive for civil applications, 
, and is li•ited to the •ilitary and aerospace fields, 

where cost is of secondary importance; ceramics, 
110reover, cannot be detected by radar. Current 
progr~s in the US, for instance, concern three 
types of ccwposites in the main: CCJlllPOsites with a 
cera11ic matrix, those with a metallic 11atrix and 
ceramic fibr<!s, and carbon-carbon CCJlllPOSites. 

Already, the 33,000 tiles 11ade from silica 
fibre covered with borosilicate or silicon carbide 
have made the ~rican space shuttle's ~try into 
the atllOsphere possible by li•iting wall-heating to 
180•(, whereas friction produces 110re than l,ZOO•c. 
The therma 1 barrier of the future wi 11 perhaps be a 
ceramic CCJlllPOSite 11ade of borosilicate fibre in an 
aluminium oxide (alumina) matrix. Of particular 
note is the Alumina Enhanced Thermal Barrie; 11.ETB) 
currently being developed by the ~ricans as 1111ch 
for the space shuttle as for the aerospace industry. 

In fact, it is the metallic 11atrix CCJlllPOSites 
that have been developed for aerospace and aviation 
applications in the United States and Europe, enn 
if the heat-shield for the European space shuttle 
Hermes is to be llade entirely in SiC-SiC ceramics. 
The European Space Agency is concentrating, in 
co-operation with several COll!Pinies, on the research 
and development of CCJlllPOsites with a matrix in 
aluminium, magnesium or titanium, and silicon 
carbide, graphite, or boron fibres. 

High ptrfo!"!!lnce cer111ics for construction purposes 

The last two decades have s~ innovative 
designs ranging frOll hi9" technology structures to 
consumer goods being dr1ven by advance11ents and 
exploitation of increasingly higher performance 
materials. ttany examples could be found which 
illustrate that innovative structural designs are 
often made possible in the construction industry by 
the availability of high performance 111aterials. 
Steel reinforce11ent, for instance, 11ade possible the 
design of taller buildings with concrete. Recent 
years have seen improve11ent in concrete properties 
and the arrival of reinforced and several types of 
specialized concrete. However, the use of these 
con~rete-based materials is not trouble-free. In 
contrast, high-performance ceramics, as a 
construction material, are f9und to have several 
advant1ges over concrete: 

Improved durability against freeze-thaw 
action, due to possibility of 1111ch better 
controlled porosity; 

- Improved durability against cht11ical 
(chloride sulphate) attacks, as proper 
choice of cera.ics could be inert to these 
cht11icals; 

1.,roved durability a~inst mechanical wear 
due to ceruiic ha··~"'!SS and wear resistance; 

- Higher elastic st ·, 'ness, cCM1pressive and 
tensile strength •nd llOdulus of rupture; 

- Higher di11ensio"Jl stability in cert1in 
glass ceramics, resulting in reduction i" 
thenlAl cracking related to tet11Perature 
cycling; 

- Higher te11per1ture resistance, which may be 
useful to prevent heat spalls, such as due 
to hot jet exhaust on airfield p1v~nts 
frOll vertical t1keoff/landing 1ircraft. 

The 11Arket for cer .. ics in the construction 
industry derives frOll the need to 1ddress current 
construction probl .. s as well 1s to position for 
f~ture innovative structural designs. The 
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mechanisas in which ceramics aay be initially 
introduced into the construction aarltet involves 
si11ple substitution of aaterials, _,plications ir 
structur~s operating under detYnding environments, 
and in the possibility of fund~tal changes in 
construction (see table 3 on page JO)_ 

CM llenges i11 resNrch 
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Ongoing and future research directly related to 
the application of ceramics in construction aay be 
divide<' into five aajor areas: 

Research in processing 

Research emphasis is on the low-temperature 
synthesis of ceramics. One of the aain reasons for 
the high processing cost of ceramics is the large 
demand of energy for high-tl!llperature processes. 
Various techniques for low-temperature ceramic 
powder production have been successfully developed 
in the laboratory. 

I11provement in mechanical pro.,erties 

As mentioned earlier, while very strong, 110st 
ceramics are also very brittle, with fracture 
toughness ranging from O.S-5 ,.a.,/i (concrete has 
0.1-0.2). Among the toughening mechanisms presently 
available, the 110st promiising appears to be fibre 
reinforcement, which gives over 20 ""'a""1i. Also, 
fibre reinforcement is 110re generally applicable as 
111echan.s•s like transfot"lliltion toughening ar.d 
•icro-crack toughening only occur in SOiie special 
ceramic systems. As a reference, structural steels 
range fromi 20-200 MPa,,'ii. However, the technology 
trend is such that the toughness will continue to be 
iinproved over the next several years. 

With advantages discussed above, fibre
reinforced cerillllics is probably the 110st pro~pective 
group of cera111ic •aterials to be developed for use 
in construction. 

Perfonnance evaluation of ceramics under severe 
conditions 

f'ost initial applications of cera11ics in 
construction are expected to be under severe 
conditions such as high thennal blast, large range 
of tet11Perature cycling, heavy traffic or corrosive 
enviro1111ent. The perfonnance of ceramics under such 
conditions is being studied to work out techniques 
for further iinprovlll'llent of ceramic properties under 
severe ~nviron11ents. 

Developl!l!nt of new techniques in construction 

To carry out actual construction with ceramics, 
new construction techniques have to be developed. 
Research issues include the joining of prefabricated 
cera11ic parts, the possibility of jn situ processing 
of cera11ics with good quality cantrol and the 
application of ceramic layers on other construction 
111ateria1s (e.g. che11ical tanks). Research has 
already been carried out on the joining of ceramics 
and on the coating of ceramics on 111etals. These 
findings 111ay be exploited in the research of cera•ic 
r.onstruction CCJllPOnents. 

Innovative ideas in the application of ceramics 
in construction 

Besides its use as a structural 111aterial, the 
full potential of ceramics should be exploited. New 
ideas that can use cera111ics to full advanta9e should 
be developed. Two exainples of svch inn~vat1ve ideas 
have been Included in table 3 under itet11 3 on 
page 30. ' 

ProspKts of ceramics i11 construction 

While cost-perfonnance comparison has shown 
that for Som@ applications the use of ceramics is 
actually 110re economiical than concrete in the long 
run, the initial cost of ceramics is at present 
still too high fer it to be widely used. How@ver. 
the past decade has witnessed the reduction in 
ceramics cost with vol1111e produced, the increase in 
ce•amics toughness through better understanding of 
tough~ing mechaniSllS. as well as the success of 
processing techniques at increasingly lower 
tl!llperatures. These are all encouraging facts which 
strongly suggest tbat in the future ceramics with 
better perfonnance can be produced at a llUCh lower 
cost. 

Continued research on processing and toughening 
of ceramics. as well as r•search on special issues 
relating t~ construction, are expected to gradually 
bring about the w!despread use of ceramics in the 
construction industry. 

Yl::1lllf.!:ili Q!!._j n advanced cera.i cs r<:sta rr..h.;__ .lh~ 
European exi!!!ple 

In Europe well-known industries as well a> 
groups recently set ~P for the purpose. together with 
official research laboratories and universities in 
various countries, have been working hand in hand in 
the domain of advanced ceramics. This co-operation 
is being stepped up, especially in the context of 
the EuropP~n Economiic CQll9Unity's "EURAM" ar.d 
"EUREKA" rrogr....-.es which have been operating for 
almost three years. 

"EURA"" (European Research on Advanced 
"-terials) brings together the partners that are 
developing such materials, and is concerned with 
sti11Ulating research in Europe so that countries .ay 
equip themselves with the means of producing 
sophisticated .aterials, in~tead of iinporting them 
or 11anufacturing them under Japanese or Allerican 
licence. Among the three 11ajor fields of 
co-operation, two concern advanced cera11ics: 
high-tet11perature internal cOlllbustion engines and gas 
turbines, and CCJllPOSites with different types of 
-atrix inaterials for aviation and bi0111edical uses. 
The initial budget is only 30 •illion Ecus. but 
once the prograimie is well under way, funds for 
the projects will probably increase quite 
considerably. 

A~ the end of 1987, "EUREKA" consisted of 
165 projects launched jointly by 19 European 
countries, their funding C11110unting to 4.3 thousand 
Million Ecus. Technical cera11ics quite logically 
forM part of t!iis venture. European researchers are 
also collaborating on a nUlllber of other projects. 
These include: (1) develop111ent of new ~era•ic 
-ateri al s for "the car of the future" with better 
bodywork and structural design; (ii) a ceramic 
diesel engine using SiC-SiC compo>ite; (iii) two 
low-output radial gas turbine ceraa1ic prototypes; 
and (iv) sinall ceramic aero-engines in th~ •edium 
power range. 

As for functional cera•ics, they have •ade 
rapid strides since 1980, to a inuch greater extent 
than structural cera11ics, even in engine 
applications. Constraints in their use are, in 
fact, t11Uch less sev•r• than those of structural 
cera•ics, and l!lOre than electronics. In fact, 
several European industries are finally following in 
the footsteps of Japa" and the 'JS. The pre"lent 
world 111ark•t stands at sOMeWh•re -round $25 thousand 
Million. Structural or lhe.-.oinech~nlral cera111ics 
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cover only ZS per cent of this 11arke~. the lion's 
share going to functional cerillllics; the future 
aarket for these cerillllics is, 11e>reover, very 
promising, according to forecasts in these two 
countries. 

Hany of the developing countries are i1910ng the 
world's principal producers of metals and raw 
11aterials such as copper, bauxite, zinc, lead, iron 
ore and tin. They are iinding that in the rush for 
leaner, lEss...-aterials-intensive production in the 
United States, Japan and Western Europe, their 
industries and institutions are farther than ever 
from the cutting edge of technology, and that the 
econ011ies of SOiie nations are i--ediately threatened 
by the declining demand for raw 11aterials. Some 
fear that a new industriai wave, 11ade possible by 
metal CCJllPOsites, polJ9N!rS, glass fibres and 
cerainics, will i11pact on their 11arkets for 
traditional metals in 11t1ch the same way as 
petroleum-based synt~etics overran coamodities like 
rubber, cotton and fibres three decades ago. 

It is expected thdt by the turn of the century, 
fibre-reinforced CCJllPOSites or alU111ini1111 lithiUlll 
alloys will have replaced lllOSt of the conventional 
alloys in aircraft structure, and ceramics are 
likely to replace 111etal turbines in aircraft 
engines. Because of their hardness and 
high-temperature strength, cutting tools 111ade from 
sili~n~ nitride-based materials are reducing 
111achining crsts in industry. The wear and corrosion 
of 11eta11;c parts in machinery has been estimated to 
cost the US more than $10 billion a year, ano the 
expanoed use of ceramics in COlllJlonents like seals 
and bearings seetns a;sured. 

The quantum leap in the develop11ent of new 
111aterials like advanced ceramics and innovative 
111aoufacturing processes in the industrialized world 
has made the threat of a possible decline in the 
demand for c0111110dities very real. The developing 
countries are beginning to realize the need for 

J01n1ng forces in evolvin~ appropriate ~chanis•s to 
alert thetn on the new frontiers of technology of the 
benefits they offer as well as the dangers they pose 
to them as primary COllllOd;ty producers. 

Ceramic powder 

-1 
____ J 

A Swedish firm. one of the world leaders 1n ad.,anced eng1netJr•ng 

cera-.:1cs. has cJe.,IJh,ped and cnmmerc1alired the technnlngy '"' 
grass encapsulation and hol 1snstat1c pressmg I HIP 1 nt ad11ance~ 
c"r 11m1c cnmpnnents With the t11ehnn1ngy 1t is poss1t:Jle tn m11n11 

factllfe near net shape cnmp<>nenrs. such as mtegrated ''""'"" 
and turbncharger wheels. frnm s1l1cnn n1trtde powder T,. s p•n 
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4. MDI AOIIEYDtENTS AllD DEVELOPMENTS 

~terest in cera11ics at Toyota 

Toyota Central Research and Development 
Laboratories are actively involved in ceraaics 
research aillfd at ill!proving processing, propert1es, 
and the reliability of structural cera111ics. 
Research areas of interest include: 

lll!proving special clay minerals, high 
let11perature cer.J111ics such as silicon nitride 
(Si3N4) and silicon carbide (SiC), and 
cerainic fibre-reinlorced ceramics; 

lll!proving processing techniques such as 
injection 110uld1ng and slip casting; 

- Developing new methods to modify ceraaic 
surfaces and enhance their properties by ion 
ill!plantation; 

Studying fatigue fracture mechanisms; 

- Develop1ng a 111ethodology for the life 
prediction of ceramics, c9111Posites, and 
polymers; 

Studying tribological characteristics (the 
wear behaviour) of ceramic\ and 
cera-ic-tnatrix c9111posites. 

P.9-1.ili.Yf results in several areas 

Researchers hove evaluated the 11echanical 
properties of metal/ceramic surface c0taposites 
for111ed by high-energy ion ir~adiation. The adhesive 
strength of a 200-11111 zir~oni~ fil11 on sapphire is 
increased by tr ion irradiation. Adhesive tensile 
stress increased to ~ver 75 ~Pa (11,000 psi) after 
the sp,6imen was irradiated to a dose of 
5 x 10 ions/cm2 or higher. Zirconium fil11 
deposition and subsequent ion irradiation reportedly 
also increase, by a factor of six, the resistance to 
surface-crack initiation fr0ta scratches produced by 
a dii1910nd sty1us under a specific load. Irradiation 
causes an interdiffusion of el~ents at the 
interface, which is ronfirmed by Rutherford 
bad-scattering analysis and trans11ission elect.-on 
11icroscopy. (Olllf>ressive stresses at the sapphire 
surface are believed to be pr01110ted by the 
generation of defects. 

A technique has been developed to for. 
Si-Al-0-N (sialon) cera11ics by i111planting Si+ and 
N+ ions into sapphire. Single-crystal 
sapphire {Alz03> is i11planted fir\t with 
400-keV Si+ ions and then with N+ icns, followed 
by annealing at 1,400°( f2,550°F) in a nitrogen 
at110spherP. Annealing sapphire t~al was i11planted 
at a11bient tet1tperature resuited •n the for11ation 
or .A'sialon, a soHd solution of -~-silicon nitride 
and alu~ina in the substrate layer. By co11parison, 
i111plantation at appro1d111a~ely -HS•(. {-.:80°F) 
re~ulted in the for11ation of alu111inum oxynitride in 
the surface lay~r. At th~ lower te11perature. 
i~planted s;Jicon ions are believed to react with 
~uhstrate oxygen atoms. not with the imrlanted 
r.itro9en ions. These crystalline prpcipitates have 
an epitaxial relationship with the sapphire 
substrate. 

Researchers also are \tudying the effects of 
solid-particle erosion of cera111ics and ceramic 
COftlPOSites. Erosive wear by solid-particle 
ill!pinge..nt was evaluated for 16 different types of 
Si3N4. The specimens, inade of •Ji fferent 
starting powders containing ·13;·ious amounts of 

additives, were gas-pressure sintered at different 
temperatures. The erodant was #30 SiC abrasive 
grains, ill!pinging at an angle of 80 degrees with 
respect to the incident surface at a velocity of 
250 to 300 •/sec (820 to 980 ft/sec). The erosion 
rate for four brittle 111aterials (gas-pressure 
sintered Si3N4 , partially stabilized zirconia, 
sintered Si(, and soda-li111e silica glass) depends 
on the ratio of particle hardness to target 
hardness. 

Erosive wea1 v: 13 types of connercial 
Al203 alsQ has been evaluated. The erosion 
rate. V. was described by using a 111Ultiple 
regression analysis. SiC-reinforced Al20~ 
COl'lpOS;tes containing up to 30-wt per cen~ SiC 
particles or whiskers were hot pressed at 1,500 to 
1,8S0°C (2,730 to 3,360°F) for one hour at a 
pressure of 25 MPa (3,625 psi). Erosive wear was 
studied using SiC and Al203-SiC c9111Posites 
decreases with increasing SiC content regardless of 
the type of abrasive used. The erosion rate of 
A1203 containing 30wt per cent SiC whiskers is 
one-fourth of that for pure A1 2o3. The decrease 
in erosion rate is related to an increase in 
hardness and fracture toughness of the c9111posites 
due to the presence of SiC. SiC whiskers, in any 
concentration, result in a lower comp~site-erosion 
rate than for the sa111e concentration of SiC in the 
foni of eq~iaxed particulate~. 

SiC-reinforced Si 3N4 composites containing 
up to 30-wt per cent S1C particulates or whiskers 
were hot pressed at two different temperatures. 
?ressing at 1,650°( (3,000°F) for one hour under a 
pressure of 25 HPa (3,625 psi) produced.-.: and_., 
phases of Si3N4. Pressing at 1,BOO•C !3,270"Fl 
for one hour under the sa111e pressure produced 
Si3N4 consisting of 100 per cent .~ phase. The 
eroslVe inaterial-removal rate of these composites 
was evaluated using both Si( and Al203 
abrasives. For A1203 abrasives. the erosion 
111echaniS11 was characterized as elastic/plastic 
defor.atiQn followed by lateral-crack for11ation when 
the ratio cf substrate to abrasive hardnesses is 
less than one. When the ratio is greater than one, 
the erosion 111e~hanis11 is associated with scratching 
or ploughing. 

friction and wear characteristics of 
niobium (Nb) deposited on SiC and the effects of 
high-energy ion irradiation on the coated substrate 
have been evaluated. SiC with and without a Nb 
surface film, and Ar+ ion-irradiated Nb-coated SiC 
were subjected to a pin-on-disk friction and 
wear-tests for 40 hrs using a diamond pin. The 
metal-film reduces both the friction coefficient and 
wear. No wear is detected on the irradiated Nb/SiC 
spe(imens. Ar+ ion i~plantation enhances Nh-film 
adhesion to SiC and improves wear resistance. 

Ion irradiation also ha~ an effect on crack 
healing and crack initiation in a sapphire surrace. 
Sapphire plates that suffered a reduction in 
strength caused by Vickers indentation were 
irradiated with 100 kPV Ni+ ion_ and 400 keV Hn+ 
ions to determi nt? st rpngth recovery as a fun( ti or• of 
ion dose. Sapphire pla•es that lost about 50 per 
rent of their original strength after indentation 
recovered to about 90 per cent of the original 
streng\~ after N~+ or Hn+ ion irradiation' of 
5 x I ions/ell!". Crack initiation in sapphire 
ca~sed bt Vickers identation is largely retarded by 
ion irradiation; this effect is attributed to the 
fon11ation of an atl!Orphous layer during Hn~ ion 
irradiation. 



Researchers also have studied the effects of 
er+ ion il!lplantation on the oxidation behaviour of 
sintered Si 3N4 containing a HgA120f 
sintering aaditive. Si3N4 was i111P anted with 
200 keV er+ ions and ox1dized at tel!lperatures from 
1,000 to l,2oo•c (1,830 to 2,190°F) in air. Below 
1,100°C (2,010°F), implanted er+ ions are 
pred0111inantly oxidized to Cr203. resulting in 
increased resistance to oxidat1on of Si 3N4 to 
Si02; the diffusion of il!lpurity cations to the 
surface oxide also was retarded. There is little 
difference in oxidation behaviour of er+ il!lplanted 
and unimplanted specimens at 1,200°( (2,190°F). 
Preoxidation of the implanted speci11en at 1,000°( 
(1,830•f) provides slightly better resistance to 
subsequent oxidation at 1,200°(. 

~11!!!!2.tive-ceril!!!ics develop!!ent continues 

Toyota Central Research and Development 
laboratories is a participant in the 
11Ultiorganization-sponsored Japanese National Gas 
Turbine Project initiated in 1988. The planned 
total project budget is Y16,000 million 
(.-$US 114 million) over a nine-year period. 
Developnent of methods to fabricate and machine 
ceramic components will continue until 1995. 
Developnent of a small cerainic gas turbine including 
the cOlllbuster, turbine, and heat exchanger, will 
continue through 1996. 

The engine will be tested in four stages. The 
engine will be tested at 900°( (1,650°F) frOlll 1989 
through 1991; at 1,200°c (2, 190°F) fr0111 1991 
through 1993; and at 1,350°( (2,460°f) frOlll 1993 
through 1996. A cogeneration system is planned for 
developnent and evaluation frOlll 1993 through 1996. 

Toyota, Nissan, and Mitsubishi will work on the 
development of a 100-kW cera111ic gas turbine for a 
passenger car, and lshikawajima-Harima Industries, 
Kawasaki, anJ Yanner Diesel will work 6n a ceramic 
gas turbine for a 300-kW cog2neration system. 
(Sourc•: ~ed !1aterialt_and Proces~. 
September 1989) 

. . . . . 
Toyota introduces ceril!!!iC rotors 

Regarding ceramics for car engines, silicon 
nitride (Si3N4) i; already a production reality 
for turbocharger rotors at Toyota and it 111ay be 
close to that as a face material for alU11ini11111 
lappets at Mitsubishi. Respectively, these 
!pplications point out two key advanta9es of 
ceraMics over inetals: lightweight, ma1nly for 
ill!proved engine perfonnance, and wear resistance. 

The rotors, for Celica and HR-2 cars, reduce 
the lllOllM!nt of inertia by 60 per cent, reducing 
turbocharger response to boost pressure by 
30 per cent, according to Tetsuji Shi•izu. They are 
mass-produced by injection Moulding a powde1 mixture 
~f the cerainic, Yz03/HgAlz04 sintering aids, 
and binder, then sintering. 

On• of the critical concerns regarding the use 
of cera•ics is ensuring sound joints to Mating Metal 
parts. To join the rotor to the steel turbocharger 
shaft (see drawing), a sleeve of 
iron-based-superalloy Incoloy 903 with layers of a 
ductile, low-tell!perature-tnelting brazing 
alloy (BAg-8) on the ID, is first' fused to the 
rotor. Then the sleeve i~ eleclrpn-beain welded to 
the shaft. 

A~ a face material for aluMiniUlll tappets, the 
cera•ir. has demonstrated 30 ti111es, the wear 
resistance (against chilled cast-iron ca•s) of 
current chilled cast-iron tappet~. according to 
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Mitsubishi's Toshiharu Matsui. The CCJlllPOSite 
tappet, which is interchangeable with those 
currently used, is also two-thirds lighter in weight. 

The face is 11ade by mechanical pressing and 
sintering a •ixture of the ceramic, HgO-CeOz-SrO 
sintering aids, and binder. It is then use«I as an 
insert in pressure-110uld casting the hypereutectic 
al11111in~silicon alloy that serves as the tappet 

~··· r 

SectionA-A 

How ceramic IOIOr is joined IO IUrbocharger shall 

(Source: A!!!erican Machinist, April 1990) 

• • ft • * 

Hiqh-perfon1ance ceril!l!ics 

ABB ranks a.ong the world leaders in advanced 
technology for engineering ceramics. The CCJlllPany 
has developed in-house a unique technQlogy for 
prod1•cing components frOlll advanced heat-resistant 
ceramics for use in demanding enviro1111ents in which 
erosion and corrosion may occur. 

Tnese cera111ics are so il!lportant today that they 
are beginning to be referred to as the "third 
generation" of engineering """terials. 

Near net shape parts requiring only a •inillUlll 
of 111achining can be produced at competitive prices. 

ABB Cerilllil in Robertsfors, northern Sweden, is 
a high-tech develop11ent company in the Asea Brown 
Bovery Group. Its activities focus on R and D in 
the field of high-strength cera11ics. For 110re than 
15 years, work has been carried out with ceramics 
based on materials such as silicon nitride, boron 
carbide, boron nitride, zirconi1111 oxide, titanium 
diboride and aluminiUlll oxide. 

ABB Ceraina has developed a c011plete process 
technology for the 111anufacture of cera111ic engineering 
materials using hot isostatic pressing (HIP). This 
yields fully dense, high-strength products with a 
very high uniforMity and ~recision directly after 
the high-pressure sintering step. 

Licence agree111t:1ts covering the use of 
ABB Ceraina's patented technology have been si~ned 
with several leading c0111panies in the United States, 
Japan and Sweden. The c0tnpany also conducts 
projects in the forM of research assign•ents and 
manufactures prototype c0tnponents. New applications 
are constantly being found. 

The group of materials known as cera•ics, with 
origins dating back to the earliest history of 
Mankind, are today in their new and advanced for. a 
COlllpetitive alternative to the established 
engineering materials. 

An ever-growing number of applications is being 
found for high-tetnperature and high-strength 
ceramics. Components highly resistant to heat, wear 
and corrosion are being produced today frOlll fully 
dense cerllll'lic materials bssed on covalent bonded 
c0111pounds such as silicon nitride and silicon 
carbide. 
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Typical products include ball bearings, valves. 
pumips, precision nozzles, gas-turbine rotors, 
turbocharger rot;rs, cutting tools and heat 
exchangers. 

Near net shape parts reql!idng 9nly a 11ini111U11 
of finish 11achining can be 11ade frOll cer<P1ics using 
HIP technology. Such products feature the following 
characteristics: 

- High service te111peratures, up to 1,400°C; 

- Low density, being only 30-40 per cent of 
that of 11etals and other heat-resistant 
alloys; 

- High strength; 

- Extretne hardness; 

- Low fdction; 

- Good wear properties; 

- Excellent ther11al shock resistance; 

- High corrosion resistance; 

- Need no or only li11ited finish 11achining; 

- Can be produced at COlllfletitive prices. 

Intensive 11aterials develo,..ent work conducted 
over the last decade has led to the 11arket 
introduction of the first hi~h-strength ceramiics. 
This group of 111aterials has been called the "third 
generation of engineering 11aterials", alongside 
11etals and plastics. 

The new cera11ics are generally based on 
non-oxidic 11aterials such as silicon nitride, 
silicon carbide and boron carbide. The raw 
11aterials are supplied in the foni of powder w~th 
particle sizes of about 1 11icron and less. 

One of the oldest cera11ic products, though not 
quite belonging to the class of hi~-performance 
cera11ics, is the sparking plug in internal 
cOllbustion engines. In fact, it is still the 
aut011otive industry, with its de111ands for 11are 
efficient engines with lower emissions and 11Ultifuel 
capability, that is leading the develop11ent. 

New 11aterials concepts have had to be adopted 
to meet increased requireinents 111ade on different 
engine parts. And higher operating te11Peratures are 
ai11ed at in order to raise the efficiency of engines. 
for exainple, by raising the temperature by 280°C, it 
is possible to i11prove output by 40 per cent and 
reduce f~el consU11ption by 20 per cent. Here, 
ceramic 11aterials have proved to be superior to 
metals. Current development work in Sweden and 
other countries focuses on building CHgas-turbine 
engine with numerous components 11ade of cera11ics. 

tomRftitjve alternative 

Cera11ics' 11ain potential lies pri11arily in the 
possibilities they offer for developinent and 
improve11ent 1n advanced applications for exa111ple in 
ca11ponents for car engines, gas turbines and other 
combustion syste11s, as well as cutting tools and 
ball bearings. A characteristic feature of 
ca11pounds formed frOll eleinents around carbon in the 
periodic syste11 (8, Al, Si, C, 0 and N) is the great 
binding force between atoms (with potential for high 
strength), light elements (providing a relatively 
low density), gre.1t hardness and high melting 

point. Such .aterials exhibit a high resistance to 
erosion and corrosion. 

However, llilterials or components 11ade from 
these compounds are very difficult to produce. 
Helling processes, for exa11Ple, are not practical 
due to melting points approaching 3000°C, and would 
anyway result in products with inferior proft@rties. 

The densification process involves sintering, 
i.e. the fusing together of powder bodies. The HIP 
technology developed by ABB provides a 111ethod by 
which outstanding properties can be achieved for 
11any cer•ics. 

Allong nitrides, silicon nitride constit~tes the 
llOSt important 11aterial for a nUllber of applications, 
particularly those where high temperatures and rapid 
tl!lllperature changes occur. The oxidation re~istance 
of HIPed silicon nitride with a low dopin~dditive 
content is very high. This is due on the one hand 
to the excellent oxidation behaviour of the silicon 
nitride itself, and on the other to low contents of 
yttriUll silicate and any glass phase which •ight 
occur. 

Ex~rll!!!lJ high strengths 

AlU11iniumi oxide is today the 110st important 
c01111ercial material for industrial cer•ics. Its 
greatest li•itation is the low thermal shock 
resistance it offers, due above all to the high 
thermal expansion coefficient. 

Significant development work has been carried 
out at ABB Cera.a on alU11iniU11 oxide. The 110st 
publicized achievement is the llilnufacture of what is 
believed to be the world's largest individual 
ceramiic component with very high purity and density, 
nilllely alU11iniU11 oxide canisters for the final 
storage of spent nuclear fuel. 

Zirconi1111 oxide is another oxide with important 
technical significance. The reason for this is its 
different crystalline 110difications: 110noclinic, 
tetra9onal or cubic. Transistions between them 11ay 
be ut1lized for controlled and favourable •icrocrack 
formation or to absorb energy to prevent crack 
propagation - so-called transformation toughening. 
It is possible to achieve extremely hi9h strength 
values exceeding 2GPa with these 11ater1als. 
(Source: International Ljcensjng, Novellber 1990) 

• • • • • 

Ceramics put to stressful use 

A desire to understand high teinperature cera111ic 
11aterials is accelerating the develop11ent of 
integrated, or concurrent engineering, where design, 
develop11ent and production engineering proceed in 
parallel. 

This is evident in a new collaborative venture 
between Rolls-Royce, the aero-engine CCJlllPany, and 
the 11anufacturing systems engineering departllent at 
the University of Warwick, Coventry. Rolls-Royce 
has established an Advanced Cera111ics Centre at the 
university to develop cera111ic 11aterials technology 
for future Rolls-Royce gas turbine engines. 

The ai• is to strengthen the company's 
ca11petitive position in 1'0rld 111arkets against the 
powerful US engine 11akers, General Electric and 
Pratt and Whitney, through the iinprovetnents in 
engine perfor.'1ince that are possible through the 
greater use of ceramic 11aterials. 
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Scme of these substances are based on silicon 
and carbon cQ11Pounds such as silicon nitride and 
silicon carbide. They are resistant to high 
temperatures and have high strength-to-weight 
properties. This makes then suitable for 
aero-engines and other applications where metals are 
at the li•it of their properties. Rolls-Royce says 
"~einforced cera11ic CQllPOSites are the l'IOSt pre11ising 
successors to the metals currently in gas turbines." 

Rolls-Royce says that the incorporation of 
cera11ic materials de11ands the develop11ent of a wide 
range of r.ew technologies. 

A totally new design system is required which 
will allow the design engineer to design and specify 
internal material architecture and CQllPOSition in 
conjunction with CQllPonent geometry. The loading of 
the ClllllpOnents can be matched by introducing and 
orientating fibres in a cera11ic material. 

The Centre is also working on the manufacturing 
technology to pr~duce complex fibre architecture by 
weavin9, braiding and knitting fibre-reinforced 
c11111pos1tes in two and three dimensions. 

Another of the Centre's activities is the 
develop11ent of fibre-reinforced glasses and ceramiics 
and single material "llOnolithic" ceraiaics that will 
be capable of operating in 110re demanding environ
ments than those in which current 11aterials are 
used. laboratory scale manufacture is also being 
carried out to sludy the behaviour of a CQllPOnent. 
(Extracted fr011 financial Times, 2 August 1990) 

• * • * • 

Engine !!!ilker seeks out ceramitl 

In its bid to develop new materials for 
aircraft engines, Rolls-Royce installed a team of 

materials and stress engineers and designers in the 
technology park of Warwick University last year, and 
the team is now beginning to start work. 

The ~dvantage of cera111ics is that they will 
work at higher temperatures than metals, which reach 
their li•it at between 850 and 950°C. Above that 
temperature, metal CQllPOnents 11Ust be cooled using 
air passing through the engine, thus reducing the 
engine's efficiency. With ceramic CQllPonents 
the cooling can be omitted. Ceramics are also 
1 ighter. 

The disadvantage of ceramics is that they are 
110re brittle than metals. To increase their 
strength, they can be reinforced with fibres, but 
this 11akes thet11 1111re COllplex to 11anufacture and 
design than metal~. 

Rolls-Royce hopes its first CQllPOsite cera11ic 
CO!llflonents, made frOll silicon carbide for the 
Eurofighter engine, will be developed in three to 
fiv~ years. The CQllPOnents will not bP. load bearing 
and would operate at about 1,0oo•c. 

The next step will be to replace static 
components in the engine turbines with cerill:lics. 
At first, these would work at about 1,ooo•c. 
Eventually, static CQllPOnents tn hotter parts of the 
turbine - at temperatures up to 1,400°C - would be 
replaced by COlllPOSite ceramics. 

The eventual goal, though not until the next 
century, would be to lllilke 11aving, load-bearing 
parts, such as turbine blades, frOlll ceramic 
c0111posites. But the stress on these c0111ponents 
currently rules out the use of such brittle 
materials. (Extracted from New Scientist, 
8 Septl!llber 1990) 

• • • • • 
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Engineering ceramics F"fS factory 

Fine cerilllics, a new type of advanced rnaterials, 
ha~e now established themselves as key rnaterials for 
high-tech industries, and are increasingly being used 
by the electronics, 111achinery and other industries 
due to their excellent heat, corrosion and wear 
resistance, and also intrinsic properties such as 
lightness, superhardness and electrical insulation. 

Functional cer.?!!'lics produced by 111ass production 
(mainly for IC packages and capacitors) account for 
about 70 p@r cent of the total output, while 
structural ceramics mainly for 111echanical parts and 
other fine ceramics, tnanufactured priinarily by the 
111Ulti-type/srnall lot p~oduction, account for the 
remaining 30 per cent. Engineering ceramics, in 
particular, must confo"" to various user specifica
tions for inanuracturing a broad range of products 
frOlll miniature (nn size) bolts to large items. 

This emphasizes the uniqueness of each 
particular product. 

This issue introduces Nihon Ceratec Co. Ltd.'s 
110dern FMS factory constructed and presently 
operating as Japan's only specialized engineering 
ceraeics factory capabre of producing a wide variety 
of products. The c1>111pany is a fully owned subsidiary 
of Nihon Cement Co. Ltd., Japan's leading cement 
inanufacturer. 

Factory site and outline 

The new cerillli cs prod111:t ion facto!"y lies on the 
outskirts of Sendai City, ~ituated about two hours 
away from Tokyo by Tohoku Shinkansen. ~his region is 
designated a Techn~polis Region, a national project, 
consisting of a research park for promoting R&O in 
the field of advanced technologies, and is a new 
industrial zone in Japan concentrating on advanced 
industries such as the semiconductor and electronics 
industries. 

The factory, situated in this high-tech 
industrial complex, has ~ l~nd area cf 19,614 m2, 
building area of 3,524 m and a labour force of 
about 100 workers. A wide variety of engi~eering 
ceramics exceeding 400 different types are 
manufactured each 1110nth using materials such as 
alumina (al203). zirconia (Zr02), silicon 
nitride (Si 3N4J, silicon carbiae (SiC), mullite 
(3A1203.Si02) and sialon (SiAION). At the 
present stage, roughly 4 tons of raw materials are 
used monthly, 70 per cent of which is alumind. 

Orders have been pouring in for the immediate 
manufacture of many small parts in small lots 
including one-off orders, each with uni~ue 
specifications. This factory was specifically 
constructed to manufacture such products in small 
lots, t; respond to this need. All processes from 
raw material mixing and conditioning, moulding, 
product moulding, sintering and machining involved 
in the manufacture of these engineering ceramics are 
based on the batch system concept. 

Production 1i nes 

Personal cOlllput~r networks are used to prepare 
the product de~i9n and specifications, determin~ the 
raw material mixing ratios, selection of product 
machining method~. and for ma~~gement of orders, 
sales, etc. 

The production lines, broadly classified, 
consist of two parallel lines in the factory 
building. One is for raw materials •ixing and 
conditioning, 110ulding and machining, and the other 
is a firing and sintering line matched to varinus 
110des and capacities. 

A wide variety of advanced machines are 
installed here. A ball •ill is used for· raw 
rnaterials mixing and conditioning, and casting, 
~xtrusion and injection moulding machines are used 
for wet type llOulding in diverse 110des and sizes. 
Cold isostatic presses (CIPs) and mechanical presses 
are used for dry type moulding. Several types of 
machine tools are also provided for green 110uld 
111achining. Sintered semi-finished products are 
machined by the 1110st 110dern NC lathes, 111achining 
centres (HCs), NC plane and cylindrical grinders and 
super-precision grinders. For feasible operation of 
the sintering line at a broad range of sintering 
temperatures and product sizes, nU11er~us large, 
medi11111 and srnall electric furnaces, vacut111 sintering 
furnaces, c0111Pact high-performance tunnel kilns and 
others are also installed. 

Production processes 

Raw materials are slurried by adding water, 
then atomized and dried to obtain cerilllic particles 
of 70-80 m. Depending on the required accuracy 
and moulding 111ethod, finer particles of micron 
order can be prepared. These raw materials are 
fed to the moulding process where they are 
processed by casting, extrusion moulding or 
injection 110ulding rnachines, or to the dry 
moulding process for working with CIPs and 
mechanical presses. 

The moulded semi-finished products, after 
drying, are sent either to the sintering process 
or green machining before sintering. By combining 
these various moulding methods and green machining 
methods, it is possible to produce green products 
of highly complicated shapes. 

Green mouldings are usually designed with the 
sintering contraction of 13-20 per cent taken into 
account, but ±0.3 per cent final accuracy can still 
be predicted after sintering. L0-30 per cent of 
products, therefore, can be shipped out of furnace 
after inspection, the rest being processed further 
by precision machining to attain the required shape 
and dimensional accuracies. Subsequently, shapes, 
dimensic;•s, injuries, stains, impurities and other 
items are inspected, then products 1re shipped out. 
Since engineering ceramics are generally small, they 
are shipped by the rapid door-to-door delivery 
system. (Nihon Ceratec Co. Ltd., 3-5 Ake-dori, 
Izumi-ku, Sendai City, Miyagi Pref. 
Tel.: 022-378-9231. Fax: 022-378-9236) 
(Source: JETRO, October 1990) 

• * • * .. 

Ceramic tile developed for European space shuttlt 

HAN Technolo9ie AG (Munich, Germany) has 
develcped a ceramic heat shield material for the 
European spac2 shuttle ~· This m;,terial is an 
SiC-SiC composite and must withstand temperatures to 
l,700°C. To produce this composite, carbon fibre 
mats are embedded in an SiC matrix by means of a 
vapour process. This solid matrix is obtained from 
an organic ~ilicon compound in liquid form, which is 



~oiled and then mixed with hydrogen as the carrier 
gas an~ catalyst. The carbon vapour is then heated 
to~l,l00°C and passed through a p;le of carbon 
fibre mats. At this tetnperature, the carbon 
CIJlllPOnents of the gas mixture are baked into the 
mats thus producing a solid carbon CCJllPOSite. 
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(D. Forschungsdienst, Ahrstrasse 45, D-5300 Bonn 2, 
Germany) {Source: Cera11ic Bulletin, Vol. 69, 
No. 6, 1990. Copyright A.Cer.S.) 

. . . . . 
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6. APPLICATIONS 

.lJ!jninq of non-oxide ceramics for hiqh-temprJ:i..Lu~ 
applicati.!ml_ 

Silicon nitride and silicon carbide are of 
great interest. for high-teinperature structural 
applications in advanced heat engines because of 
their strength, toughness, creep and oxidation 
resistance, and therwic.1 s~ock properties. Although 
interest in Si3N4 and SiC remains high, the use 
of both 11aterials t.as been inhibited by the 
difficulty and cost of 11anufacturing COllllJOnents of 
COtllplex shape. Limitations in size and ge0111etry can 
be potentially overc11111e by joining small and siinple 
parts together to fonn a c0111plex-shaped aggregate. 
However, iinproved joining techniques are required so 
that the join is not the perfonnance-li11iting "weak 
link" in the aggregate body. In this study, joining 
11ethods were develope~ that will be used later to 
generate c0111plex shapes. 

High-temperature joins are needed 

The 11echanical and ct.emical 11aterial properties 
necessary for advanced heat engine appl~cations are 
at the limit and often exceed the present 
capabilities of Si 3N4 and SiC 11aterials. The 
objective of this research is to develop reliable 
techniques to join Si 3N4 to Si 3H4 and SiC to 
SiC without affecting the attractive 111aterial 
properties inherent in these non-oxide ceramics. 
Ideally, the join 11ust have si11ilar material 
properties and 11echanical behaviour to unjoined 
monoliths to be of interest for high-teaperature 
structural applications. 

Methods by whi~h COll!plex-shaped Si3N4 and 
SiC components 111ay be formed are nutnerous, but each 
has its li11itations. Injection 110ulding has shown 
promise, but difficulties with defects, re110val of 
binders/lubricants frOll thick cross sections without 
cracking, control of warpage, and lengthy 
dPbinderization cycles limiting fast throughput have 
been encountered. Conventional slip-casting and 
pressure-casting methods have difficulties with 
intricate shapes of varying cross section, 11ould 
release, drying shrinkage cracking, and lengthy 
drying cycles. 

Extensive work has been performed on joining 
dense Si3N4 lo Si 3N4 using a brazing 
technique, with e1ther a 11etallic or glassy 
interlayer. Although SOiie of these joins have 
exhibited good mechanical properties al low 
temperatures, the perfonnance at high temperatures 
found in heat engines is expected to be 
unsatisfactory because of oxidation of the 
metal/alloy and creep, both in the metallic and in 
the glassy interlayers. In contrast with Si3N4. 
comparatively fewer data are available on jo1n1ng 
dense SiC to itself. It appears that the best 
results have been obtained by brazing, using metal 
borides or silicides. Researchers have claimed that 
a SiC/SiC bond resistant to 1,300°( can be obtained 
by an electric welding method, in which a rare-earth 
element, as adhesive, is put between densP SiC 
parts, and the parts are joined by applying a high 
voltage near the interlayer. As in the case of 
Si3N4, high-temperature oxidation, creep, and 
differential stresses due to the dissimilar nature 
of interlayer and adherend are expected lo adversely 
aff P.ct the performance of the joined part. 

In this study, joining tech~iques were 
developed for Si3N4 and SiC to achieve optimum 
high-temperature strength and to 'avoid the problems 
associated with earlier methods. , The techniques 

consisted of joining green parts, using an 
interlayer of the s~ nominal cOMposition as the 
green adherend pieces, followed by codensification 
of the aggregate body. The four main advantages are 
as follows: 

(1) Stresses d~e to compositional and 
microstructural differences between the join region 
and bulk can be reduced. Such stresses can arise 
during either fabrication or use. 

(2) The joining operation can be acc911Plished 
in one firi~g step. 

(31 Defects (such as cracks and pores) that 
inay fonn frOlll differential shrinkage between a green 
interlayer and dense bulk materials can be 11ini11ized. 

(4) Preferential oxidation and creep in the 
join region usually found at high teiaperatures in 
ceramics joined with 11etallic or glassy interlayers 
can be eliminated. 

Current capabilities in the 11anufacture of 
structural ceramics are bound by the limitations of 
the forming process. The potential for 
high-teiaperature materials has n,t been entirely 
realized because only s11all size and siinple 
ge0111etries can be manufactured reliably and cost 
effectively. The following work is an initial 
attempt toward overcoming such 11anufacturing 
1i11i tat ions. 

In the following sections, the joining 
tec~niques ar~ described and the results of flexural 
tests on joined and control 110dulus of rupture (~R) 
bars are presented, with microstructural and 
fractographic data. The work in this paper is the 
resu~t of an ongoing research activity sponsored by 
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory/US Departinent of 
Energy (ORNL/DOE) in the Cera111ic Technology for 
Advanced Heal Engines Project. Final results wi11 
be available in future publications. 

Joining techniques for Si:JM4 

The Si3N4 to be joined (designated 
NCX-5100) contained 4 wt. per cent Y203. This 
c011position was chosen for its high-{emperature 
strength and creep resistance. Two grades were used 
during the preliminary experi11ents, designated A 
(fine-grain size) and B (coarse-grain size). The 
parts to be jcined were green billP.ls obtained by 
cold isostatic pressing (CIP) of the powder. 

Three join interlayers were evaluated: 
self-bonded, slip, and injection-111oulding COlllpound. 
The interlayer of the self-bonded joins was formed 
by the bare, flat surfaces of the parent material 
placed in contact. Surfaces to be joined were not 
perfectly flat and were limited by the capability of 
green machining practice. The slip and 
injection-moulding compound interlayers were used in 
case the clearance between the self-h~nded join 
surfJces was not eliminated by hot isostatic 
pressing (HIP). The slip and injection-moulding 
compound consisted of the 4 wt per cent Yz03 -
Si 3N4 composition of the parent 11aterial as· a 
powder suspended in their respective 111edia. Both 
the slip and the injection-moulding cOlllpound 
provided a plastic interlayer in the green state to 
fill voids between the 11atlng surfaces. 

The advantage of the slip interlayer is that 
the slip, being plastic, conforms itself to the 
asperities of the green surface, so that Minor 
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defects introduced by machining, such as scratches. 
can be filled. The injection-90ulding c011pound can, 
in theory, fill voids and scratches of the mating 
~urfaces, but was not successful and was abandoned. 

for all three joining techniques, densification 
was acc011plished by glass encapsulation HIP, using 
the HIP technology licensed by All11anna Svenska 
Elektriska Aktie~olaget-Cerama. The size of thP. 
dense joined billets was approximately 2.8 cm by 
3.6 c• by 8.4 cm, with the join plane parallel to 
the 2.8-cm x 3.6-cm face. 

Joining techni~ for SiC 

The SiC used in this study (designated 
N(X-4500) was a pressureless-sintered -Si( 111aterial 
densified with boron and carbon as sintering aids 
(General Electric Co. licence). Two joining 
techniques were used in the preli•inary stage of 
this work. The first one, si•ilar to that used for 
Si3N4, used a slip between two flat surfaces of 
green billets. After the application of the slip, 
the two parts were pressed together by hand and cold 
isostatically pressed. The joined green SiC parts 
were densified by pressureless sintering. This is 
referred to as the slip/CIP metnod. The size of the 
dense, joined billets was approximately 1.8 Cll by 
2.4 c• by 6.3 c•, with the join plane parallel to 
the 1.8-c• by 2.4-c• face. 

The second technique consisted of grinding and 
polishing two dense SiC parts with diamond pastes of 
increasing fineness to a mirror-lik~ finish, cleaning 
the surfaces frOlll debris, and drying and friction 
fitting the 11c~ting surfaces by hand. This method 
was successful when applied to disks of about 2 cm 
in diilllll'ter. The two disks stuck to each other, and 
a good bond was formed after sintering. However, 
when billets with a square cross section of about 
2.5 cm by 2.5 c• were used, they did not bond 
strongly after firing. The fa; lure was thought to 
be due to insufficient flatness and s:noothness of 
the polished surfaces. This technique was therefore 
abandoned in favour of the slip/CIP method 
previously described. Patent applications for both 
methods of joining SiC have been filed. 

8oth Si3N4 and ~iC joins were analysed and 
ch.1racterizeif during and aftr the join development 
stage. Optical microscopy and SEH were used for 
microstructural characterization, and •icrofocus 
X-radiography was used to detect the presence of 
flaws such as delaminations, debonding, and 
r.racking. All flexural specimens were made to and 
tested by the HIL-STD-1942(HR) B geometry 
specifications. The join plane was located at the 
centre of the bar, perpendicular to the long axis of 
the specimen. fractography was performed optically 
and by SEH in both SiC3N4 and SiC specimens. 
Preliminary ro0tn-tetnperature (22°() and 
high-tetnperature fast-fracture tests were performed 
during join development at 1,370°C for Si3N4 and 
1,530°( for SiC to select the best joining technique. 

flexural stress rupture tests were conducted on 
joined and control (unjoined) Si3N4 bars at 
1.~70°C under constant stresses of 200, 250 and 
300 HPa. These tests were interrcpted either upon 
fracture or after 200 h, whichever occurred first. 
In addition to the real-time llM!asureinent of strain 
during creep tests, the curvature or the specimens 
after stress rupture testing was used to calculate 
the strain to failure (or, if the sample survived, 
the 111axi111U111 strain at 200 h). This test was not 
pertormed on SiC since differences in the quality of 
the joining technique could be detennined by 
flexural strength r.omparison. 

fast-fracture tests originally used four-point 
span l~;lgths of 20 - by 40 -. but, after 
experiencing few failures at the join area. the 
inner span was changed to 5 -· All of the fast
fracture tests conducted after the COllpletion of the 
join development ~sed this new configuration. This 
reduction of the inner span length enhances the 
probability of failure in the vicinity of the join. 
Consequently, the fast-fracture experimental results 
reported, although consistent throughout this paper, 
should be c1111pared using the appropriate statistical 
material parameters. 

Joining Si3'14 to Si3'14 results 

During the join develope1ent stage, 
theoretically dense joined bodies were obtained by 
HIP with the self-bonding and slip interlayer 
methods. The joins could not be discerned visually 
and ~re difficult to detect optically. 
Identification of the join interlayer by 
metallography was possible in approximately 90 per 
cent of the as-ground flexure specimens. 

Tables I and II on pages 39 and 40 show the 
average strength values obtained at 22• and 1,300°( 
for control, self-bonded, and slip-bonded lt>R bars 
of material A and for control and ~~lf-bonded bars 
of material 8. TesUng of slip-'.10nded material B 
wa~ not performed. The flexural str~gth evaluation 
(Tables I and II) could not clearly indicate which 
of the four possible material/join interlayer 
combinations was the best. For exomple, material A 
(self-bonded) had a higher average strength than 
material B (self-bonded) at room temperature, but 
the opposite was true at 1,30C°C. Alternately, the 
slip method in material A gave higher average 
strengths over the self-bonded at 1,300°C although 
this was not statistically significant. Also, 
111aterial A had a few failures at the join, whereas 
material B did not. The join fractures originated 
at clearance voids that were not c1111pletely 
eli•inated during densification. These could have 
been caused by inadequate shear at the join 
interface during HIP, grinding scratches of greater 
depth than desired, or inadequate filling of the 
surface topography by the slip during sample 
preparation. 

The results of the stress rupture tests at 
1,370•( showed that 111aterial A did not perform 
satisfactorily. The control sa.,,le's failure times 
exceeded 200 h at 200 HPa, but at 250 MPa, variable 
times were observed, and all specimens failed in 
less than 2 h at 300 HPa. The joined bars of 
111aterial A accOlllllOdated 1110re strain than the control 
ones, but all samples failed before 200 h at a 
stress of 250 HPa. Fracture never originated at the 
join. Self-bonded and slip-bonded Sa111Ples of 
material A exhibited similar creep rates, but the 
latter samples had longer times to failure. This 
variability in failure time is under investigation. 
On the other hand, stress rupture tests on 
material B gave much bet~er results. Control bars 
consistently survived 200 hat 1,370°C under 
stresses of 250 and 300 HPa. Self-bonded joined 
specimens exhibited superior survival times ~nd 
creep resistances relative to material A joins. 
Material B joins survived a 200-h exposure at 
250 HPa with a maximum strain of 0.006, the lowest 
measureJ in all joined sa111ples. Figure 1 on 
page 40 shows the maxilllUlll strain as a function of 
time in the creep test at 1,370•C under a stress of 
250 HPa. 

Flexural and creep test results provided 
sufficient evidence that the best colllbination was 
111aterial B with the slip interlayer and, therefore, 
was chosen for txttnsive mechanical characterization. 
Material B was tested by fast fracture at r~Clll 
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t1!9Perature, 1so·c. and 1,3?0·c. with the s...- in~er 
span and a crosshead speed of 0.5 ..V•in 
(table III). The average ro09-temperature strength 
of the control bars was 967 PW'a whereas that of the 
joir.ed bar$ was 941 HPa. A drop in the average 
strength was experienced at high temperature for 
both control and joined bars (570 and 526 MPa. 
respectively). At 1,37Q•(, NCX-5100 Si3N4 
joined and control samples retained approximately 
60 per cent of their ro011t-t1!9Perature strength. 
Figure 2 shows the Weibull plots for all tested 
tf911)eratures. Although the Wiebull 110dulus of the 
controls was not atfected by the test temperature, 
the joined samples showed an ir.crease in scatter 
(decrease in Weibull llOdulus), with the lOW@st 
Weibull llOdulus at 750•(. However, the error of the 
Weibull modulus increased as the number of samples 
tested decreased. Further statistical analysis is 
underway. 

The statistical significance of the difference 
in the mean strength of joins and controls was 
calculated using the t-test distributio~ of .. ans 
(table IV). This analysis indicated that the joined 
samples had a flaw population differen~ from the 
contro' sampies. Confidence levels of dissi•ilarity 
were 91.93 per cent and 99.91 per cent for room 
temperature and high temperature, respectively. 

Fractographic analysis showed that failures at 
thE joined region were still scarce, less then 
20 per cent of the total, even though the 
fast-fracture average strength was marginally lower 
than the controls. Failure origins were located at 
the surface, but the origins were too small to be 
confin.ed by optical •icroscopy. SE" results were 
unavailable at the ti- of publication. 

Joining of SiC to SiC results 

As previously inentioned, two methods were 
evaluated for joi ling SiC. Preli•inary attempts to 
bond pressureless-sintered disks with •irror-like 
surfaces directly to each other showed shear 
strengths of about 20 11Pa. After post-sintering 
HIP, a strength of approximately 110 PW'a was 
achieved. Partially fractured samples of the latter 
method also indicated a much stronger bond. 
Unfortunately, larger billets were unsuccessfully 
joined, and, therefore, this 11ethod was not pursued 
further. The second joining 11ethod (slip/CIP) 
pruduced an ;nterlayer about 100.>"" thick. Unlike 
Si3N4, the join could be clearly seen in all 
spec1mens that were polished. The billets had 
densities consistently around 96 per cent to 97 per 
cent of theoretical. A •icrostructure at higher 
-agnification revealed the presence of elongated, 
high aspect ratio, grains which are very likely 
~Sic from the presence of llC and ,8 po 1 ytypes in the 
XRO analysis. 

The fast-fracture flexural strength data are 
reported in table III. The average roOM-teinperature 
strength of the control bar~ was 397 "Pa whereas the 
joined bars had an average strength of 351 HPa. 
This difference was not as pronounced at 1,530°( for 
cont1·ol and joined bars (347 to 338 "Pa, 
respectively). The confidencP. level of 
dissi•ilarity (CLO) between joins and controls was 
9q.a2 per cent at room t1!91>erature whereas no 
st a ti st i ca 11 y sign·; f i cant difference (table JV) can 
be associated at 1,530•( (CLO of 47.22 per cent). 

There was • slight variation between the 
Weibull diagra.s of joined and control samples 
tested at different te111peratures (figure 3). 
Si( joins showed lower strength and Weibull 110dulus 
than the controls. Optical fractography showed 

failure origins both at tr.~ s:.irface and in the 
volum@. The defects were 1110stly of the inclusion/ 
agglomerate type. 

The Si( samples exhibited both lower Weibull 
llOdulus and strength compared with Si3N4. rhese 
properties, however, are 1i ke 1 y to be impn•ved by 
high-pr~ssure and high-temper~ture post-sintering 
HIP. 

Mliti..al chancterizati• pl--4 

A joining 11ethod based on th\! application of a 
slip to green parts has been developed and 
demonstratPd for joining SiJ"4 to Si~4 and 
Si( to SiC. An ill!pOrtant result of {h1s work is the 
achievement of a high-temperature joining technique 
that does not greatly alter the -chanical 
properties, such as strength and creep resistance, 
from the original parent material. The 11echanical 
properties of the joined speci11ens were sufficient 
to show promise for heat engine applications. 
Future work will dete~ine the 11echanical beh~viour 
and the feasibility of complex-sha?e component 
manufacture using the joining methods developed in 
this study. 

The Si3N4-joined billets were densified by 
glass-encapsulated ASEA HIP to theoretical density 
and the Sic-joined billets by pressureless sintering 
to about 97 per cent of theoretical density. A 
second joining 11ethod was successfully used to join 
dense SiC disks with polished imating surfaces, but 
could not be applied to larger billets presumably 
because of insufficient flatness and S90othness of 
the two surfaces. Excellent join strengths were 
obtained, both at room temperature and at high 
t1!9Perature, for Si3N4 and Si(. For Si3N4, 
the average room-tellf)erature strength of the control 
body (without a join) was 967 !'Fa whereas that for 
the joined bars was 941 !'Fa. A drop in the average 
strength in Si 3N4 was experienced at 1,370•( for 
both control and join bars (570 and 526 MPa, 
respectively). for Si(, the average ro09-temperature 
strength of the control bars was 397 MPa whereas the 
joined bars had 351 !'Fa. This difference was not as 
pronounced at 1,530•( for control and joined SiC 
bars (347 lo 338 !'Fa, respectively). Although only 
a •inor fraction of the breaks occurred in the join 
plane, in the fast-fracture tests of HOR bars, the 
joined sa.pies showed a slightly lower average 
strength than the controls. The only exception was 
SiC at 1,530•(, which had si•ilar joined and control 
average strengths. 

An important objective of this contract was to 
obtain 140-ttPa tensile strength in joined specimens 
at 1,370"( for Si3N4 and 1,530•( for SiC. A 1110re 
detailed and C011Plete characterization study is 
planned to deter11ine grain-boundary chemistry and 
phase COfllPOSition of the joined and control sainples. 
Stress/strain, creep, oxidation, thenial cycling, 
and cyclic fatigue testing will be perfonned. 
Analytical 110deling using the characterization d1ta 
will predict the probability of survival in varicus 
enviroll9ents, stresses, and tetnperatures. 
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Table II S• ,N, Flexure St•ength at t 300"C 
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WEIBULL FAILURE DIAGRAM OF NORTOllfS NCX-5100 
(MOR Bars Based or. 40 nwn • 5 nvn Spans) 
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Sflcctinq Cfrj!!iCS for t!!!!Pfraturf rfSiStinCf 

One of the advantages of engineering ceramics 
over metals is their ability to withstand service 
temperatures to l,6so•c {3.~00•F). The temperature 
resistance of cera.ics is characterized by several 
thenial properties, including creep resistance, 
thenial expansion, the1'11ill conductivity, and thenlill 
shock resistance. 

Creep resistance 11Ust be taken into 
consideration when designing dynamic components 
because high creep rates can lead to excessive 
defonliltion and uncontrolled stress. 

For structural ceramics, especially hot-pressed 
silicon nitride {Si3N4), creep rate can be 
controlled by adjusling the composition and, thus, 
the properties of grain boundary phases. In 
Si3N4 doped with magnesia {"90), for example, an 
illlOrphous inter-granular phase can cause grain
boundary plasticity, and cavity nucleation and 
growth, with corresponding high creep rates. Creep 
resistance is improved by controlled crystallization 
of the inter-gram•lar phase. Stress dependence can 
be reduced by doping Si3N4 with yttria 
{Y203> and zirconia (Zrt>z), which produce a 
defo1'11iltion-resistant grain-boundary phase. 
Reaction-sintered Si3N4 has good creep 
resistance due to a Tack of oxide impurity phases. 
The rate-controlling process has been attributed to 
both grain-boundary sliding and •icrocracking. 

Creep resistance of silicon carbide (SiC) also 
is affected by inter-granular phases, but, in 
general. creep rates are extre91ely low. Siliconized 
SiC, hen.ever, has higher creep rates due to the 
presence of the continuous silicon phase. The 
rate-controlling process 111ay be a carbon-vacancy 
diffusion 11echanis•. 

Polycrystalline cera111ics generally have high 
activation energies associated with non-viscous creep 
or dislocation 1110ve9M!nts. Glasses and glass-ceraaics, 
on the other hand, have low activation energies that 
are associated with viscous-flow mechanis•s due to 
the a110rphous phase present. Consequently, the 
creep rate of glass-ceraaics is influenced by the 
110rphology and ~oinposition of the crystalline 
phase. Refractory phases reduce def61'11iltion or 
::reep. Host of the glass ph-.se in glass-cera-ics is 
removed by further heat treatinent, and the 111aterial 
then behaves more like a polycrystalline cerainic. 

Thenlill ex~s?on 

C0111pared with o·. ides, s i 1 icon-base ceramics 
have low coefficients of thennal expansion (CTEs), 
which help to increase thennal-shock resistance. 

Like creep resistance, thermal expansion for 
sil;con-base ceramics is a function of the solid 
phase, and is not affected much by porosity and 
minor impurities. SiC has a thermal expansion 
50 per cent higher than that of Si 3N4. 

Thennal expansion of Si3N4 is a function of 
the allll)unt of inter-granular oxide present. 
Hinimizing this phase, as in pure reaction-sintered 
Si3N4, minimizes thennal expansion. Hot-pressed 
SijN4 contains larger amounts of high-expansion 
oxide ph•ses. Thennal expansion of a reaction
sintered Si3N4 and a hot-pressed Si3N4 can 
differ by as much as 30 per cent, wfiich indicates the 
influence of processing methods. SiC 111aterials are 
not affected as much by processing - the difference 
in thermal expansion 'is only about 5 per cent. 

' 

Var1.i•ion of the,rm•l expansion with tetnperatur~ 
also Is h1portant wjt,h glasses because th11nnally 
induced stresses are a function of the rate o~ 

expansion. Both linear dimensions and vo1119e of 
glass change with temperature; the rate of vnlume 
increase is three times the linear rate of expansion. 
Up to JOO•C (570•F), the total expansion is linear, 
with increases occurring after annealing. The 
addition of oxides to conventional gla~ses usually 
increases CTE significantly, except for SOiie 
bon>silicate glasses. 

Heat-trea~nt of glass-ceramics or glasses, 
whlch determines the vol11111e fraction and nature of 
the crystalline phases present, also can influence 
thermal-expansion characteristics. For example, if 
crystalline fonis of silicon are present, different 
treatments can result in different CTEs. This 
occurs because the material undergoes structura~ 
changes at different temperatures. Quartz is one 
type of silica structure that has a high CTE. 

Heat capacity and the1'11il1 conductivity also 
11Ust be considered for high-tetnperature 
applications, since both properties are indicative 
of thermal-stress resistance. 

for 110st oxides and carbides, heat capacity 
increases with temperature to about 1,0oo•c 
(1,830°f). Further increase in temperature have 
little effect on heat capacity. Heat capacities of 
glasses and glass-cera-ics als6 increase with 
increasing te911>erature. 

Thel"lllil conductivity of glasses decreases with 
decreasing tetnperature, while those of cyrstalline 
cera111ics and glass-cera•ics increase. Thel"llill 
conductivity values for glass-cera-ics are lower 
than those for oxide cera-i(S and higher than those 
for glasses. 

The thenaal conductivity of single-phase 
cera-ics is influenced by structure and c011position. 
Complex structures with wide at11111ic-size variations 
have iower ther111al conductivity. Impurity atOllls in 
solid solution also decrease conductivity. Thennal 
conductivity of multiphase ceramics is 1110re 
complicated, because the ainount and distribution of 
each phase (including porosity) also llUSt be taken 
into consideration. 

Thermal shock resistance indicates the ability 
to withstand thennal stresses generated by large 
te11perature gradients. Such stresses can cause 
catastrophic failure, or growth of existing flaws, 
reducing strength and c0111ponent integrity. 

Resistance to ther111al shock usually is 
determined by quenching heated samples in water. 
The initiation of thermal-shock da111age is determined 
by internal-friction ineasurements. 

For structural ceramics, thermal-shoe~ 
resistance is dependent on both material type and 
processing method. for example, hot-pressed 
Si3N4 usually has higher resistance than 
reaction-sintered Si3N4. Thermal-shock 
resistance also is affected by the type of dopants 
incorporated in the ceramic. However, SiC materials 
have lower resistance than the nitrides because of 
their high thermal expansions and elastic moduli. 
Processing methods do not influence these properties. 

Oxidation resistance is important for certain 
high-tet!perature applications. The higher purity 
and higher density of SiC materials generally make 
them 1110re odixation resistant and, therefore, more 
stable in long-tenn service than Si3N4. Hot
pressed Si3N4 is affected b:; ,.lkal i impurities 
that segregate at grain bounda.·ies and increas• 
oxidation rates. This effect can be reductd by 
adding v2o3 and silica (SiOz>· Rtaction-
sintered Si3N4 usually contains more porosity, 
which also Towers oxidation resistance. 
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High-performance structural ceramics vs coni1enliorral metals 

Room-t~mpttaiture Str~ngth ail ~nsit,:;. 
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C•st iroas 

Aluminum •lloys 

(Extracted frOll the Guide to Selecting Engineered 
Materials, Advanced Materials and Processes, 
June 1990) 

. . . . . 
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High-tewiperature resistant 111ateria~s are the 
prerequisite for many tasks in the aviation, space, 
and defences fields. Certain structural parts of 
space gliders of hy~ersonic aircraft, for exa11ple, 
•ust withstand tenperatures of 1110re than 1,200•C in 
oxidizing or reducing (propulsions) atllOspheres. 
Only ceramic materials are suitable for such tasks. 
The specific drawback nf cera11ics, their 
brittleness, can be liMited by reinforcing the111 with 
continuc!Js fibres to achieve a satisfactory da111age 
tolerance. This new type of 111aterial is still at 
the beginning of its career although SIMN! 
applications have already been i111ple11ented. 
Intensive cOMparative studies of different 
ps udurtion technologies al Dornier (P.O. Box 1420, 
0-7990, Friedrichshafen, GerMany) showed that the 
cOlllbination of continuous fibres and a inatrix of 
pyrolized organic Si polyiners may yield the best 
econ011ic and technical potential. 

The developinents in the space and aviation 
fields aiming at weight-saving designs, a better use 
of energy, longer operating lifeti111es, and the 
planned use of the hypersonic range for future 
aircraft have led to C0111ponent specifications which 
by far exceed the ~ossibilities of conventional 
~.aterials. Especially pri111ary structures on the 
outside of hypersonic aircraft or space gl;ders are 
subject to high therMal and 111echanical loads. Or.ly 
ceramic materials can guarantee sufficient stren9th 
at teinperatures of 1110re than 1,2oo•c and can resist 
to oxidation by at1110spheric oxygen. Cera111ic 
materials, as a rule, also hav~ a weight advantage 
over Metals, but their brittleness, which 111ay lead 
to catastrophic failure, makes theM unsuitable for 
use in airborne systeMs. Therefore, about IS years 
of effort has been invested (by SEP, France) to 
obtain a sufficient dainage tolerance of the 111aterial 
by c0111bining continuous fibres and a cer•ic matrix. 
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The CFC (carbonfibre-reinforced ceramics) 
11aterial was proven lo be da11age tolerant in a 
non-oxidizing atllOsphere. When c011pared with 
non-reinforced brittle llillerials, additional energy 
absorbing 11echaniS11S becOlle effective. Besides the 
activation of additional cr•ck syst..s dependin9 on 
the fibre layers, it is above all the dela11inat1on 
and the friction when fibres are pulled out of the 
11atrix, cOllbined with the possibility of load 
transfer over long r•nges, that leads to a quasi
plastical llillerial behaviour. Excessive tension 
thus does not lead to catastrophic failure but can 
be coped with locally. The load-elongation curve 
thus clearly differs frOll that of non-reinforced 
cera.ics and resellbles 110re that of .. tals. The 
defined failure behaviour whil~ llilinlaining a 
residual strength allows to use fibre-reinforced 
cera11ic c091POnents for prillilry structures as w@ll. 

So far, oxidation-resistant CCJllPOSite cera111ics 
are pred011inantly llilde by preparing the cera111ic 
11alrix frOll the gaseous phase (Che11ical Vapour 
Infiltration, CVI). In this way, the French c011pany 
SEP has 111anufactured big structural parts of silicon 
carbide (SiC) reinforced by C or SiC fibres (C-SiC 
or SiC-SiC). This procedure requires very long 
process ti11es, however. 

Mew infiltration procedurn 

In the past five years, increasing efforts have 
beclMN! obvious internationally that ai• at 
developing 1110re econ011ic procedures for the 
production of 111e1re efficient structures of cera111ic~ 
with continuous-fibre re;nforce11ent. Dornier has 
studied the following pr011ising technologies: 

- CVI (p, T-gradient process) C-SiC, SiC-SiC 

- pyrolysis of organic Si polymers C-SiC, 
SiC-SiC 

- pressure-infiltration of ultr~fine FOwders 
A1 2o3-A1 2o3 , 

These process.s, differ by the aggregate states 
and the processing technologies for th• .. terials 
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e11Ployed. In the CVI process, a cer•ic product is 
d.,osited in the voids of a prefo~ fibre prepreg 
by the reaction of process gases. A pressure and 
temperature gradient is used to considerably shorten 
the process ti•. 

The use of liquid ~rganic Si polJllt!rs opens up 
further possibilities for ill!pregnating fibre bodies 
or for producing layups consistins of j>arallel fibre 
layers. In this field of work, the Dornier 
experience with fib.-.-reinforced plastics is put to 
use. fibre layups impregnated with polymer are 
l•inated, and these l•inates will be cured i.r.cler 
high pressure (approx. 15 bar) and t~rature 
(approx. 200 to 400•(). The Si polymer is converted 
into a cer•ic m:aterial without pressure at 800 to 
1200•(. In this field, Dornier co-operates closely 
with Wacker Ch .. ie who develops suitable Si polymers 
specially for this purpose. 

With t~e pyrolysis of Si polymers, Dornier has 
already succeeded to make tiles of 25 by 25 cm and 
big thin-walled pipes. The special advantage of the 
l•inating technology becones obvious when making 
COlllPlete parts and fasteners. The manufacturing 
process here closely resembles that of plastic 
processing. 

Pressure infiltration with ultrafine powders 
works with solid materials in suspension, called 
slip. Ultrafine powders (with a grain size of less 
than i •icrometer) are produced by •ans of the 
reaction-spray process (RSV). Other than in the two 
procedures •ntioned above, oxidic powders and 
fibres are used in this process. The slips are 
dehydrated together with the fibres under pressure, 
and the CCJlllPOSite is subsequently hardened while 
pressure and temperature are increased. 

After intensive studies ard experi•ntal work 
since early 1986, clear advantages have been 
recognized for the pyrolysis of organic Si polr-rs 
for matrix production: 

- damage-tolerant behaviour at 1,100•( with 
strengths of up to 400 pfla could be pr~ven 

- •scaling-up• is easily feasible with the 
production technologies avai?able for 
fibre-reinforced plastics 

- c0111Paratively low production price. As the 
two other procedures offer no C011Parable 
technical and economic potential, work will 
concentrate on developing the pyrolysis of 
organic polpiers. Studies for CVI technology 
are also continued as this technology is 
suitable for post-i111pregnation and 
improvement of the surface characteristics. 

Besides continuous fibres in the fo,. of 
fila.ents or fabrics, shortcut fibres are studied as 
reinforcement 11aterial. This requires, however, a 
Comlflletely different processing technology. Work is 
concentr~led inainly on the production of homogeneous 
•ixtures of short fibres, powder, and pol,-r. We 
have succeeded in developing a promising production 
procedure, and we have already 111anufactured reriMiC 
tiles with short-fibre reinforcement. 

Af!Plications 

According to international inarket studies, 
fibre-reinforced cera11ics have very good develo,.ent 
chances in the aerospace sector. Engines with 
increased thrust-to-wel?ht ratio, for exa.ple, will 
require parts inade of f bre-reinforced ceramics. 
Dornier is conducting, promising studies of the use 

of fibre-reinforced cer•ic heat shields of space 
transporters. Applications in turbine and vehicle 
engine construction are also under discussion. 

The develOpml@nt of ceramic fibre composites is 
very important for Dornier's specific fields of 
activity as in this way a key position for t~e 
future can be occupiec!. At the s.e ti•. 
application possibi~ities in other fields can be 
pursued and put to use. (Source: Dornier Post. 
No.1. 1990) 

. . . . . 
Ceri!lic fibres insul1te to 160Q•C 

Despite being around fur Nny years, cer•ic 
fibres did not ass~ a significant role in furnace 
refractories until the late 1970s. The 
characteristics of high insulating value, good 
refractoriness and low density -ere not fully 
utilized because of the absence of adequate 
techniques of application in furnace linings. 

The first breakthrough came with the 
introduction of •stack-bonding•. This consists of a 
ceramic fibre blanket edge-on to the furnace wall, 
thereby creating a f;bre lining with good tensile 
strength in the direction norsal to the wall. This 
enables the lining to be attached at its back face 
and so avoids the use of anchors reaching through to 
the hot face. Fur· '1er benefits in th~ for11 of the 
virtual eli•ination of gas erosion problems, 
improved resistance to shrinkage, simpler 
installation techniques and neater finishes, result. 

Bellefits 

Cera11ic fibres are COllPletely asbestos-free, 
totally inorganic and non-combustible. They offer 
the following benefits in furnace installation: 

- Cera11ic fibres have llUCh lower thenial 
conductivities and densities compared with 
firebricks resulting in better insulation. 
significantly lower heat storage, faster 
cycling times and consequently savings in 
fuel ~nd production ti•. 

- Cera11ic fibre is resistant to ther9al shock 
and wiil not crack or spall with rapid 
heating or cooling. The low 11ass and 
resilient nature of cera.ic fibre enab'e it 
to stand up to conditions of vibr~tion such 
as encountered in forges. 

- The product is easily handled and can be cut 
with basic tools for rapid installation and 
•inillUll downtiine. 

- Significant fuel savings frOll 10~ to 110re 
than 50~ have been ac~ieved giving lllOSt 
acceptable short capital payback periods. 
Further savings result frOll •iniinal repair 
work following the eli•ination of thennal 
shock. 

Prvducts 

The range of products available include blocks 
for veneering to furnace walls and anchorblocks, 
both of which are suitable for use up to 1,600•(. 

Blocks known as CJjnoblocks C011Prise strips of 
cera11ic ~ibre fonied into a fle~ible stack-bonded 
block under cOll'(.lression in a combustible scri• 
( f I gure 1). They are Ideal for' veneering on to 
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brickwork, monolithic, met•l and ceramic fibre 
surfaces. They are nominally 300 .. square in various 
thicknesses and grades for temperatures up to l,600•c. 

c..---
1 Clinoltlnclu aTr 11nP' nf umnt1c fi/trt' 
f••nrtrd i"1fJ 11 uaclc-h.-.rrdrtl hlttd1. """ itt'ltl 
'" a rnm/tmriMr .t<rim. 

Anchorblocks are strips of ceramic fibre fonied 
into a block held in ~ st~inless steel expanded 
metal basket and secured "ith twin retaining rods 
(fig. 2). The front fa~e can be ei,her stack-bonded 
or folded. They are suitable for rG•f and door 
lininys. fast reheating is possible since the 
drying out of a cement is avoided. --- -

-Z Anclrnrhludcs ,.,, urip.t 11( c rrt1n11t· fihrr 
lir/11 in t1 t111i1.lru •t1·rl ,.,,,,,,,,/,·,/ m.·111/ ,..,,, ,.,,_ 

Anchorblocks are also n0111inally 300 ... square 
and available in various thicknesses and grades far 
te91Peralures up to l,600°C. 

Also available are steel clad 110dules desioned 
for speed of installation. These Clinolhe,.. 11odu~ 
can be bolted together to fon1 sidewalis, roofs ~~ 
even cQlllPlete furnaces. A suitable supporting frame 
for the panels is all that is required. Each panel 
has an insulation lining to suit the application. 
rn all cases the fibres are al right angles to the 
hot face lo give 111axiinum 11echanical strength to 
withstand high gas velocities. 

In 111any cases a roof can be prefabricated with 
a few lightweight supporting inetllbers and lifted on 
to the furnace in one piece. Special shaped roofs 
can be acconaodated by using standard 110dules for 
the greater part of the roof surrounded by 5uitably 
shaped ~dge 1110dules to suit the furnace layout. 

Clinotherwi modular roofs will sit on levei 
brick wall heads and produce a satisfactory seal 
without recourse to special joint in~ materi1ls or 
flanges. This feature can be exploited to even 
greater advantage on furnace doors to provide high 
qua I i t y su 1 i ng. 

C~ents 

A range of ceaents have been developed to secure 
ceramic fibre to a variety of surfaces. Ea(h type of 
cet11ent is generally particularly suitable for a given 
application. for exainple, Cl~f'!ILlT ceaent is 
produced in thin and thick versions. The thin cetnent 
is ideal for securing fibre to dense refractories, 
while the thick ce111ent is used for inetal substrat•< 
HT ceinent has been developed for ven••~:~~ to hot face 
substrates, porous strurt .. ~c;. •nd stack-bonded fibre. 
It can be used~~ to 1,600•( in continuous service. 

The econ0111ics of ,fibre lining thickness involve 
111any factors including capital cost, fuel cost, 

pl~nt life and capital av•ilable. further 
influences may be exerted by considerations of 
potentia: dillllilge and acceptable cold face 
temperatures. Clinotherm Li•ited can be contacted 
at: Low Road, Earlsheaton. Dewsbury. West 
Yorkshire WF12 88U, UK. Telephone: (0924) 462272. 
Telex: 556352. Fax: (0924) 452201. (Source: 
Steel Times. June 1989) 

Hi-Q Res..,.tors 

Sieine~s has developed ceramic coaxial 
resonators for t~e 400 to 4,500 i.tz range whic~ 
achieved a qua1ity factor (Q) of over 1,000. ihey 
are especially suited for applications in which high 
Q takes precedence over the need for saall 
dimensions. For exa111Ple, -.obile radio stations Gr 
filters with extremely low insertion loss. 

The edges of these new cuboid coaxial 
resonators are either 12 ... or 20 ... in length. At 
1,000 i.tz the 12 ... versions achieve a 
(frequency-dependent) Q of approximately 1,000; at 
th~ Salle frequency, the 20 .. version yi~lds a Q of 
1.300. In comparison, standard coaxial resonators. 
such as the Siemens 6 .. version - also suitable for 
the 400 to 4,500 i.tz frequency range - have a Q 
between 300 and 900 and the 4 am versions be~ween 
240 and 260. 

As with th~ standard versions, filters c~n be 
constructed by coupling a nUlllher of 12 .. version 
resonators. The bandpass filters c9111prising the new 
coaxial resonators are suitable for frequencies frOlll 
400 i.tz to 1,700 i.tz and achieve insertion losses of 
less than I dB. 

With these new versions, Siemens offers the 
widest range of coaxial cera111ic resonators. 
Six~illi11etre standard resonators arr. also 
available in cylindrical style and in packages with 
soldering lugs. Developers can design filters for 
spec; f; c frequencies by gri n,li ng down the reso,,ators 
and so wr;te specifications for the subsequent 
production of individual res~nators. (for further 
details, contact: Sietr~ns lnfoservice, 
Postfach 2348, D-8510 fuerth 2, Gennany.) (Source: 
~nology Ireland, September 1990) 

Hachinable ceramic with high d~electric s~ 

A 111achinable glass-ceramic with temperature 
resistance to I, 100°f has been developed which is 
reconnended for use in Rf insulation applications 
such as fixtures for medical bag sealing equipment. 
It i·; known as Aremcolox(R) ~02-600 and used as 
fixtures in application~ where good RF insulation is 
required because of its excellent dielectric 
strength of 380 V/mil and high dielectric constant 
of 6.8 at I i.tz. The combination of high 
temperature resistance and electrical insulation 
means that it can replace man)' plastics that c;:naot 
~ithstand teinperatures above 600°f. In medir.al baq 
sealing equipment these fixtures provide e~(ellent 
RF insulation under 27 i.tz. 

Aretncolox(R) 502-600 is easily 111achined using 
conventional tooling, can be threaded and tapped and 
inetal inserts can be used as fasteners. (Arenico 
Products Inc., 23 Snowden Avenue, Ossining, 
NY 10562-3218, USA. Tel: (914) 762-0685. Telex: 
137442. Fax: 914 762 1663.) (Source: ~I!! 
Haltrials World, August 1989) . . . . . 
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~ra11ic fibre$_of high tensile strenath replace 
asruill 

Develop!ll'!nt ccntinues of asbestos-free 
materials for high teinperature uses. A flexible 
ceramic textile f~bric has been produced with 
particularly high tensile strength and stability for 
teinperatures up to 1,430°C, an~ a melting point of 
about J,8G0°C. as an asbestos-free product. 

The 11aterial consists of an ultra-pure 
alU111ini11111 oxide ceramic fibre and allows for weaving 
of bands, tubes. sheets. The fibre is resistant 
against liquid 111etal spray, 1110st chemicals and 
solvent~ and guarantees outstanding chemical and 
electrical resistance in high teinperature 
applications for continuous operations. fibre 
dia111eter is llJ·~. Areas of application are seen as 
protection and screening of tubes. jointing, wire 
and cable coatings, thel"llOelement coatings. 
(Kager Glnl'IH, Postfach 610324, tOOO Frankfurt 61, 
Ger111any. Tel: (06104) 2098. fax: (06104) 5943.) 
(Source: New Materials World, September 1989) 

• • • * • 

~er.i!!i_c fibres and CM(s frQ!!! readily-available 
lrrfi.Jrrlla 

Ceramic fibres and cera.ic matrix 
c0111posites (CMCs) have been successfully produced 
fr0tn polyineric precursors including polysilazane, 
polycarbosilane, and polysilane, yielding continuous 
fila111ents of high strength, stiffness, ar.d ther111al 
stability. These polyiners require S0111ewhat COlllfllex 
synthesis, however, and the stoichi0tnetry of the 
resulting ceramic is difficult to control. Recently, 
researchers at NASA Lewis have successfully produced 
cerainic fibres and CHCs frOlll silsesquioxanes, an 
easily-syn~hesized polyiner alrea~y used COlllM!rcially 
for such applications as paint surfactants. 
Silsesquioxanes have the general fonnula RSiO, where 
R can be a methyl, ethyl, propyl, vinyl, phenyl, or 
alkyi group. 

In the NASA process, which is available for 
connercial lice~sing, silsesquioxane powders are 
blended to achieve the desired silicon/carbon 
ratio. This blend is heated, causing excess silanol 
groups to condense out with the evolu~ion of water. 
When the melt reaches a suitaole viscosity, it may 
be extruded or drawn into fibre~. These, in turn, 
are cured and then fired to yield ce1·a111ic Hbres. 
Melt stabil;ty is good, so very narrow filaments may 
be spun. (Q111Posites may be produced by first 
winding the reinforcement fibre onto a mandrel, and 
then spraying it with the silsesquioxane 111elt. 
Alternatively, reinforcement preforms may be 
111elt-infiltrated. After cooling, the pre-i111pregnated 
fibres may be cut into plies and stacked in the 
desired configuration in a metal mould, where they 
are heated under pressure according to a sequence 
de~igned to ~liminate any residual void-causing 
volatiles. The laminate is then cured and heat 
treated. This new process avoids the probletns of 
solvent removal, shrin~age. and void formation that 
have accompanied cGnventional cera111ic matr;x 
c0111po~;te fabrication. (Technology Utilization 
Officer, Hail Stop 7-3, 21000 Brookpark Road, 
Cleveland, OH 44135, USA. Tel: (216) d33-5567. 
Fax: (216) 433-8000.) (Source: ~.t.r..i..i.ll 
World. Septetnber 1989) 

. . . . . 

High-tetnperature inetal/ceramic bond coatings 

A new class of bond coatings with reduced 
thennal expansion has been developed for use in 
high-teinperature thermal-barriPr-coating systems. 
C0111posed of low-pressure plasma-sprayed metallic 
matrices cOlllbined with a dispersion of le~ 
thennal-expansion/high bulk-1110dulus cera11ic 
particles. This coating method is better than the 
conventional practice of applying a cera111ic coating 
directly over a metallic bond coat, in that the 
c0111posite coating lowers the strain of 
ther111al-expansion-coefficient 111is111atch and retains 
its integrity at high te11111eratures. 

The cera11ic particle dispersoids are processed 
to possess high cohesive strength, low porosity, and 
roughly spherical shape. OptillUll microstructure is 
obtained through adjust111ent of plasma spraying 
conditions so that the metal COllPOnent melts 
CIJlllPletely while the dispersoids undergo only 
surface melting to preserve their spherical shape. 

The resulting coat consists of a dense 11atrix 
of metal with well-bonded spherical cera11ic 
inclusions. In practice, however, t~~ ceramic 
particles often melt and thus flatl.n or i111pact. 
The level of cerillllic is therefore kept sufficiently 
low to prevent dispersoid-dispersoid contact. In 
this way, the therllill expansion characteristics of 
the matrix metal are preserved, in combination with 
the oxidation resistance of the dispersoids. 
(Technology Utilization Officer, Hail Stop 7-3 (re: 
lew-14541/TH), NASA Lewis Research Center, 
21000 Brookpark Road, Cleveland, OH 44135, USA. 
Tel: (216) 433-5567. fax: (216) 297-8000 or 
(216) 433-8000.) (Source: New MateriaJs...!fil..!:1.Jf, 
March 1989) 

* * • • • 

Cerjl!!!ics 1111de as artificial lattice 

Ceramic artificial lattices have been developed 
as regular layered structures of 111Clybden1111 nitrides 
and titaniUll nitrides. However, there is no 
c0111bir.ation among 1110nolayers. The material is made 
under vacuUll by electron beillll deposition. 

Hetal and semiconductor artificial lattices 
exist, but this is clai111ed to be the first time that 
ceramic artificial lattices have been made. The 
developinent is still in its basic stage and its 
application is not clear. However, there seetns to 
be a possibility of applying the new material in the 
search for superconductors, w.agnetic recording 
materials and development of high-~erformance X-ray 
111i rrors. 

The synthesizing method begins by preparing Ho 
and Ti in two crucibles. They are subjected to 
irradiation by~lectron9beam under vacuum; the 
pressure is 10 to 10- Torr. Then they are 
irradiated by an NH3 pulse beam near the substrate 
as th~ nitrogen sourc5. The_Jartial pressure of 
NH3 pulse beam is 10- to 10 Torr. HgO 
single crystal is the most suitable material for the 
substrate. Its temperature is 500°C. Then the 
experiment,ers deposit the vapour that deve 1 ops from 
the crucib,les containing Ho and Ti onto the 
substrate., While depositing this vapour they 
alternately shut off the crucibles by using 
shutters. ' The l1o and Ti thin react with N on the 
substrate,' and Mo nitride layers and Ti nitride 
layers alt,ernately develop. (National Cheinical 



laboratory for Industry Planning Div., 1-1, Higashi, 
Tsukuba-Shi, Ibaraki-Ken 305, Japan. Tel: 
(0298) 54-4434.) (Source: New 'taterials World, 
April 1989) 

• • • • * 

Castable ceramic for "extreme" heat resistance 

Based on zirconia, a castable ceramic, trade
na111ed Ceramacast(c) 646 is claiined to be resistant 
to te11peratures up to 4000°F and rec011111ended for use 
in ultra high te11perature casting and potting 
applications. This ceramic has the advantage of a 
high c0111pressive strength of 11,500 psi, making it 
suitable for cast tooling applications such as 
brazing fixtures, sintering boats, furnace parts and 
potting large RF heating coils where good structural 
strength is required. It is also used for 
encapsulating thennocouple and electrical gear and 
has a dielectric strength of 250 volts/mil. In use, 
it is mixed with water and requires ~ lo~ heat cure 
of 200°F. (Aretnco Products Inc., 23 :i'IO••den A.-enue, 
Ossining, New York 10562-3218, USA. Tel: 
(914) 762-0685. Tel ex: 137442. fax: 
(914) 762-1663.) (Source: New Haterials WQ.!:J.l, 
Harth 1989) 

* * * 

Ceramic '"1ltrix CQ!!!posites by CVI 

It is likely that net shape ceramic composite 
tOtllponents with continuous fibre reinforcetnent will 
be needed for the next generation gas turbine 
engines and rocket motors; space vehicle thermal 
protection systems; and high efficiency heat 
exchangers in power generation. The composites can 
operate at temperatures higher than dense refractory 
metals, whilst the fibres confer a form of pseudo 
ductility to the otherwise brittle ceramics. 
Chemicai Vapour Infiltration (CVI) offers a means ~f 
fonning COtllpOsites by infiltrating and depositing 
ceramic within a continucus fibre prefonn. This 
provides close control of matrix chemistry and 
guarantees fibre alignment and continuity. Instead 
of carbon fibres, refrartory fibres based on silicon 
carbide, titanocarbosilane, al11111ina, and alumino 
silicate are appropriate for use with silicon 
carbide or alumina matrices for example. Fulmer 
Research has used CVI to work on oxidation 
protection systems for carbon-carbon tOtllposites. 
CVI also allows dopant gases to be introduced as a 
means of modifying matrix composition and 
microstructure. From this experience Fulmer is 
moving on to work on silicon carbide-silicon carbide 
composites. (Fulmer ResParch Limited, Hollybush 
Hill, Stoke Poges, SlotJgh, Berkshire SL2 4QD, UK. 
Tel: (02816) 2181. Telex: 849374. Fax: 
(02816) 3178.) (Source: ~e~_H.1teri1J~ ~..QrlQ. 
June 1989) 

A single component alumina based adhesive is 
now available for !or.king metal threads at 
temperalurf~ above S00°F. This adhesive, known as 
Ceramabond 569 is stat~d to have temperature 
resistance to 3,000°F. Host thread locking 
adhesives are organic systems such as silicones and 
epoxies which can be used to only 500°F. The 
present product comes in a pre-mixed paste and is 
easily applied by spatula, brush or injected with 
syringes on to the threaded area to be sealed. It 
will cure in place requiring no further treatment 
after its application, and then has excellent 
chemical corrosion and oxidation resistance. The 
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product is usefu 1 in lock mg threads in che11i ca 1 
· process equipment, petrochem;ical equipment, waste 

treatiaent units, and aerospace applications where 
operating temperatures exceed 500°F. (Are11co 
Products Inc., P. O. Box 429, Ossining, New 
York 10562-047.9, USA. Tel: (914) 762-0685. Tix: 
137442. Fax: (914) 762 1663.) (Source: H£!! 
Haterials Worl~. January 1989) 

. . . . . 
Engineered cerpic that resists shock 

In co-operation with Birmingham University, 
Foseco limited have developed an engineered ceramic 
which can be shaped to close dimensional tolerances. 
It is known as Deltek and the 11ajor advantages are: 
excellent thermal shock resistance, high refrac
toriness, high strengths, facility to be tailor-111ade 
to tOtllplex shapes, good dimensional tolerances, 
thermal stability, high modulus of rupture at 
elevated te11perature, and excellent surface finish. 
A t0111ponent produced through this route can be 
dipped into liquid steel up to 30 times without 
thenial cracking. A Deltek range has been produced 
for the low pressure die casting of al1111ini11111, where 
it is replacing the iron riser tubes which ha.-e long 
been a source of conta111ination. 

In this operation, the tube does not react with 
the liquid aluminium; it is not wetted; it is 
impermeable; it is cost effective; it is 
insulating; it is maintenance free and reduces the 
tendency for dross to build up on the internal bore 
of the tube. 

Now the project team is 
nozzles, shrouds, tubes, and 
of metal casting operations. 
Tamworth B78 3TL, UK. Fax: 
34357 FOSECO-G.) (Source: 
February 1989) 

developing a range of 
da111 plates for a variety 

(Foseco (FSJ Limited, 
0827 250806. Tlx: 

~e!f Materials World, 

... 
~lU!l!ina c~aniic based tilf 

An asbestos free, flexible, insulating, high 
tetnperature ceramic in convenient and economical tape 
form has been Jeveloped made from asbestos free, 
aluminium oxide based high purity rpfractory fibres, 
with a inelting point of 3,200°F. It can be cut with 
ordinary hand scissors and formed into complex 
shapes. Designed to replace asbestos, based products 
which were limited to use at 1,200°F, this tape can 
be used to temperatures exceeding 2,500°F. It is 
claimed to be especially suited for high temperature 
gaskets, combustion, furnace and induction linings, 
handling molten metals, brazing, heat treatment, 
heat treating and metal forming operations and is an 
electrical insulator. rurther properties claimed 
are high temperature stability at continuous use 
temperatures of 2,500°F, low specific heat, low 
therma1 conductivity, resistance to thermal shock, 
electrical insulation, good dielectric strength and 
excellent corrosion resistance. (Cotronics 
Corporation, 3379 Shore Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235, 
USA. Tel; (718) 646-799~ Fax (718) 646-3028.) 
(Source: ~l'.f_r.1ilerjjJL.~.2ild. February 19891 

I ••••• 

~i.lJ'1!n...carbi de-coated cerim.iLf~.r..i..i;. 

A ceramic fabric coated with silicon carbide 
(SiC) has been developed to serve as a t~ugh, 
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heat-resistant cover for other refractory 11aterials. 
Developed to protect the reusable insulating t;les 
on advanced space transport systems, the covering 
can al~o be used on furnace bricks, as engine 
insulation, and other 1110re conventional uses. 

To .ake the covering, fabric is woven frOlll 
fibres of alU11ina/boria/silica and formed into a 
top-hat shape (or other desired configuration). 
Silicon carbide is applied to this preformed fabric 
by chemical vapour deposition (CVD). The amount of 
SiC applied depends on the tetiperature of the vapour 
reaction, the time in the reactor, and the nature of 
the substrate 11aterial. The finished rigid 
covering, which has a 11ass of aboui 0.4 11111 per 
square foot of surface area, is attached to the tile 
or other object to be protected by integral pins or 
clips of cera11ic similar to the protected .aterial. 

The SiC-coated fabric adds virtually no weight 
to the tile, and can withstand temperatures up to 
3,000•F, whereas glazed protective coatings can only 
tolerate 2,300 to 2,700•F. Further, because of 
their brittle nature, glazes afford only •ini11al 
protection against impact, and can crack and spall, 
exposing t~e tile substrate. The coated fabric can 
be for111.1lated to meet specific emissivity 
requirements, and the attachment method compensates 
for any differences in the.-.al expansion 
coefficients. (Technology Utilization Officer, Hail 
Cod~ 223-3, NA~A Alles Research Center, Moffett 
Field, CA 94035, USA. Tel: (415) 694-6471. Fax: 
(415) 694-4004.) (Source: New Hiterials World, 
February 1989) 

. . . . . 
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7. TRENDS 

Several significant trends in the field of 
adva~ced engineering cerillllics are projected for the 
199Qs including: 

Electronic ceramics: Presently, al11111ina is the 
dominant material, while beryllia accounts for about 
5 per cent of integrated-circuit (IC) packaging 
applications. However, al11111iniU111 nitride is 
expected to becOllle coanercially i111J>ortant as ICs 
becOllle Ea~ter, s111c1ller, and generate considerably 
more heat. Electrically resistive silicon carbide 
with high ther111c1l conductivity also inay provide heat 
dissipation for ICs, particularly in 11ultichip 
1110dules. Si11il~rly, the demand for bari11111-titanate 
and strontiU111-titanate ceramic capacitors, used to 
electrically isolate individual IC c~ips, is 
expected to parallel the growth of ICs. 

Systematic development of advanced ferro
electrics will continue in the 1990s. Current 
co-fired dielectric/inetal system~ for 11ultilayer 
capacitors an~ substrates are expected to improve 
further, leading to lower costs for capacitors and 
higher speeds and greater circuit densities for 
substrates. ror capacitors, one goal is to reduce 
the sintering temperature of the dielectric so that 
lower cost metallization (silver or base 11etals 
instead of silver-palladiUlll) can be used while 
improving dielectric properties and stability. 

ror substrates, sinterable compositions with 
reduced dielectric c~nstant will i11prove speed by 
decreasing capacitive signal delays. Reduced firinq 
temperatures will allow 11are conouctive 
metallization (copper versus tungsten or molybdenum) 
to be used. However, the development of very large 
multilayer transducers for undersea use will remain 
a technical challenge. 

Perhaps the most tantalizing "new" electronic 
material is diamond - ronsidered the ideal 
semiconductor - if its intrinsic properties can be 
exploited in actual devices, although large-scale 
devices still are y~ars away. 

The role of ceramics in chemical sensing will 
grow as new compositions and structores are 
developed. The power of integrated sensors can be 
enhanced further by mating them to advanc~d 
information-processing or signature-analysis 
techniques such a~ neur~l networks. 

High-temperature superconductors: Worldwide 
research nf superconductor science and technology in 
response to the discovery of high-Tc 
superconducting o.d <le ceramics has provided a 
clearer understanding of the problems presented by 
these materials and a more sober assessment of the 
ti11e scales required for practical applications. 
Nevertheless, the 1990s will see a continued strong 
effort in superconductor technology and significant 
advances in commercialization of devices using oxioe 
superconductors. 

The key factor ~imiting bulk applications of 
oxide superconductors is the poor current-carrying 
ability of powder-processed ~olycrystalline 
materials. Critical current densities in the 
presence of 'agneti~ fields must be improved by a 
factor of 10 to 10 in ~any applications. 
Solutions to this COll'plex problem will require an 
understanding of the phys'ical and chemical origins 
of the so-called "weak Hnk" behaviour, which limits 

critical current densities. In addition, researchers 
11Ust devise methods of installing 11icrostructural 
defects that can "pin" magnetic flux effectively, 
and thus increase critical current density, even at 
operating temperatures near 77K. Cera11ic process 
engineering also will be required to fabricate the 
materials as c011posites in conductor for... 

Recent research has de90nstrated that 
melt-processed Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 can carry even higher 
currents at 4.2 K in 111c1gnetic fields greater ~han 
15 tesla than the present COllllM!rcial 11aterials, NbTi 
and Nb3Sn. This indicates that low critical 
currents are no• intrinsic to polycrystalline 
material, and may lead to the first high-field 
applications of oxide superconductors. At higher 
te111J>eratures, the first bulk applications are 
expected to involve low 111agnetic fields and simple 
fabrication ge011etries, such as magnetic shielding. 

Electronic devices involving superconductor 
thin fil11s, such as superconducting quant11111 devices 
(SQUIDs and Josephson devices), infrared sensors, 
and integrated circuits, are expected to pr~cede 
most bulk applications. A 111ajor difficulty in this 
area is the requirement that fil11s be SllOoth on the 
scale of a few angstr011s. Continuing efforts to 
find higher transition-te111J>erature 111aterials may 
well be successful However, current understanding 
suggests that the illOj~r benefit of such discoveries 
would be improved ~aterial properties at 77 K rather 
than increased operating te11peratures for devices. 

High-te111J>eroture corrosion applications: 
Current ceramic recuperators are only 111arginally 
er ,011ical because of the high cost of ceramic 
c~ ~onents and relatively low energy prices. 
However, the inevitable rise in fossil-fuel costs 
and development of oxide-cerillllic C011posites will 
combine to make ~eramic recuperators economical. 
OxidL-ceramic components, which include whisker- and 
continuous fibre-toughened 11aterials, will offer the 
strength, thermal-shock resistance, and corrosion 
resistance needed for use in aggressive flue gases. 

Advanced processing: Increasing use of 
Je11ing-type statistical quality-control progrillllles 
is expected to ra1se the quality of cera11ic 
products, both in the US and other countries. 
Improvements in process control have reduced 
dimensional control tolerances frOlll n0111ir.1lly 
±1 per cent to t0.5 per cent. Tolerances of 
±0.1 per cent are expected to becOllle COlllllOn. 
Product purity levels will be in the 
parts-per-billion range by the year 2000. 

Hicrostructure/property control requires 111ajor 
changes in traditional cera11ic-?rocessing 
flow-sheets. for example, clean-room technology, 
already common in electroric-cera11ic processing, is 
necessary to control strength-limiting flaws in 
structural ceramics. Net-shape processing, 
requiring only minil'lal surface finishing, will be 
required to remain cost competitive. The high cost 
(...,90 per cent of the cost of precision parts) of 
hard mact-;•,ing is 1 ikely to decrease through better 
control of all forming and firing operations. 

Advanced forming processes: Advan~ed net-shape 
br near-net-shape ceramic-forming processes c1n 
improve properties and reliability by 11ini11izing 
~tructural defects, while reducing c.•erall 
111anufacturin9 costs. Frequently, the forming 
process is the source of many strengtn-li11itlng 
defects including inadequately milled and dispersed 
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powder aggl(llllerates, voids fr0tn trapped gas bubbles, 
foreign inclusions from conta111inants in the powder 
or introduced during processing, and gross 
defects such as knit lines arising frOlll the fonning 
process. 

If"' 

J 

Development must focus on fluid processes that 
control impurities and produce micro and macro
h01110geneous parts without introducing voids, cracks, 
or other physical discontinuities. The goal is to 
i111prove existing injection-1110ulding and slip-casting 
processes through powder characterization and 
treatment, better dispersion, and better control of 
heat anJ mass-transfer steps. The use of SPC and 
on-line NOE methods will assure process control and 
provide early warning of problems. 

New pr~cessing and forming inethods also are 
under development. Colloidal processing, applicable 
to any slurry-type process, provides 110re effective 
distribution of sintering aids, which allows a 
reduction in the amount of additives leading to 
improved high-temperature properties. 

New fonning methods include slip casting 
under pressure, centrifugal force, or organic 
gelation. Pressure-assisted casting offers 
advantages over conventional slip casting by 
accelerating the fonning step, eliminating 110uld 
contamination, and increasing green density, 
which improves green strength and sintering 
behaviour. 

Organic-gelation lasting (gelcasting), which 
uses a polyinerizable monomer in ~olution, affords 
all of the advantages of colloidal slurry 
processing. In addition, it forms a dimensionally 
stable green body with application of heat. Because 
liquid transport is not involved, there is no 
redistribution of fine particles or soluble salts, 
which improves microstructural homogeneity. Unlike 
injection moulding, gelcasting does not require 
high-pressure dies, and leaves a much ~maller amount 
~f o~ganic material for the critical binder-removal 
step. 

Polymer-derived ceramics: These materials will 
continue lo increase in significance through the 
;g9os. Pyrolysis of polymeric metal-organic 
compounds leads to a wide variety of ceramic 
materials and promises to be an important method not 
only for engineering ceramics, but also for 
electronic ceramics. This technology has led to a 
variety of silicon-carbide and silicon-oxycarbide 
fibres. Powder-preparation methods by sol-gel 
processing have produced fine oxide powders such as 
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s~herical alU111ina, as well as porous and iinpervious 
monolithic fonns. 

Organic polysilazanes, depending on structure, 
silicon/nitrogen ratio, and melting properties, 
pyrolyze to various silicon-nitride products. Saine 
contain finely dispersed silicon carbide, qualifying 
them as a new type of composite. Strong 110noliths 
of reduced density (70 per cent theoretical) ard some 
foam materials also have been created. Generally, 
pyrolysis is carried out at lower tempe~ature~ ~h6n 
normally required for ceramic materials. Therefore, 
micrO'lletre-thick wear- or oxidation-resistant 
coatings can be applied in the field. 

The complex chemistry of the polysilazane 
system may lead to the developinent of new oxides, 
nitrides, and borides, both as 110nolithic ceramics 
and as composites, although current processing costs 
are high. The novel, controllable properties of 
these materials will generate new applications. 

Microwave processing: Recent research into 
high-temperature p~ocessing with microwave energy 
has shown promising results in other app1ications. 
Ceramics including al11111ina, zirconia, silicon 
nitride, and lithium hydride have been microwave 
sintered to high densities at temperatures 
significantly lower than those required in a 
conventional furnace. The accelerated densification 
with shorter times and lower temperatures produces 
much finer microstructures compared with conventional 
heating. This provides flexibility for tailoring 
microstructures that offer potential property 
improvements. 

Nitriding silicon to form reaction-bonded 
silicon nitride (RBSN) also proceeds more rapidly in 
a microwave furnace than with conventional heating. 
This suggests the possibility of producing large 
RBSN components economically. 

Potentially, microwave processing may lead to 
new technological approaches to fabricate ceramic
composite systems that are otherwise impossible. 
for example, practical alumina-metal composites such 
as alumina-copper substrate packages may be produced 
by microwave sintering alumina at temperatures below 
1,000°C (1,830°f). Or, ceramic-ceramic composites 
containing second phases that normally degrade or are 
incompatible with the matrix at conventional sinter
ing temperatures may be produced by microwave firing. 
(Source: ~Jvanced Hat.f.fi~ls and Processes, January 
1990. Article written by Dr. James O. Stiegler, 
Director, Metals and Ceramics Division, Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., USA) 

The 1990s ~ill sec some 
significant applications for 
oxide-ceramic superconductors. 
Researchers must resolve a number 

' of problems, however, including 
rai~ing the critical current 
density of high-temperature 
superconducting materials. 
Estimated critical current 
densities that will be needed are 
shown for potential super
con~ucting applications. 
(Source: Advanced_ttnui.l.li....111~ 
f'n!t.l.UU. January 1990) 



Structur~IO\HICS R&D 

!;!rjg_ht future for ceramic c911posites 

The connercial availability of relatively 
stable, high-1110dulus ceramic fibres, such as 
Nippon Carbon Co.'s Nicalon SiC inaterial, has inade 
possible the development of ceramic-111C1trix 
composites that behave pseudoplastically, rather 
than undergoing the rapid, catastrophic failure 
normally associated with ceramic materials. 
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rhe fabrication of continuous-filament ceramic
ceramic composites is highly constrained due to the 
fragility of the <lOfLm-diameter fibres. Thus, only 
relatively low-stress processes, in which the ceramic 
matrix is fonned from liquid or gaseous precursors, 
can be used. The most highly cOt1111ercialized of 
these ~ethods is chemical vapour infiltration (CVI), 
in which the matrix material is created at the 
surface of the fibre when vapour species react at 
elevated temperatures. The European Propulsion 
Society in France is the most successful producer of 
this material, and recently licensed its process to 
Du Pont, which is now producing it in the United 
States. However, this process is extretnely slow and 
limited to relatively thin components because it 
depends on gas-phase diffusion to bring reactants 
into contact with the fibres. 

Continuous-filament ceramic composites are 
attractive because they combine high strength and 
toughness with the typical ceramic attributes of 
refractoriness and resistance to erosion corrosion, 
and wear. Mechanical behaviour of the composite can 
be tailored to a s·'gnificant degree by modifying the 
friction between fibre and matrix. This property is 
fundamentally controlled by the fibre/111atrix bond. 

Applications of continuous-filament composites 
range from corrosion-resistant, high-temperature 
heat-exchanger tubes to high-perfonnance jet-engine 
thrust deflectors. further refinements to the CVI 
process should drive down the cost of these 
materials and create additional applications. 

Whiskers: Reinforcement of ceramics with 
microscopic whiskers, as opposed to continuous 
fibres, substantially increases fracture toughness, 
even though the materials remain nominally brittle. 
For example, the toughness of very fine-~~ain 
alumina increa~es from less than 3 M~a~l 
(2.7 ksi.in. II) to more than 9 MPa. IL 
(8.2ksi.in.1/2) with the addition of ~iC 
whiskers. Comparable increases in toughness arP. 
obtained in other whisker-reinforced ceramic~. 
Whisker r~inforcement also can improve a ceramic's 
resistance to thermal shock, creep, and loss of 
strength at elevated temperatures. 

The mechanisms by which whiskers toughen the 
composite include both whisker bridging and whisker 
pullout within the region inwnediately beyond the 
crack tip. A theoret~cal model of the toughening 
process reveals that composite toughness is 
determined by a variety of matrix and whisker 
properties, including volume fraction of whiskers, 
elastic properties of the matrix, relative fracture 
energy of the fibre/matrix interface, and whisker 
diameter and strength. 

Polymer-derived cerami~s 

Development of advanced ceramic forming 
processes is aimed at improving proFertles and 
reliability by minimizing structural defects, and 
reducing overall manufacturing costs. The forming 
process Is frequently the source of many 

strength-limiting defects including powder 
agglomerates not adequately milled and dispersed, 
voids resulting frOlll trapped gas bubbles, foreign 
inclusions due to contaminants not r1!91Qved frOlll the 
powder or introduced during processing by lack of 
cleanness control, and gross defects such as knit 
lines arising fr0111 the fonning process itself. 
Forming-process i1111rove.ents, therefore, must seek 
to minimize these defects via reliable, cost
effective methods. Minimization of defective parts 
to 11aximize yield through processing control also is 
the most important single factor for achieving cost 
reduction. 

Polymer-precursor routes for fabricating 
ceramics offer one potential means of reliable, 
cost-effective ceramics. Pyrolysis of polymeric 
metallo-organic cOlllpounds can be used to produce a 
wide variety of ceramic materials, and pr0111ises to 
be an important process for both structural and 
electronic ceramics. Silicon-carbide and silicon
oxycarbide fibres already have been produced and 
marketed, and sol-gel methods have been used to 
prepare fine oxide-ceramic powders, such as spherical 
alumina, as well as porous and fully dense 110nolithic 
forms. 

Polysilazanes, which contain the (-Si-N-) unit, 
typify the type of product that can be expected to 
result from this merging of ceramic science with 
organic- and inorganic-preparation chemistry. 
Depending on 1110lecular structure, Si:N ratio, and 
melting properties, these polymers pyrolyze to many 
different silicon-nitride products. SOiie contain 
silicon carbide dispersed on such a fine scale that 
the materials can be considered new ·ypes of 
c0tnposites. Strong 110noliths of reduced density 
(70 per cent of theoretical) and foam materials also 
have been created. And, because pyrolysis generally 
is performed at temperatures lower than those 
normally required to manufacture ceramics, the 
process can be used to apply micrometer-thick 
protective coatings in the field. A 111ajor applica
tion of these materials, due to their low gas 
emissions, is binders for conventi ona 1 cera11i c 
powders to help control shrinkage. 

Work on polysilazanes and other 
complex-che111istry systetns is expected to result in 
the development of new oxides, nitrides, and 
borides, as both monolithic cera11ics and composites. 

~ing a better understanding 

Microanalysis plays an important role in 
improving the mechanical properties of cera11ics. 
For example, it was microanalysis that led to the 
crucial insight that most r.eramic-c0111ponent failures 
initiate at relatively large defects ( 10 pn, 
400 microin., or larger). By characterizing the 
morphology and chemical nature of these defects, it 
has been possible to identify their causes and to 
reconwnend improvements to manufacturing practices 
and the purity and uniformity of feed materials. As 
a result, today's ceramic parts are stronger and 
more reliable. 

The mechanical and thermal properties of a 
ceramic part are governed primarily by micro
structure, if no gross defects eKist. Important 
microstructural features include phases, crystallite 
morphology, and the crystallography and chetnistry of 
interfaces. Ceramics typically contain smal~ amounts 
of minor phases that r~side at major-phase grain 
boundaries, and res~lt from lmpurlties, si~terin~ 
aids, and ch11111ical reactions associated with 
processing. These secondary phases often control 
high-temperature properties such as creep resistance 
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and ther-mal conduc~ivity. Cera11ic-prorPss research 
is focusing on cer·a11ic chemistry and crystallography, 
with particular emphasis on tailoring these grain
boundary phases to i11f>rove high-temper~ture 
perfonnance. A.long the expected results are the 
develop!M!nt of intergranular phases that resist the 
void formation and crack propagation as~ociated with 
creep, and the deveioperent of interface la)ers in 
ceribllic CCJlllPOSites that control interfacial shear 
strengths and, thus, i11prove fracture toughness. 

Hicrost~ctural and surface-che91istry 
characterization of new materials bEfore and after 
use or testing is a necessary step in 
cera11ic.....aterials developerent. Techniques such as 
ultranigh-resolution trans•ission-electron 
•icroscopy, high-spatial-resolution Auger electron 
spectroscopy, and secondary-ion mass spectr0111etry 
incorporating liquid-111etal-ion sources are used 
extensively. New and il!proved analytical techniques 
such as imaging X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and 
even higher resolution trans•ission-electron 
•icroscopy using small-gap objective pole-pieces 
and/or electron holography are being developed. 

Property d~~= Widespread use of advanced 
ceramics will require the develop.M!nt of readily 
accessible engineerinq data on properties such as 
thennal expansion, heat capacity, thennal 
conductivity, and thermal-shock resistance. New and 
improved instruments are now available for the rapid 
and accurate measurement of thel"llOphysical 
properties at high tl!lllPeratures. For exa11Ple, 
ther.nal diffusivity can be measured from ro011 
temperature to 2,ooo0c (3,630°F) in less than 
8 hours using an aut0111ated laser-flash systetn. 

Such thel"llOphysi cal-property data wi 11 be 
used extensively to improve funning processes. 
Microstructural-based, finite-element analysis 
modeling, i~ its infancy today, also will eventually 
be used to opti•ize cerainic-fonning methods, as well 
as to design inaterials from knowledge of the 
properties of their phases and •icrostructural 
morphology. 

Service in extreme enviromrents 

Energy-saving cerainic-recur:rator projects have 
been sponsored by Do£ in recent years. The devices 
transfer heat frOlll the flue gases of industrial 
furnaces to the combustion air. The preheated air 
produces higher f la111e letnperatures for a given 
a1110unt of fuel, which results in decreased fuel 
consvmption. Alternatively, more product can be 
processed for a given ainount of fuel. Recuperator 
applications includt alU111ini11111-retnelting furnaces, 
steel-soaking pit~. 111Unicipal and hazardous-waste 
incinerAtors and other high-tet11perature, corrosive, 
and/or fouling enviro11111ents. In these applications, 
inaxilllUlll flue-gas tetnperatures are about 1,2oo0c 
(2,190°F), and the design preheat-air tetnperatures 
are 1,000 to 1,100°c (1,830 to 2.0100f). 
Because these conditions are too severe for metallic 
alloys, cerainic components are >pecified. 

Silicon-carbide (S\C) cera•ics often are 
selected for recuperator tubes because of their high 
strength, oxidation resistance, thermal-shock 
resistance, and avai labi 1i ty; ho·.1ever, these 
•ateriais are susceptible to corrosion by 
at1110spheres containing alkal: co.pounds, such as 
NaCl, KCl, Na3Alf6• Na3S04 , and Naz C03. 
Oxide cera•ics are muc~ 1110re corrosion resistant in 
these atmospheres, but corrosion increases with 
increasing silica (SiOz) content. Thus, alU111ina 
(All03) and zirconia fZrOzi are more corrosion 
resistant than •ullite (3A6z03.2Si0zl and 
zir~on (ZrOz.SIOzl· 

Ceramic recuperators curr-ently have only 
aarginal economic viability because of the high cost 
of ceramic C011ponents and the relatively low cost of 
energy. The inevitable rise in fossil-fuel prices 
and continuing development of oxide-cera-ic 
c011posites will cOlllbine to i!llprove the economics of 
using ceramic recuperators. Ceribllic-c011posite tubes 
and other c011ponents, toughened with whiskers or 
other particles, chopped fibres, and continous 
fil~nts, can provide the strength, thermal-shock 
resistance, and corrosion resistance needed for use 
in aggressive flue gases. The curr~nt high cost cf 
wh:s~ers and fibres will fall with increasing 
production capability. A DoE-funded project with a 
aajor cera11ic aanufacturer involves developing 
generic fabrication technology (such as extrusion) 
for large-diamieter, toughened oxide cera11ic tubes, 
while an ongoing DoE-sponsored heat-exchanger 
project involves developing ~Jl-gel fabrication 
technology specifically for heat-exchanger tubes. 

~r resis~ce: friction and wear 
applications, such as cutting-tool tips, valve tri•, 
seal rings, and PUllP plungers, represent 11Uch of the 
current market for structu~al ceramics. Alumina has 
been the traditional materia' of choice, followed by 
silicon carbide. In recent years, partially 
stabilized zirconia has replaced alU11ina in iaany 
applications as perfonnance requirements have 
increased. tfost recently, whisker-toughened al1111ina 
COllflOSites have made 11ajor inroads into the cutting
tool inarket for 111achining superalloys, and 11ay 
replace tungsten-carbide/cobalt cer.ets in dies for 
drawing alumini1111 cans. 

During the past two decades, R&O on friction 
and wear of engineering ceramics was driven 
primarily by the needs of new, energy-efficient, 
high-operating-tE111Perature engine designs for both 
civilian and •ilitary vehicles. The ?nitial 
e~pectation was that unlubricated, sliding ceramic 
couples could be used in piston-ring/cylinder-liner 
applications. Monolithic, poly-crystalline ceramics 
like al11111ina, silicor. carbide, silicon nitride, and 
partially stabilized zirconia were a1110ng the first 
candidates to be investigated, and results of these 
initial studies suggested that the unlubricated 
approach was unrealistic for engine applications. 
This led to high interest in studying the 
comr-atibility of cera111ics with existing liquid 
lubricants, and in extending the operating range of 
liquid lubricants to higher tetnperatures where 
cerillllics can offer major advantages. 

During the period when tribology of engineering 
ceramics was the focus of a grPat deal of research, 
several technological breakthroughs were achieved in 
developing ceramic-«iatrix, whisker-reinforced 
composites and ordered intennetallic alloys. 
Whisker composites are now used in cutting tools, 
pump gp~rs, and other wear parts. friction and wear 
applications of ordered intermetallics are still 
emerging as a result of encouraging preliminary 
results of laboratory wear tests at elevated 
temperatures. It is possible, however, that high
temperature bearings will be developed before the 
end of the century that combine ceramic and 
intermetallic components, especially if the 
intermetallic component is used to promote beneficial 
lubricant surface-film formation, which it then 
transfers to the ceramic. Other approaches, such as 
using lubricous oxides and chalcogenides as solid 
lubricants, or redesigning engines to operate with 
vapor-phase-deposited lubricants, also may be used. 

There are •any forms of surface-contact damage 
beside~ sliding weir. Rolling-contact fatigue 
resistance, for example, is an i•port.ant issue in 
the use of ceramics in rolling-eletnent bearings. 



Silicon-nitride materials are illllOno the 9!0St 
successful cera-ics introduced to date for us~ in 
rolling-contact applications. 
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The developnent of tougheneJ cerami<s has 
overcome the li•itation of using ceramics under 
conditions of impact and wear. and more 
impact-critical applications are emerging. Ceramic 
coatings. in the me.tntime. will continue to be used 
to reduce da..age to metal components by fretting, 
sliding, abrasive. and erosive wear, part~cularly at 
elevated temperatures and in corrosive 

e,wirorwents. Hc.1y ot .ne next-generation 
tribQlGgical cera111ics 11ay find use ~s coatings or 
inserts rather than a: bulk parts. 

Expanded friction- and wear-critical 
applications of engineering ceramics depend on 
advances in ~rocessing that drive down their cost. 
the development of new nondestructive evaluation 
111ethods that make ceramics 110re reliable. 
and continued strong deaand for longer-
lasting. energy-efficient machine 
c0111pone.1ts. 

------- -1 
! 
I 
i 
I 

Poltrtli11l 11pplic11lions <>f urarrric r«1<ptr11/ars inclr.Jt 11lr.mi11r.m-rtrrrtlling 
{r.r1111us. slttl-:socling pits. anJ roasft in,;i11tr1dors. Tl.tSt rtetssian-r.zlt J.it11 
sl.ow rolty ozrJt crr11mfrs fairconi1111nJ 11lr.m1n11. for tz11mpltl •rt flit prr{trrtJ 
•ter.ptr11tor-lr.'1t m11trri11/s. Tht cm1mics rorrt tZpasN for l.500 hr lo 
mr:tltir:g-f11rn11u {lut gizs,; •i 750 to l.l5o•c. 

(Extracted from Advanced H,Jterial'.i_ind Processes, Septetnber 1990) 

. . . . . 
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8. MRKCTING 

A t~..- of Briti;h rese~rchers has invented a 
sill!ple. inexpensive way to toughen ceramics so that 
they resist crackin9. The new process counters the 
intrinsic brittleness of ceramics and thus pr0111ises 
lo help theci fulfil their potential as structural 
11aterials. 

The new process is noteworthy because it 
creates a very tough. lil!llinated material by layering 
a strong CCJlllPOnent - silicon carbide (Si() - with a 
thinner, weaker layer of graphite. Cracks tend to 
get deflected along the weak SiC/graphite interface, 
111aking the composite less prone to catastrophic 
failure. 

Scientists have 111ade other crack-resistant 
composites by, for exainpie, infiltrating ceramic 
fibres with a gaseous ceramic precursor or by 
encasing ceramic fibres in a ceramic or polymer 
-atrix. But ceram•~/cerainic composites have been 
difficult and expensive to fabricate, while 
polymer/ceramic COlllflOSites cannot withstand high 
te_,>eratures. 

The new SiC/graphite CCJlllPOsite doe' not have 
these ~isadvantages. It is :nade fr09! inexpensive 
ceramic powders, and the process is fast. The 
composite was prepared by coating thin, doughlike 
sheets of a SiC/polyiner paste with graphite. The 
coated sheets were stacked, pr~ssed, heated to 
pyrolyze the polymer, and then sintered at about 
2 .ooo•c. 

The ~esulting laminate requires 100 tiines as 
much worl to break as uncoated Si( sheets. Any 
cracks that fol"WI find it easier to grow along the 
weak interface than through the SiC layers. Such 
crack forma~ion, however, does weaken the material. 
(Extracted f rOlll Cl(_~. 8 October 1990) 

. . . . . 
~lh'i,!!.Ult ceramic Powder inart on rise 

Western world 'market seen to jU"'P 65 per cent: study 

The Weste,rn world market for advanced cera111ic 
powder matPrials is e~pected to grow 65 per cent in 
the seven years between 1988 and 1995, according to 
the Micron Powder Syste111s unit of Hosokawa Micron 
International ,i:nc. 

The estimates were made in an analysis prepared 
for the colllf)any by Ibis Associates Inc., which is 
affiliated with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. l,t defined the advanced cera11ic 
materials covered by the study as electronic and 
optical cerami'cs, high-perfonr.ance stru-::tural 
ceramics and ceramic composites and specialty 
refract'>ries. , 

Sales of 'structural ceramics - which include 
cera111ic cutting tools, wear-re\istant crucibles for 
iAetal scnelting and armour for military vehicles -
are expected to grow 15 per c~nt per year between 
1990 and the year 2000. 

Cer.viic ~lectronic materials inake up the 
largest dollar volt1111e of advanced ceramic material 
sales. They include ceramic capacitors, gas 
sensors, ferrite 111e1110ries and healing elewients. 

New York-based Hosokawa Hicron i< a producer of 
powder processing equi!""l'nt and systetns for a 
variety of industries. 

Sharp growth expected in advanced ceramics 
(in thousands of dollars) 

Industry 1985 
$ 

1990 
s 

2000 
s 

Annual 
growth 
1985-

1990 
%. 

Annual 
9rowth 
1990-
2000 

'.t 

Automotive 53 634 5,700 64 25 
Electronics 1,708 3,740 11,360 17 12 
Integrated optics 1 111 60 
Cutting tools 14 92 500 46 18 
Other industrial 80 225 690 23 12 
Other aerospace 20 30 65 IJ 8 
8ioceramics 10 30 12 

TOTAL 1,875 4,372 18.816 20 15 

SJL!l.r~c: Ibis Associates Inc. 

(Extracted tro. Al!erican Hetal ~rket. 
10 October 1990) 

.. . . . . 
for cera-ics players realilx...i~.!ing__i_n 

Analysts and people working in the ceramics 
industry are bec0111ing 1110re realistic. Ceramics are 
i!!!portant, they say, 11arkets and applications are 
growing, but ceramics are not the miracle materials 
that people once believed thetn to be. 

Speculation about a ceramic engine for 
passenger cars is a good exainple of over-opti•istic 
wishful thinking. 

World wide, the current advanced ceramics 
market is valued at $14 billion, according to 
analysts at Kline & Co., in fai.-field, N.J., 111ainly 
due to the large electronic ceramics market in Asia. 

In t~e US the total advanced ceramics market is 
$5 billion, a CQlllPOunded annual growth rate of 8 per 
cent to a total of $11 billion in constant !989 
dollars by the year 2000 ;s predicted. 

The largest advanced cera111ics 111arket is in 
electronic application~ such as capacitors, 
substrales, integrated circuit packages and 
superconducting inaterials. 

Strate?ic Analysis predicts an annual growth 
rate for this market seginent of 7 per cent, fr11111 
$3.8 billion in 1989 to $8 billion in the 
year 2000. Structural applications, including wear 
parts and cutting tools, will increase by 9 per cent 
annually, frOlll $1.2 billion t.1 $3.0 billion. 

And although advanced cera•ics •ay not have 
taken off as predicted, there is plenty of 
activity. Many players, however, are finding that 
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developing and bringing advanced ceramics to market 
is too difficult and too expensive for a single 
co.pany. This leads to mergers and joint ventures. 

for exa11Ple, Coors Cera.ics Co.pany in Golden. 
Colo., a subsidiary of New York City-based 
W. R. Grace, recently signed a letter of intent to 
jointly work on ceramic packaging technology for 
11Ultichip 110dules. The co.panies want to develop 
1111ltilayer, co-fired aluminium nitride packages for 
use by the Navy. 

Hercules Advanced Haterials & Systl!9s Co.pany 
in Wil•ington, Del .• in April contracted with Rhone
Pou 1 enc Inc. to market and se 11 the s i 1i concarbon i
tri de Fibre made by the French co.pany in the US. 

There were a nuaber of acquisitions in recent 
years, inclu~ing, in 1989, Kyocera of Japan buying 
AVX, Tokt•yama Soda acquiring General Cera.ics and 
Coors Ce:-a.ics buying GE Ceramics. 

Developing advanced ceramics is a long-range 
undertaking according to Oakridge National 
Laboratory in Oakridge, Tenn., which is currently 
trying t6 start a research project on continuous 
fibres cera.ics co.posites. 

The COl!lposite is an advanced material that has 
unique and different properties. The material also 
has potential uses in pollution abatemment syste111s. 
Still. the cost and risk associated with developing 
these materials are such that no co.pany wants to 
undertake the re~?arch and development by itself. 

Advanced ceramics research and developnent 
efforts are focusing on t~e 11aterial's 11any 
advantages, such as resistance to corrosion, thennal 
shock and high temperatures while offering excellent 
wear and low surface resistance. At the saine tirie 
efforts are being inade to overtome disadvantage~ 
such as brittlen~ss and a propensity to crack. 

The result is a steady stream of new •ixtures 
and .anufacturing processes where advanced ceramics 
are coupled with other advanced co.posites to 
produce structural ceramics which cOlllbine the best 
characteristics of both materials. for exalllJ>le, ICI 
Advanced Materials in Wilmington, Del .• uses a 
process called "viscous plastic processing" (VPPl to 
make high-strength superconductivr materials. 

VPP involves mixing a cerillllic powder with a 
viscous polJlller, res~lting in a mixture that is easy 
to shape. has a high degree of unifo~ity and has 
fewer cracks and other defects. ICI uses the VPP 
process to manufacture superconductive short-dipole 
antennas for such radio frequency devires as 
waveguides, antennas, resonant cavities and flux 
transfoniers. lanxide Corporation in Newark, Del., 
overcOllle'> the brittleness problem by literally 
"growing" cera111ic 111atrix r.Otlll)osi tes frOtA a mixture of 
cera.ic powder and a ""tal. By cOlllbining alUll'linium 
and c~ramics. for example, lanxide produces alU111ina 
with about 10 per cent of residual metal. 

Applications are as parts for PUlllJ>S, valves and 
other high-wear applications. Additional advantages 
of this process are that it avoids "the huge 
shrinkage which you nonnally get when you fire a 
cera.ic. And this inaterial grows exactly in the 
shape you want, ev11n in c~licated large shape'>". 

In anither application, E.I. du Pont de Netn0urs 
& Co. is using these lanxi~e "engineered ceramics" 
in developing ar1110ur, heat-exchangers and aerospace 
c 0411Ponen ts . ' 

According to the 111aterials systetns reliability 
departinent with Ford Hotor Cowipany in Dearborn, 
Mich., the main proble111s are still cost and 

re 1iabi1 i ty. But Ford CO•• l 1 nues with ceramics 
resear-:h "trying to replace s0tne of the valve train 
parts, for example. where there is a need to i11f1rove 
the Company Average Fuel EconOll'ly (CAFE!". One way 
to achieve the fuel standard is to take weight out 
of the en9ine. 

Heanwhile, Japanese auto makers are applying 
110re ceramics in hioher-end cars. The Nissan 
equivalent of the 300 ZX has a ceramic turbo 
charger. Using this material is a little more 
expensive, but it provides a lot 110re power in a 
COllflaratively SlllClll engine. 

The field of energy-generating equiptnent offers 
many current applications of structural advanced 
ceramics. In coal fired generating plants. for 
exallflle. cerillllics are used to protect coal chutes 
and corrosion-prone places exposed to sulphur fr0tn 
the burnt coal. 

8i0111edical applications are also coming en 
line. Advanced cer~•ics are increasingly used to 
11anufacture internal pro!:theses to braces. 

ICI Advanced H.~terials sees chances for high 
temperature applications, for the national aerospace 
plane or for other areas where you want to shield 
COll'.pone~ts from the high temperat~re in the engines 
or in a high :orrosion enviromnent. 

Dow Che.ical (OlllJ>any agrees that ceramics face 
tough C0111Petitio~ for applications in engine~ with 
ma~erials that •ight not be as good but are a lot 
cheaper. Cons1~quently, the organization is 
concentrating .'Jn structural 111.1terials: ballistic 
applications, cutting tools and wear products. 

Despite all their pr0tnisin9 applications. 
advanced ceramics have to overcor.e a major catch-22: 
production is still relatively small, which inakes 
the 11aterial expensive. And until ceraa1ics becOlllt' 
cheaper, industry will not seriously look at them as 
alternatives for cvrrent, chearer materials. 
(Extracted frCltll Chemical Marketing Reporter, 
JO April 1990) 

The global 111arket for precursor-derived 
ceramics, co~sisting of high-performance structural 
and electronic products, will ecceed $500 million by 
the year 2000, according to the advanced materials 
group of Kline & Co., Fairfield, N.J., USA. The 
firm places the world market for thes~ p1·odurts at 
$200 r.;llio~ in 1989 and says chemical vapour 
deposition (CVO) accounteti for 86 per cent of it. 
CVD-deri~ed ceramics are used priinarily in structural 
coatings and should grow at 9 per cent per year. 
Ceramics produced by ch~ical vapour infilatration, 
sol-gel. and polyJ11er pyrolysi\ are growing even 
taster, between 13 and 17 per cent annuallv. 

The advanced ceramics indu<;try reached 
Sl~ billion in 1989, Kline says. Structural 
products, such as wear part\. accounted for over 
20 per cent of the market, but these, despite 
earlier forecasts of 20 per cent annual growth, 
failed to keep pace with electronic ceramics. The 
future of the inarket depends on whether ceramics can 
overcOllle several inherent flaws, particularly 
~atastrophic failure. Che111ically-derived ceramic~ 
have the potential to solve these through close 
control of purity and 11icroslruct~re. (Source: 
Ch.tt11'illLt'strkJtin~JiJROit.tr. 19 Hay 19901 

. . . . . 
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9. P\BLICATIONS 

~~peralloYS...._j.llJ!...~Qsites and supercerainics 
Edited by John K. Tien and ThOllas Caulfield, Boston: 
Acad. Pr. 1989. 755 pages. $129.95. 
620. l' 18 TA485 88-30261 IS8H 0-12-690845-1 

Contents, abridged. Resources - supply and 
availability. Hetallurgy of investinent cast 
superalloy CQlllPonents. TheMllOllechanical processing 
or superalloys. Powder inetallurgy and oxide 
d;spersion processing of superalloys. Creep-fatigue 
intert1ction in structur·al alloys. Cyclic 
defonnation. fatigue and fatigue crack propagation 
in Ni-base alloys. High teinperature corrosion. 
Strength and ductility of intermetallic c9111Pounds. 
Structural cerillllics: processing and properties. 
Index. 

Note: Reviews the state-of-the-art superalloy 
technology along with discussion of supercerainics 
and superc9111posites, alternative high tt!l!!IJerature 
systems. Twenty-two r.ontri~utions prepared by 
experts in the field, including researchers fr0111 
Taiwan and Japan. Not ineant to be c9111Prehensive but 
does consider significant issues. Includes chapter 
references and many helpful illustrations. For 
research level collections. 

To obtain: Academic Press Inc., 
465 South Lincoln Drive, Troy, HO 63379, USA. 
Phone: C 800) 321-5068. 

. . . . . 
The following three books can be ordered 

through Th~ Alllerican Ceramic Society, Inc., Book 
Service Dept., 757 Brooksedge Plaza Drive, 
Westerville, OH 43081. Fax: 614-899-6109. 
Phone: 614-890-4700. 

Cfi~~ti_ivilizatil2!!... Vol. V. 
The changing roles of ceramics in society; 
26.000 BP to the rresPnt 
w. D. Kingery, ed. 

Several of the essays included here were 
presented at a 1988 American Ceramic Society 
symposi1.1111 on the changing roles and functions of 
ceramics in society. Others were presented at a 
1989 sympos\•1111 that focused on cultures in 
contact as a source of ceramic change. 
Copyright 1990. Hardbound; 388 pages. 
I SBH 0-944904-11-4. 

SJ.~1tr.i rui...ol.._lli~lli!!ll_~ri i_l s. Cera~ 
tr a!liU.l.i.Rnh..Yl2L.-1 
Carol A. Handwerker, John E. Blendell and 
Wolfgang Kaysser, eds. 

The International Symposium, Sint~ring of 
Advanced Ceramics, held at the American Ceramic 
Society Annual Heeling, Cincinnati, Ohio, on 
2-4 Hay 1988, served two purposes. First, the 
Symposium was held to recognize Professor 
Robert L. Coble for his pioneering work on 
sintering, grain growth, creep and other 
dirrusion-controlled processes. Second, ~he 
SymposiU111 provided a forum for discussion of the 
~late of sintering tl . .?ory and experi111ent. As 
seen in the papers frOM the Symposium, these two 
purposes are intimately connected. In almost every 
sintering paper, not just in the ones here, 
Bob Coble's influence can be found. 

The 45 papers included in these proceedings 
cover such topics as sintering paradi'Jllls; current 

status; 110dels of sintering and grain gro:~h; 
model experiments; liquid phase sintering and creep 
of two phase materials; sintering !nd 
microstructure d@velopment in 111Ulti-component 
ceramics; and cera11ic-cera111ic CIJlllP~sites. 

Copyright 1990; hardbound; 800 pages. 
ISBN 0-944904-20-3. 

* * • • • 

Hullite 1nd 11Ullite matrix COllJIOSites 
Ceramic transactions. Vol. 6 
Shigeyuki S0111iya, Robert F. Davis, 
Joseph A. Pask, eds. 

Hullite is now considered to be a strong 
candidate material for structural applications at 
high te!!!peratures because of its intrinsic strength, 
low thennal expansion and good chemical stability at 
such temperatures. Hullite is the only c9111Pound in 
the Alz03-Si02 system under standard 
condit1ons. ffost traditional cerainic products have 
mullite as part of their final phase COlllflOSition, 
since they usually contain some clay and silicon as 
st~rting materials. The microstructures of the 
materials also contain d relatively lo~ melting 
glass. Thus, the significance of the inherently 
favourable properties of 11Ullite was not recognized 
until about 15 years ago when the mechanical 
be~aviour in c9111Pression at high temperature 
(1,500°C) of mullite speciinens free or nearly free 
of a glassy phase was fi~st studied. 

These proceedings, from the First International 
Conference on Hullite, Japan, 1987, cover such 
topics as: phase equilibria and i1111iscibility in 
the Al 2o3-Si02 system; crystal growth, 
crystall1ne and amorphous structures and impurity 
distribution; reactions and mechanisms of 
mullitization; starting rawder preparation and 
characterization; forming and sintering of mullite 
and c9111Posites containing mullite; mullite matrix 
composites; mech~nical properties and behaviour; 
and applications and process characterization. 
Copyright 1990; hardbound; 665 pages. 
ISBN 0-944904-05-X. . . . . . 
Artificial CQ!!lposites for high temperature 
iiPPJications, by H. U. Islam, w. Wallace and 
A. Y. Kandell, reviews developments in metal and 
ceramic matrix composites containing metal or 
ceramic fibres or whiskers for high temperature 
applications. T~e composites are categorized as 
ductile-ductile (metal matrix composites reinforced 
with refractory fibres, e.g. tungsten wir~ 
reinforced superalloys); brittle-ductile (metal 
matrix composites reinforced with ceramic fibres, 
e.g. the iron alloy FeCrAlY reinforced with silicon 
carbide fibre); ductile-brittle (ceramic matrix 
composites reinforced with relatively ductile, 
refractory metal wires, e.g. tantalum wire 
reinforced silicon nitride); and brittle-brittle 
(ceramic fibre reinforced ceramic, glass, or glass 
ceramic matrices, e.9. silicon carbide 
fibre-reinforced silicon carbide, silicon nitride, 
or lithium aluminosilicate glasses). Significant 
problems in each of the composite systems are 
identified and research directions for the future 
suggested. The information was originally prepared 
as a review sponsored by the National Research 
Council of Canada. While the ttnphasis is placed on 
developments between 1975 and 1986 (the last date in 
the references), the status of the CIJlllPosite systems 
before 1975 is sunnarized. 
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To obtain: Noyes Publications, Hill Road at 
Grand Ave., Park Ridge, NJ 07656, USA. Phone: 
(201) 391-8484. fax: (201) 391-6383. 

• .,, ... * 

Advanced Technical Ceramics. edited by 
Shigeyuki Somiya, is an updated Engiish translation 
of the 1984 Japanese edition. The term technical 
ceramics as defined by Or. S0tniya refers to 
"ceramics that exhibit a high degree of industrial 
efficiency through their carefully designed 
11icrostructure and superb dimensiimal precision ... 
Rigorously selected inaterials are used in products 
with a precisely regulated che11ical COlllposition, 
fabricated under strictly controlled conditions of 
shaping and firing." The 23 contributors are 
largely fr0tn Japanese industrial laboratories, with 
several, including the editor, frOlll technical 
institutes. The book is divided into three inajor 
sections. The introduction includes chapters on 
definitions and types of ceramics; synthetic raw 
inaterials; production processes; and 11tthods of 
evaluating 111echanical and therinal properties. The 
section on properties and applications covers 
electrical, electronic, inagnetic, therinal, chemical, 
optical and 111echanical properties in separate 
chapters, plus a chapter on biological 
applicdtions. The final section covers precision 
inachining methods. An appendix that presents a 
chronology of the develoJllllent of advanced electronic 
and engineering ceramics frOll 1893 to 1982 is a 
novel and infonnative addition. 

To obtain: Acadetnic Press Inc., 
465 South Lincoln Drive, Troy, HO 63379, USA. 
Phone: (800) 321-5068. 

• ft ••• 

Basic research in superconductor. ceramic. and 
semiconductor sciences at selected Japa~ 
laboratorin, by Robert J. Gottschall, is a t·eport 
based on vi~its in 1988 to 14 inajor industrial, 
govern~ental, d~d university R&D organizations and 
laboratories. The subjects cov~red in this 110st 
interesting and informative 194-page report are: 
superconductivity: dia110nds; cubic boron 
nitrides; synchrotron radiation, accelerators, and 
applications; beam technology and lithography; 
semiconductor sciP.nces; ceramic process science; 
high pressure and bonding ceramic process science; 
mechanical behaviour and rharacterization of 
ceramics; ceramic design and engine applications; 
ceramic surface modification and behaviour; ceramic 
superplasticity; ceramic inatrix com~osites; 
carbon; ordered alloys; metal matrix composites; 
and advanced instruments and facilities. This is 
highly rec011111ended for obtaining an overall picture 
of the thrust and scope of materials R&D in Japan. 

To obtain: Dr. Robert J. Gottschall, Division 
of Haterials Sciences, Office of Basic Energy 
Sciences. Hail Stop G-256 GTN, Washington, DC 20545. 
Phone: (301) 353-3428. Also available for 
purchase: The National Technical Infonnation 
Service, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161 
as PB89-174264/WfT. Phone: (800) 336-4700 . . . ... . . 
MY.i!!i;t.11....ilr.i!!!JC matrix. metal matrix and 
~irll!w:..i;~rbon cO!l!J)osjte$ 
by Or. John Briggs, published by Haterials 
Technology Publications, February 1990, 177 pages. 
World Business Publications Ltd., 4th Floor, 
Britannia House, 960 High Road, 1.ondon N12 9RY, UK. 

• • * • • 

Advanced Structural Cer,.ics 
prepared by Innovations 128, Paris, published 
February 1990, 230 pages. Hay be obtained through 
World Business Publications Ltd., 4th Floor, 
Britannia House, 960 High Road, London N12 9RY, UK • 

• • • • • 

~Tech Cerjll!ics 
P. Vicenzini, Elsevier Scien,:e Publishers SV 1987. 
ISBN: 0 444 42776 7 (set). Price: $770. 

High Tei;h Cer,.ics is a new publication 
containing the proceedings cf the sixth International 
Heeling on Modern Ceramics Technology (6th CIKTEC) 
held in Milan, Italy fr1111 24 to 28 June 1986. The 
opening section of the three-volUlle c,,_.,ilation con
centrates on tne econ1111ic i11plications and strategie! 
for the new ceramics and their growing impact on key 
industrial sectors. Forecasts are provided for 
various 11arket growths and the criteria for these 
evaluations are clearly explained. Over 300 fully
referenced scientific papers are then presented, 
each containing in-depth accounts of 11tlhods, 
results and conclusions spanning a wide range of 
state-of-the-art advanced cera11ic research. The key 
sections include basic cera11ic science, process 
technology, inalerials characterization, and 
investigation into the properties and functions of 
ceramics in inagnetic, optical, che11ical, ther11al, 
mechanical, electronic and nuclear applications. 
Drawing frOll a wide range of international 
expertise, High Tei;h Cer,.ics will be of particular 
relevance lo personnel currently involved in 
research and develop11ent, whatever the application. 

The 3,000-page treatise concludes with an 
authoritative overview given by leading 
representatives frOll the US, Japan, Western Europe 
and Australia who are all involved in 111ajor national 
advanced ceramic research program11ts. 

for further details contact: Elsevier Science 
Publishers BV, Sara Bargerhartslraat 25, PO Box 211, 
1000 AE Allst~rdam, Netherlands. 

• * • • • 

Hardness esli!!!alion of •inerals. rocks and ceramii; 
inaterials 

A. Szymanski of the Institute of Electronic 
Haterials Technology, Warsaw, Poland, and 
J. Szyinanski of the Union of \rn.teware Cera.ic 
Producers, Warsaw, Poland, authored this voluine, 
which is No. 49 of the Haterials Science 
Monographs. This book provides a survey of hardness 
test methods in current world-wide use and includes 
exampl~s indicating the merits and deficiencies of 
these ll!tthods. The tables found at the end of the 
book, a~ we~l as the hardness test results from 
various methods included in the text itself, are 
meant to serve as a rough guide in the choice of 
appropriate test methods. Included are a list of 
symbols, appendix, bibliography ard subject index. 
350 pages, $122, ISBN 0-444-98898-X. Order frOlll 
Elsevier Scien~e Publishers Co. Inc., Box 882, 
Madison Square,Sta., New York, NY 10159, USA. 

• • • • • 

Z.ruLh~UMJ.mosjU111 on En9inttring Ceril!liu 
Edited by F. L: Riley, Elsev1er Science Publis~ing 
Co. Inc., 655 Avenue of the Alltricas, New York, 
NY 10010 • , 1989, xii i , 285 pages • 
ISBN 1-851~6-2?5-2. 

This book'is the proceedings of a 111eeting held 
in London,, England In 1987. Unlike lllOSt conference 
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proc~ings, this book contains only papers by 
invited speakers that presented authoritative 
overviews of work since the first European SJ11PosiU11 
on Engin .. ring Ceramics in 1985. ~t does not 
contain detailed technical information. It is 
directed towards current a~d potential users of 
engin .. ring ceramics, and provides an excellent 
review of the European perspective on the status of 
engin .. ring ceramics at the ti11e of the SJllPOSiUll, 
although one presentation from the U;iited States and 
one from Japan give an overview of the perspective 
in these regions. 

Twelve papers are included in the book. The 
first provides an excellent overview of the European 
C0111mUnities programmes that include work on 
engineering ceramics. The second is a revie-f of the 
status of standardization activities for engin .. ring 
ceramics, and the third is an overview of the 
developments in engineering ceramics since the 
first meeting in 1985. Other papers provide 
overviews on coatings for therwial barrier and wear 
resistance applications, production tec~nology, 
non-destructive evaluation, non-oxides, ceramic 
11atrix composites and cera11ics in internal 
combustion engines. 

T~! last three papers are regional in scope. 
One reviews the cera11ic heat engine progra...s in 
the United States; one reviews the develo,.ents in 
the UK engine ceramic progra...es; and the final 
paper reviews the attitude towards high technology 
cerilllics in Japan. The book contains a large numiber 
of references and pro~ides ~n excellent overview of 
European activities in engineering cera11ics. 

* • • • • 

Plasl!jl spraying of 11etallic and ceri!!iC l!jlterials. 
Dusan Matejka and Bernard Benko. John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., Baffins Lane, Chichester, West Sussex, 
P019 lUD, England. 1989, 280 pages. 
ISBN 0-471-918768. $119. 

.. . . 
Cerjl!!ics an~ilization: Vol. IV: Cross-craft 
and cross-cultural interactions in ceramics 
Edit~d by P. E. McGovern, H. D. Notis and 
W. D. Kingery. Allerican Cera11ic Society, 
757 Brooksedge Plaza Drive, West~rville, OH 43081. 
1989, ii, 390 pages. ISBN 0-916094-48-0. 

• • • • • 

Advances in ceramics. Vol. 22: 
glasses and cera!l!ics 
Edited by J. R. Varner and V. 
Alnerican Cera11ic Society, 757 
Drive, Westerville, OH 43081. 
ISBN 0-916094-85-5. 

fractography of 

D. Frechette. 
Brooksedge Plaza 

1988, vi. 442 pag~s. 

• • • • • 

Hjgh perfOfJ!!t10Ce materials 

This re~ort provides a broad review of key 
trends and developments in high performance 
materials, highlighting selected topics such as 
metal- and cera11ic-111atrix composites, engineering 
cera.ics, cera11ic fibres, superconducting cer1111ics 
and fibre reinforc ... nts. Probl .. areas in 
111aterials perforwiance and fabrication are 
identified. The 111ar~et situation and growth 
prospects for 111any materials are assessed. An 
internati~nal directory of COlllpanies and research 
laboratories involved ln the development of tbese 
uteriah h Included. 23C pages, 1988, $480,-

Order from Innovation 128, 24 rue du Quatre 
Septemibre, 75002 Paris, France. 

• • • • • 

Pl1stics-Cer.-ics="ct1ls 
Edited by H. L. Hornfeld. Published by Society for 
the Advancement of Material and Process Engin .. rillg 
(SAltPE), European Chapter, c/o Ernst Schiantarelli, 
Glasslistrasse 11, CK-8172 Niederglatt/ZH, 
Switzerland. 545 pages. 

Proc..dings of the 11th SAflPE international 
conference held in Hay 1990 in Baste, Switzerland. 
Sections cover global issues in advanced composites, 
with ~ontributions from industry specialists. 
Specific chapters deal with high tl!lllPerature/high 
toughness 11atrix 11aterials, hybrid design and 
engin .. ring, non-destructive testing of composite 
structures, and joining, adhesion and interface 
phenome~a. Aerospace topics include a new approach 
to complex aircraft composite structures, and design 
and fabrication of a compressior~ulded 
graphite-reinforced epoxy SHC ram air turbine blade. 

• • • • • 

To speed the application of high-tl!lllPerature 
advanced ceramics from laboratories to 11arket, a new 
structural cera11ics data b1se for personal computers 
has been developed by 11aterials scientists at the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology with 
help from the Center for Advanced Materials at 
Pennsylvania State University, USA. (Source: 
American ptetal ~. 19 Novl!llber 1990) 

Ceramics; applications in 11anufacturil!Q 
Edited by David W. R:cherson, Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers, 1 SHE Urive, Dearborn, 
Michigan 48121. 1988, 217 pages, hardcover • 

The use of cerilllics in industrial applications 
has suffered from the perception that they are 
fragile and not very reliable. Recent dra11atic 
i..,,rove11ents in the properties of cera11ics has 
outdated this perception, and advanced cera11ics now 
can perforM effectively in a 111Ultitude of 
applications. By publicizing 11Qre widely the many 
cases where cerainics have been used successfully, it 
is hoped that some of the traditional reluctance to 
use these materials r.an be overcome. This volume 
is a COlllpilation of 24 journal articles and 
confer~nce papers, selected by a well-respected 
figure in the cera111ics field to introduce industrial 
personnel to SOllM! of the successful applications of 
cerillllics in manufacturing. It is part of the 
"Manufacturing Update Series" of SHE publications, 
designed to provide up-to-elate background 
information for engineers revie.,ing the subject for 
the first time, and offer solutions to practical 
shop problems. 

The introductory chapter sets the stage with 
two papers co-authored by Richerson that provide a 
general description of cera111ic 111aterials and an 
overview of possible applications in manufacturing. 
The second chapter follows with two papers that 
refer to cera111ics applica~ions in two specific 
111etal-fon11ing operations: inveslllent casting and 
extrusion, but the first of these papers is really 
a history of the development of invest11ent casting 
of turbine c0111ponents and refers to the role of 
cera.ics only in passing. Chapter 3 consists of a 
nUllber of articles on the use of cera11ics in high 
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temperature manufacturing equi~nt, including heat 
exchan~rs and furnaces, and chapter 4 COllPrises 
articles on the use of cera11ics in metal-cutting 
operations. These two chapters are the highlight of 
the vol..-e, with ~umerous spec?fic exilllf>les of 
successful applications that exploit appealing 
characterist:cs of ceramics (e.g. high temperature 
capability, high hardness, high resistance to 
chemical attack). Chapter 5 is entitled •ceramics 
in non-traditional lliJnufacturing operations•, but 
this is sa-ewhot •isleading because the articles in 
this chapter really deal with various novel methods 
for lliJchining ceramics (e.g. laser cutting, water 
jet cutting) rather than with the use of ceram;cs in 
any of these operations. In chapter 6 the book 
finishes off with the paper by LUllby on the 
evolution of •sialon• ceramic materials and some of 
their specific uses in manufacturing applications, 
and with an excerpt fr.,. Richerson's textbook 
"Hodern Ceramic Engineering: properties, 
processing, and use in design" that provides another 
overview of possible applications. 

On the whole the vol..-e is an interesting 
collection of articles, and serves a~ a useful 
startinq-point for manufacturing personnel 
thinking about utilizing cera111ics in their 
operations_ 

. . . . . 
~2C Abstr~cts: Japan is a new 110nthly series 

containing abstracts in Engiish of the leading 
scientific, technical and business publications of 
Japan. The series offers coverage of chemistry, the 
chemical industry, 111aterials sciences and materials 
production. 

The publisher, SCAN C2C, reportedly 111aintains a 
data base consisting of over 140,000 abstracts from 
110re than 500 Japanese publications, and adds 
4,000 new abstracts to this data base each 110nth. 
ruture plans include data base access through 
leading on-line hosts, cust011ized research and 
English lang•1age directories. SCAN C2C is located 
at SOO E St., SW, Suite 800, Washington DC 20024, 
U$A. . . . . . 
Concise E.!:!~~clopedia of Buildi!lg__& ConstructUl.n 
~t..ei:ial1 

Edited by Fred Hoavenzadeh, this book presents 
the work of n1111erous specialists in the field. 
There are articles covering general building 
111c1terials, their mechanical properties, and econ0111ic 
and historical aspects, as well as those dedling 
specifically with the use of materials such as 
clays, cera111ics, cement, sand, gravels, glass, 
inet~ls, wood, polymers, plastics and C0111Posites. 
Intended pri111c1rily for those interested in having a 
useful reference source in building and conslrtlction 
111aterials, the work would also be the ideal course 
reference for students in architecture, civil and 
structural engineering and related disciplines. 
Hardcover, 650 pages, $175. Order No. 0 08 034728 2 
frOlll Perga1110n Press, Inc., Haxwe1·1 House, Fairview 
Park, El•sford, NY 105?3, USA. ...... 
!hennoscl..R.ol'dtr coatinfs 
Edited by J. Ward. Pub ished by FHJ International 
Publications Ltd., Queensway House, Redhill, 
Surrey RHl lQS, England. 140 pages. 

tndustry specialists contribute chapters on raw 
111aterials and their 11anufacture, coatings and their' 

applications, surface pretreatlM!nt, and curing and 
stripring. 

Glass science and technol09y. Vol. 4A: Structure. 
~icrostrvcture tnd proPfrties 
Edited by D. R. Uhl11ann and N. J. Kreidl, Academic 
Press, ?250 Sixth Ave., San Diego, C4 92101. 1990, 
xviii, 346 pa~s. ISBN 0-12-706704-3. . . . . . 
~ecrconductivitx: A guide for industritl 
appliutions 

This report provides a realistic picture of 
both high and low temperature superconducting 
materials and products, reviewing the stale of the 
art of the technology and updating developments, 
including processing advances and electrical 
property improvements. Key research activities 
in Europe, the United States and Japan are 
provided. 190 pa~s. 1989, $500. Order frOll 
Innovation 128, 24, rue d~ Quat~e Septellbre, 
75002 Paris, France. . . . . . 
&fvar.ced materials: The challenac for the next 
~ is available in two volumes and contains the 
proceedings of the 35th International Society for 
the Advancl!9M!nt of Material and Process Engineering 
(SAl1PE) Symposium and exhibition, held in April. 
The technical sessions and papers presented include 
developnents in 11aterials fibres and 11atrix 
materials, tooling 11aterials, adhesives and bonding, 
111etal and cera111ic matrix COllPOSit.es, health and 
safety, quality control, coatings, and the National 
Aero-Space Plane 11aterials development progr.....e. 

Pr1ce $80. SAMPE, 1055 W. San Bernardino Rd., 
Box 2459, Covina, CA 91722, USA. 

• • • • • 

PolJller alloys and blends 
by L.A. Utracki. Published by Carl Hanser Verlag, 
Postfach 860420, Kolbergerstrasse 22, 
W-8000 "unich 86, Ger111c1ny. 356 pages. 

Following an introduction and historical 
outline of alloys and blends, the book describes 
principles of Miscibility and phase equilibria 
phen011ena, and crystallinity considerations, then 
goes on to discuss rheology of specific systet1s. 
Appendices list c011111ercial polyaer alloys and 
blends, survey the patent literature, and cite 
selected -anographs. . . . . . 
Concise encvclopaedja of CQ!!Oosjt•_ll!jlterjals 

Anthony Kelly edited this volUlllC. The 
55 articles in this encyclopaedia provide a full and 
up-to-date account of all aspects of COlllPOSite 
materials, including fibre COlllPOSites, particulate 
CQlllPOSites, and naturally occurring COlllPOSite 
materials and their properties. Current coverage 
also is given to 111etal..-atrix COlllf>OSites and 
ther110plastic resins reinforced with fibres. 
Each article is extensively cross-referenced to 
other related topics. Hardcover, 350 pages, 
250 Illustrations and tables, $135. Order 
No. 0 08 0347185 frOll Perga110n Press, Inc., Kaxwell 
House, Fairview Park, El•sford, NY 10523, USA. . . . . . 



Procetclinqs of the Al!erican Societx for Comp~ 
fifth Technical Conference: Cgg,osite Materials in 
Transition 

This is a collection of 96 reports on COlllposite 
materials processes, performance and applications 
from North Allerica, Great Britain and Japan. Report 
topics include vibration and damping; joining, 
fastening and fabricatiLn; interfaces; 
biotechnology applications; toughness and damage 
tolerance; control and modelling; structural 
mechanics; metal 11atrix, cementitious and ceramic 
c911POsites; design; i111pact and c9111pression; 
thermal aspects; and non-destructive testing. 
Hardcover, 1,049 pages, illustrations, $165. 
ISBN 0-87762-767-3. Order from Technomic 
Publishing Co. Inc., 851 New Holland Ave., Box 3535, 
Lancaster. PA 17604, USA. 

• • * • • 

Composites: an insider's technical guide to 
corporate Al!erica's activities 
437 pages, $127. 

A fine overview of the 249 most significant 
c9111panies (465 entities, including subsidiaries) 
that c9111prise the US composites in1ustry. Each 
c9111pany's description includes adcress and phone 
numiber, ownership, product ~ines, key executives, 
types of professionals e11ployed, and faci~ities and 
equipment. Equally valuable are lists of c9111panies 
by product, materials, process capabilities and 
research activities. 

Turner Hoss Co., N> Box 1885 W. Hurray Hill 
Station, New York, NY 10156-0511, USA. Phone: 
212-481-8666. . . . . . 
Hiah-tt!l!IOerature superconductivity in perspective 
Gregory Eyring (Office of Technology Assess111ent 
Project Director), 136 pages, $6.50. 

High-Tc technology moves fast enough to turn 
today's def1nitive study into yesterday's news. 
Still, t~e outline of potential applications has 
bec0111t increasingly clear, and the Office of 
Technology Assess111ent has done a fine job of pulling 
the pieces together. It also provides an excellent 
COlllparison of US, Japanese and other R&O efforts, 
and discusses policy options. 

(Refer to GPO No. 052-003-01187-5: Supt. of 
Doc11111tnts, Gover11111tnt Printing Office, 
Washington, DC 20402-9325. Phone: 202-783-3238. 
fax: 202-275-0019.) . . . 
Advanced llljterials source book 
by Jon Binner, Paul Hogg and John Sweeney, 
367 pages, $135. 

Short takts on new cera11ic, polymer and 
c9111Posite technology that provide excellent depth, 
though with a 1110stly European slant. Host of the 
information has been published by Elsevier before, 
but its availabil;ty in a single volume will let you 
more readily discern trends. 

(Elsevier Science Publishers ltd., Crown House, 
Lindton Road, Barking, Essex, 1611 8JU, England. 
Phone: 01-594-7272. Fax: 081-594-5942.) 

• * • • • 
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~dhf.sion and bonding in composites 
E~i~ed by Rrutoku Yo~Om1iya c1_il., NY: Dekker, 
357 pages, l99.75. 620.1'18 TA418.9 89-36669, 
ISBN r-8247-8149-X. 

1990. 

Contents, abridged: interfacial 
characteristics of c9111posite materials. Surface 
110dification of matrix polyr.ier for adhesion. 
Hodification of inorganic fillers for c911Posite 
materials. Adhesion of resin to metal. Interfacial 
110dificatons and bonding of fibre-reinforced 111etal 
c9111posite material. Interface analyses of c0111posite 
materials. Index. 

Note: The editors e11phasize 11ethods used to 
i111prove ~he adhesion and bonding between c9111posite 
materials. Contributions by Japanese experts 
discuss topics such as the relationship between 
wetting properties and adhesion, surface 
110difications of matrices or fillers, adhesion of 
plastics onto 111etals, and ..ethods of 111easuring the 
interfacial strength of fibre-reinforced 
c9111Posites. Includes over 2j0 diagra11s and tables 
and abo~t 450 literat~re references. for polJller 
scientists and technologists, plastics engineers, 
adhesives chemists and graduate students. 

• • * • • 

Bonding and repair of cO!!!posites: papers frQI! a 
one-day se11inar organized iointly by Butterworth 
Scientific Ltd. and Rapra Technology ltd .. 
14 Juh 1989 
Edited by John Herriot, London: Butterworth, 1989, 
106 pages, $89.95. 620.1'18 TA418.9 89-15832, 
ISBN 0-408-04863-8. 

Contents, abridged: adhesives for c9111Posite 
joints. frictional coupling for bonding of 
C9111Posites. Adhesive bonded joint between a fibre 
COlllf>OSite wing blade and the steel hub of a wind 
turbine. Structural adhesive bonding of 
ther110plastic fibre c911Posites. fatigue crack 
growth in adhesively bonded and co-cured CfRP 
joints. fDEHS sensors: in-situ monitoring of 
adhesive bondline and resin cure during repair. Low 
energy cured c9111posite repair systems. A new 
low-tt11perature rapid curing cOlllposite 111aterial for 
structural repair. 

Note: Bonding, which covers the extensive use 
of adhesives, welding and frictional coupling, is a 
major theme. Non-destructive testing of composite 
bonds and c9111Posite repairs are also covered. The 
techniques described herein may be applied to 
plastic, cement, metals and cera111ics, among other 
111aterials. for specialists in polymer engineering, 
materials science, composites and non-destructive 
testing. . . . . . 
P_rocess~ng of plastics 

A concise reference book on processing of 
plastics covering major processing methods with 
t111phasis on newer developinents, processing 
parameters, trouble-shooting, etc. was published in 
December 1990 by Popular Plastics & Packaging. 

The book is edited by our Editor 
Hr. A. S. Athalye, who has been actively associated 
with the industry for over 30 years and knows 
exactly the information needs of the industry. 

Colour Publications Pvt. Ltd., 126-A Dhuruwadi, 
Off Dr. Narim~n Road, Prabhadevi, Bombay 400 025, 



India. Phone: 430 9318, 430 6319. Tel(x: 
011-71242 CEPE IN. 

Who's who in world petrochemicals & plastics 
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It lists the names, titles, addresses, 
telephone, telex and fax numbers of 2,700 corporate 
offices and 7,900 top persons. The directory costs 
$125 per copy frOlll Who's Who Information Services, 
17 South Briar Hollow lane, #401, Houston, 
Texas 77027, USA. Phone: (713! 523-4627. 
fax: (713) 623-4628. 

• " * • * 

''~ndbook of p 1 ast i c iaateri a 1 and techno 1 ogy answers 
lne llOSt frequently asked qaest ions by engineers, 
designers, 111anufacturers, processors, llOuld makers 
and purchasing agents. The book covers 70 iaaterials 
and fillers and 17 pri111ary processes. Thirty-two 
additional chapters detail such plastics-related 
infor111ation as assembly, decorating and process 
control. Appendices provide a ranking of 111aterials 
according to properties fdensity, tensile strength 
and lllOdulus, flexural 110dulus. elongation at break, 
notched lzod iinpact strength, heat distortion 
te111perature and electrical pro~erties), as well as 
abbreviations, conversion tables to and fra.i 
standard and llll!tric units, and ca.111Gnly used 111etric 
conversions. C~ntributors to the !::!i.ru[~ are 
experts in their subject areas with business 
experience in the field. 

l,750 pages, $99.95. John Wiley & Sons, 
605 Third Ave., New York, NY 10158, USA. . . . . . 
l!!ternational Conference on Advances in the 
~Jization and Controlled Degradation of 
Ectl~n. Vols. 1 and 2. 
By A. V. Patsis, 1989, Lancaster, PA/Basel, 
Techn011ic. ISBN 87762 572 7 (Vol. 1), 
588 3 (Vol. 2). 

These voluines contain the proceedings of 
conferences held in Hay of the years 1985-1987 at 
Lucerne, Switzerland. Papers covering aspects of 
polymers, polypropylenes, UV-cured coatings and 
ther1110plastic elast0tners are among those presented. 

' 

!.taru!.QllLJL~ I )'!!!fr s'c t~.!!.!Lllt.hn.o~, 
Vols. 1-4. 1 

N. P. Cheretnisinoff ('ed.), 1989, New York/Basie, 
Marcel Dekker. ISBN,082478 1732 (Vol. l), 
174 O (Vol. 2), 004 3 (Vol. 3), 021 3 (Vol. 4). 

' 

This handbook comprises four volumes: 
"Synthesis and proper,ties". "Performance properties 
of plastir.s and elastomers", "Appl icatic>ns and 
processing operation<;'", and "Composites and 
speciality applications", and provides a 
comprehensive, author,i tative guide to the field of 
polymer scienre and the technologies related to 
their engineering ap~lications - bridging the gap 
between the theoretic'al foundations of polymer 
science and p1·actical, manufacturing concepts. ..... 
t~inttr i !}g .. PiliM!:. U\U'WW 
Raymond B. Seymour, x,vii + 300 pages. t4cGraw-Hi 11, 
1221 Ave. of the Alllf!ricas, New York, NY 10070. 
1?89, $42.50. ' . . . . . 

~~rials sci~L~!!.D\.!:~..l 
Jan P. Skalny. editor. Alllerican Ceramic Society, 
757 Brooksedge Plaza Dr .. Westerville, OH 43081. 
1989, 332 pages. ISBN 0-944904-01-7, $75 
non-members, $60 lllelllbers. 

Metallurgical dictionary 
J. A. Wanderer (ed.). Part l: 
Part 2: German-English; 1989. 
Heere, ISBN 3 92772 600 1. 

Engl i sh-Gennan, 
Wanderer Verlag 

The ~ictionary contains traditional vocabulary 
frOlll both the ferrous and non-ferrous fields of 
111etallurgy. It also includes the "keywords" of 
allied professions and industries. fra.i geology, 
process mineralogy, mining, ore treat11ent, and 
beneficiation to recycling, remelting, pouring or 
casting, defoniation, heat treatment and 111achining 
of metals, chemical and quality analysis, 111aterial 
testing and 111aintenance. 

Helpful explanations for acronywis, 
abbreviations, chemi,al formulae for minerals, 
chetnical coinpounds and alloys relevant to llll!tallurgy 
are also provided. 

At least 20,000 essential terms are given in 
each part of the dictionary which should assist 
users in all branches of the metallurgical and 
allied industries world-wide. It should also prove 
invaluable to learning and research institutions as 
well as to professionals in industry. . . . . . 
S1Jldies of higb_~ature supercondu~~.2r1. 
Vols. 1-3 
A. Narlikar, 1989, Connack, NY, Nova Srience 
Publishers, ISBN 0 94174 354 3 (Vol. 1), 
355 1 (Vol. 2), 356 X (Vol. 3). 

These three volumes introduce a new 
international series of in-depth research studies 
devoted exclusively to high teinperature 
superconductivity. Further volumes are to be 
published. The series is intended to fill the gap 
between journal articles and conference 
proceedings. Both research and applications are 
covered in these volumes. . ....... 
~L!!il!~~i.te} -=---.lhfrmomechan !.rn . .!~~_i_IM'. 
H. Taya and R. J. Ars~nault, 1989, Oxford/New York, 
Pergamon Press. ISBN 0 08036 984 7 (hardcover)/ 
0 08036 983 9 (fl~xicover) 

Metal matrix composites (HMCs) are one of the 
<;trongest candidates for use as structural materials 
in many high temperature and aerospace applir.ations. 
Their stren!Jth and high temperature performance are 
related to their thermomechanical behaviour. In 
thi~ book, the effects of thermal strains on the 
materials' properties are examined at micro\copic 
and macroscopic levels, by combining continuum 
mechanics and disiocation mechanisms. Literature 
coverage is comprehensive, and each chapter includes 
a set of problems. . . .. . . 
l1J!!.i..i.!L .. J.9J1 .. l'.'.!'li.l .. oL..!Hhn.gJ..og,y 
Special issue: ~t..uiliL~ie!l .. ~Od.M!gi11Hri11g 
Vol. 28, June-Augus~ 1990. ISSN: 0019-5669 

ln.d.i..ifLJRu.rll.Al...:.o.L!lihnDlllg,y has brought out a 
special Issue on materials science and engineering. 
It is well known th~t materials science is an area 
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of strength of S&T research in India. A few years 
ago, a study conducted by the US Nati~nal Science 
Foundation on the strengths and weaknesses of Indian 
science identified 11aterials science reseorch as an 
area of great strength. This special issue is being 
brought out at a time when there is an upsurge in 
the world-wide awareness of the key role that 
11aterials play in the 110dern-day technological 
world. The selection of papers represents a 
CCJlllPrehensive but not exhaustive overview of the 
current Indian research focus. 

Guest edited by three of India's outsta11din9 
metallurgists/11aterials scientists, the special 
issue carries 26 invited articles written by 
internationally known experts, and four book 
reviews. Allong the authors are Prof. Michael Ashby 
of Cainbridge University, Dr. J. T. Staley of Alcoa, 
Dr. K. H. Kuo of the Chinese Acadeeiy of Sciences, 
Dr. Shalini Menezes of Rockwell International, 
Prof. P. Ra... Rao of Defence Metallurgical Research 
Laboratory, Prof. P. Ra.achandrarao of Banaras Hindu 
University, Dr. Sanak Mishra of SAIL R&O Centre at 
Ranchi, Professors K. T. Jacob and S. Ranganathan of 
the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, 
Dr. Subrata Ray of the University of Roorkee, 
Prof. S. B. Ogale of the University of Poona, 
Prof. B. K. Ohindaw of IIT, Kharagpur, 
Or. C. Ganguly of Bhabha At011ic Research Centre and 
Prof. O. Prabhakar of IIT, Madras. 

The topics covered include: selection of 
inaterials in mechanical design, al1.1111ini1.111 alloy 
developinent special steels for breeder reactors, 
ceramic 111aterials for superconductors, polymer, 
metal and cera11ic 11atrix CIJlllPOsites, quasicyrstals, 
thennodyna11ics of metastable liquids, solid-state 
electroche111ical sensors, ion i11plantation and Auger 
electron spectroscopy and non-destructive testing of 
11aterials. 

Guest editors: P. Rama Rao, S. Ranganathan, 
Subrata Ray. 

308 pages; price Rs 160, $54, £35. 

(Sales and Distribution Officer, Publications 
& Infonnation Directorate, Hillside Road, 
New Delhi 110012, India.) . . . . . 
f!)wder metallurgy and related high temperature 
!Yillill~ 
Ed. P. Ramakrishnan. Proceedings of the 4th 
International Conference held at the IIT, B0111bay, 
Decet11ber 1987 Previously published in Key 
Engineering Materials, ISBN 0-87849-577-0; 1988, 
862 pages, SFr 270 (about $US 184) 

The proceedings present approxi:nately 60 papers, 
i;1cluding a number of invited review papers, on the 
topics of powder preparation and characterization, 
powder consolidation methods and lllP.Chanisms, sinter
ing theories, novel consolidation processes, rapid 
solidification, carbides and wear-resistant 
materials, structural materials, nuclear materials, 
structure and property evaluation, special r.eramics, 
and r.omputer applications. 

S0111e highlights: 

- Surface oxidation of steel powder during 
atomization investigated by ESCA, L. Nyborg 
and I. Olefjord,; 

Chemi ca 1 charac'terizati on of ultrapure 
refractory Mta'ls for the electronics 
industry, H. H., Ortner, and P. Wilhartltz; 

- Progress in understanding sintering, 
W. Schatt and E. Friedrich; 

- Sintering on the electronic level, 
M. M. Ristic and L. F. Pryadko; 

- Consolidation of rapidly solidified 
11agnesi~rare earth alloy powder, 
S. Krishna11Urthy; 

- Lightweight metals using rapid 
solidificatior. F. H. Froes f1.....il.; 

Characterization of rapidly solidified 
Ti 3Al base alloys, G. VenkataraP.1an; 

Processing-properties relationships in 
cemented carbide, B. Aronsson; 

- Gel p;·ocessed transparent alumina, 
V. Saraswati; 

- Microstructure analysis by 110rphological 
analysis, J. K. Beddow; 

- Iron base alloys sintered with composite 
powders prepared by electroless plating, 
S. Kohara and K. Tatsuzawa; 

- Mechanically alloyed alU11iniu.-SiC 
particulate c011posites, G. Mahanty 
11..il-; 

- Processing and 11echanica: properties of 
carbon/carbon C011posites, L. H. Manocha 
11..il.; 

- Mi~rostructural developinent and 
densification during HIPing of ceramics and 
111etals, G. Petzow 11..il. 

TransTech Publications Ltd., Segatini
strasse 216, CH-8049 Zurich, Switzerland, or 
Old Post Road, Brookfield, VT 05036, ijSA. 

• * • • • 

Pow!ler inetallurqx opoortunjtjes for enqjneering 
industries 
Edited by P. Ra....krishnan, Professor, Departlllent 
of Metallurgical Engineering, Indian Institute of 
Technology, BOllbay, 1987, 144 pages, Oxford & 
IBH Publishing Co. Pvt. Ltd., 17 Park Street, 
Calcutta-700016/66 Janpath, New Delhi-110001, 
India. 

This book, the first of its kind, provides 
the latest developinents in the field and 
state-of-the-art by leading experts in the 
chosen field of specialization. This book can 
serve as a reference book for undergraduate, 
post-graduate and research students of powder 
metallurgy, ceramic~. materials science ond 
engineering, metallurgy, manufacturing and 
production engineering. 

Contents: 

- Powder metallurgy progress and 
opportunities: Dr. P. Rainakrishnan, 
Professor, Department of Metallurgical 
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technoloyy, 
BOlllbay; 

- Ferrous 111etal powders and their 
applications: Hr. B. H. Kataria, E(ecutive 
Director, Hr. N. Nagarjuna, Metallurgist/ 
Sales Engineer, Mahindra Sintere4 Products 
Ltd., Pune; 

'. 

'. 
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Perspectives in siiltered friction 111aterials 
for power absorption: 
Hr. S. L. N. Ach!ryulu, Deputy Director, 
Defence Metallurgical Research laboratory, 
Hyderabad; 

- Cetnented carbide too~s and wearparts: 
Dr. Sanjay Basu, C,eneral Hanager, Research & 
Development, SanJvik Asia Ltd., Pune; 

- Developments and trends in tungsten carbide 
tooling: Hr. R. Srinivasan, Hanaging 
Director, Wildia (India) Ltd., Bangalore; 

- Application of P/H for the production of 
contact 11aterials with special reference to 
India: Dr. G. S. Tendolkar, Director, 
Research & Development, Hodison Hetal 
Refi~ers, Bombay; 

SOllle aspects of powder metallurgy processed 
electronic cerCllllics and their applications: 
Dr. G. S. Nadkarni, Shri B. Sarkar Memorial, 
Research and Development Centre, Elpro 
International ltd., Pune; 

Special powders for wear and corrosion 
resistant coatings: Dr. R. Chattopadhyar, 
Deputy General Hanager, Research and 
Development, EWAC Alloys, Larsen and Toubro 
Ltd., Batnbay; 

New technique of thin film coatings for wear 
resistance: Hr. A. K. Jani, Technical 
Dire,tor, Dura Coaters Pvt. ltd., DoMbay; 

Natural diamonds and their industrial 
applications: Hr. Kail~s Zaveri, Solar 
Diamond, Bombay; 

Diamond t.ools for modern industry: 
Hr. P. K. Goon, Technical Hanager, Greaves 
Cotton & Co. ltd., Bombay; 

Polycrystalline diamond compacts and t;1eir 
industrial applications: Dr. H. J. Hodi, 
Director, Research and Development, 
B~ukhanvala Diamond Tools Pvt. Ltd., Bombay. 

• • It * * 

!'.!ui.1!.i:i1~g_J.'1Lll.J~111J.~illtiM!.29.iu.l~~n~ 
Edited by Jon Sigurdson. Available at bookstores 
July 1990, 220 pages; hardback £33; 
ISBN 0 86187 842 6 

This volume, published by Pinter Publishers, is 
an nutput from a comprehens;ve research collaboration 

between researchers in Sweden !ResearLh Policy 
Institute, University of Lund), Germany (fraunt>o>er 
!nstitut fiir S:;stemtechnH und Innovationsforschung) 
and Japan (Institute for Policy Studies, 
Sai tama Uni- ers i ty). 

Significant ~hanges in national R&D systeins 
are the focal point of this volume which suggests 
new •ays of applting quantitative indicators 
to study current shifts. The technique, called 
te.:hnometrics, is seen as a major new development 
;n measuring change. The difficulties of 
applying new methods to insufficient data 
bases is covered in depth and finally the 
importance of the environmt?ntal and social 
conte~ts nt change is analysed. 

ContePt~: 

Introduction: Jon Sigurdson; 

Di11ensions or technical change: 

Basic technologies and the innovation 
process - Rikard Stankiewicz; 

The growing importance of technology 
fusion - fumio Kodama; 

tteasuring science and technology: 

Technometrics as a missing link in 
science and technology indicators -
Hariolf Grupp; 

Laser research in Sweden, Germany and 
Japan - Anders Granberg; 

Developing industrial robot technology 
in Sweden, Germany, Japan and the 
USA - Hariolf Grupp, Beatrix Schwitalla, 
Ulrich Schmoch and Anders Granberg; 

Japanese R&D in robotics and generic 
engineering - Hasayuki Kondo; 

Dynamics of national R&D programs -
fumio Kodama; 

Organizing technical change: 

Joint research and networking -
Jon Sigurdson; 

A vision of S&T policy in a resource-conscious 
society - Helmar Krupp. 
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10. PAST EVENTS AND FUTURE tEETINGS 

JANUARY 1991 JUNE 

23-26 
Marseille, 
France 

APRIL 

18-19 
Brussels, 
Belgium 

"1AY 

6-7 
Indianapolis, IN., 
USA 

7-9 
Balatonaliya, 
Hungary 

14-16 
Carlsbad, 
Czechoslovakia 

15-17 
Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

20-24 
Long Beach, 
Calif., USA 

21-24 
Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

,ruNE_ 

3-6 
Osaka, Japan 

10--12 
Goeteborg, 
S"eden 

18-19 
Warrington, UK 

3rd INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION FOR 
NORTH-SOUTH CO-OPERATION -
SICAD '91 (Glahe International 
KG, Pf 800349, D-5000 Koln, 
Germar.y) 

THERHOPLASTIC ELASTOHERS -
II I Corference 
(RAPRA rechn~logy Ltd., 
Shawbury, Shrewsbury, Shropshire 
SY4 4NR, UK) 

4th Symposium on Composite 
Haterials: fatigue and fracture 
(Sponsored by ASTi~. 1916 Race 
Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103, 
USA) 

14th Conferenc~ Qn Haterials 
Testing in Hetallurgy (Hungarian 
Mining and Hetallurgical Society, 
H-1371 Budapest, P.O. Box 433. 
fax: 361 156 1215) 

REINFORCED PLASTICS Exhibition 
(Oun techniky CSVTS, 
Ing. J. Svitakova, Nejedleho 
Sady 6, 303 40 Pilzen, 
Czechoslovakia) 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES - THEIR 
IMPACT ON THE METALS PROCESSING 
AND USER INDUSTRIES 
(BNF Metals Technology Centre, 
Wantage Business Park, 
Denchworth Road, Wantage, Oxon, 
OX12 9BJ; fax: 0£35-771144) 

A~VANCED AE~OSPACE MATERIALS 
(American Society for Metals 
International, Metals Park, 
OH 44073, USA) 

1st ASH European Heat Treatment 
Conference and Exhibition 
(ECCO, rue de l'Orme 19, 
B-1040 Brussels, Belgium, 
TX: 61473) 

Superplasticity in Advanced 
Materials, Prof. N. Furushiro, 
Osaka University, fax: 
81-6-876-4729 

CERAMIC MATERIALS & COHPOS!TfS 
FOR ENGINES 
(Swedish Ceramic ~nriety, 
Box 5403, S-402 19 uoeteborg, 
Sweden) 

Characterizatior ~' ~ngineering 
alloys 2: mechan1Ldl testing 
and non-destructive testing 
(Institute of Metals, 1 Carlton 
House Terrace, London SWlY 5DB) 

18-21 
Valexpo, Oyonnax 
France 

19-21 
San Diego, Calif., 
USA 

JULY 

8-12 
Hong Kong 

JULY 

14-19 
Haifa, 
I srae 1 

15-19 
Honalulu, 
USA 

22-24 
Cambridge, UK 

22-26 
Kanazawa, Japan 

A.!JfillS!. 

17-24 
Oenver, Colo., 
USA 

18-21 
Ottawa, Canada 

3rd International Plasturgy 
forum (Sogexpo, B.P. 219, 
f-01106 Oyonnax Cedex, 
France) 

International Symposium on 
Environmental Effects on Advanced 
Haterials (NACE = National 
Association of Corrosion 
Engineers, P.O. Box 218340, 
Houston, Texas 77218) 

13th IOCU World Congress 
(IOCU ~International 
Organization of Consumer Unions, 
250-A Jalan Air Ita~, 
10460 Penang, Malaysia; for 
more information: 
Rajeswari Kanniah (Ms.), 
Congress Co-ordinator, 13th IOCU 
World Congress Secretariat. 
Address as above, Tel/fax: 
(60-4)376955, TX: 40164) 

The Strength of Metals and 
Alloys - International Conference 
(Unitours Israel Ltd., 
90A Hayarkon Street, 
P.O. Box 3190, Tel Aviv 61031, 
Israel) 

International Conference on 
Composite Haterials (EACH= 
European Association for 
Composite Haterials, 2 Place de 
la Bourse, 33076 Bordeaux Cedex, 
France) 

EUROHAT '91 - 2nd European 
Conference on Advanced Materials 
and Processes (Institute of 
Metals & Materials Science for 
the federation of Eur~pean 
Materials Societies, 1 Carlton 
House Terrace, London SWlY 5DB, 
UK) 

International Conference on 
Materials and Mechanisms of 
~uperconductivity - High 
Temperature Superconductors 
(University of Tokyo, Department 
of Industrial Chemistry, 
7-3-1 Hongo, 8unkyo-ku, 
Tokyo 113, Japan) 

ISES SOLAR WORLD CONGRESS 1991 
(!nternational Solary Energy 
Society) 

COPPER '91 
(Inco Ltd., Sheridan Park, 
Hissis~auga, Ontario, Canada. 
fax: 416-822 3922, 
TX: 069-82263) 



SEPTEltJER 

9-11 
Detroit, HI., USA 

15-18 
Glasgow, UK 

15-19 
Islamabad, 
Pakistan 

15-20 
Brussels, 
Belgilllll 

17-19 
Leuven, 
Belgilllll 

OCTOBER 

1-3 
Zurich, 
Switzerland 

2-4 
Stuttgart, 
Gennany 

7-11 
Cadiz, 
Spain 

24-25 
Berlin, 
Gennany 
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ADVANCED COMPOSITES - 7th Annual 
Conference 
(Engineering Society of Detroit, 
100 Farnsworth Avenue. Detroit, 
HI 48202, USA) 

THE SECOND EUROPEAN IRONHAKING 
CONGRESS 
(Iron and Steel Oivison of the 
Institute of Heta'rs, 1 Carlton 
House Terrace, London SWlY SOB, 
UK) 

Second Int'l Syinposilllll on 
Advanced Materials, 
(Or. Nazeer Alunad, 
Or. A. Q. Khan Research 
Laboratories, fax: 051-841987) 

EMC '91 - first European Metals 
Conference - Nonferrous 
Metallurgy - Present and future 
(Universiteit Brussel, Department 
of Metallurgy, Pleinlaan 2, 
1050 Brussels, BelgiU111. fax: 
32-7-1641.32.00) 

2nd International Conference on 
Interfacial Phen011ena in 
C0111posite Materials '91 
(Butterworth Scientific Ltd., 
P.O. Box 63, Westbury House, 
Bury Street, Guildford, 
Surrey GU2 5BH, UK. 
fax: 44-483-301563) 

ENGINEERED COMPOSITE MATERIALS -
1st International Conference 
(ECCO, rue de l'Onie 19, 
B-1040 Brussels, Belgium) 

Reliability of Advanced Materials 
(Max Planck Institut fur 
Eisenforschung, ASH Int. Rhein
Ruhr, Max Planck Strasse 1, 
D-4000 Dusseldorf, Gennany) 

Sixth International Workshop 
on Glasses and Ceramics from 
Gels (Group of Gels, University 
of Cadiz, Departamento de 
Estructura y Propiedades de los 
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Advances 1n Materials Technology: Monitor 
Reader Survev 

'Ihe Advances in Hat~rials Technology: Monitor bas nov been published since 1983. 
Although i~s mailing list is continuously updated as ne~ requests for inclusion are 
received and changes of address are made as soon as notifications of such changes 
are received, I would be grateful if readers co~id reconfirm their interest in 
receiving this newsletter. Kindly, therefore, ansver the questions below and mail 
this fona to: lbe Editor, Advances in Materials Technology: Monitor, UHlDO 
Tecbnologv Programme at the above address. 

Computer access number of mailing list (see address label): 

Name: 

Position/tit le: 

Address: 

Do you wish to continue receiving issues of the Advances 1n Materials Technology: 
Monitor? 

Is the present address as indicatec on the address label correct? 

How many issues of this nevsletter have you read? 

Optional 

Which section in the Monitor is of particular interest to you? 

Which additional subjects vould you suggest be included? 

Would you like co see aoy sections deleted? 

Have you access to soae/most of the journals from which the information contained 
in the Monitor is dravn? 

ls your copy of the Monitor passed oo .to friends/colleagues etc.? 

Please make any other coaneocs or ~uggest ions for improving the qua 1 i ty and 
usefulness of this ne\tsletter. 
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If you would like to receive issues of the Advances in Hate~ials 
Technology: Honitor in the future, please complete the forffi below 
and returr. to: 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
Advances in Materials Technology: Monitor; Corie 504 
Editor - Room: Dl950 
P.O.Box 300 
A-1400 Vienna, Aust~ia 

Type a< print clurly \one i.ner per box) and IH~ a s.,.a bet .. ttn ~Kh word 
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Reader's comments 

We should appreciate i.t if readers could take the time to tell us in 
this space what they think of the 23rd issue of Advances in Materials 
Technology: Monitor. Comments on the usefulness of the information and the 
way it has been organized will help-us in preparing fut~re issues of the 
Monitor. We thank you for your co-operation and look forward to hear~ng from 
you. 
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